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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
Curated by Sudeepta Roy and Jun Yang, the latest issue of the Bulletin focuses on an unusual topic: education
and tools for data management practitioners. This topic typically does not receive a lot of attention, although its
significance has increased dramatically as the impact of data engineering has grown. This issue fills the gap. For
instance, Chandra and Sudarshan introduced a system that supports students in learning SQL in the first article of
the issue. We were aware for many years that SQL could be difficult to use. But previously, SQL was mostly
used by a small number of database administrators or data management engineers. Today, with the rise of data
science, SQL is used by business analysts, data engineers, data scientists, software developers, machine learning
engineers, and virtually anybody else whose work requires access to data. In addition, SQL queries have become
sophisticated and difficult to interpret, and improper use of SQL can not only lead to inaccurate results but also
incur exorbitant data warehouse expenditures. It is therefore essential that we comprehend the obstacles and
prepare ourselves and the field properly.
This issue also includes an opinion piece titled "A bird’s eye view of the fourth industrial revolution" by
Kyu-Young Whang et al. Although the concept of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) is not new, the post-Covid
world and the new technologies that have emerged in response to this new world have given the term a new
meaning. The article by Kyu-Young Whang et al. provides a timely assessment of the prospects and obstacles in
this field based on an informative categorization of 4IR technologies.
I would like to congratulate Joy Arulraj from Georgia Tech. and Leilani Battle from Univ. of Washington for
winning the 2022 IEEE TCDE Award. Arulraj receives the Rising Star Award for his contributions to the design
of query processing engines for non-volatile memory and video database systems. Battle receives the Rising Star
Award for her interactive data-intensive systems for exploratory data analysis. The letters shared their experience
and their perspectives.
Haixun Wang
Instacart
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Letter from the Special Issue Editors
The longevity of the database systems is truly something to marvel at: it has been more than half a century since
the introduction of the relational model in 1970. The increasingly important role played by data in modern-day
endeavors has further contributed to growing interest in data management. More students—from not only
computer science and data science but also other disciplines—see data management skills as an essential part of
their training. Nonetheless, this is no time for complacence by the data engineering community. First, our methods
for teaching data management skills are becoming woefully inadequate in the presence of growing number of
students and diversity in their backgrounds. Second, the exploding number and variety of new data-driven
applications demand constant innovations in data management that go far beyond the interfaces and features of
traditional database systems. This special issue is devoted to sampling ongoing research from our community to
address the above challenges.
The issue begins with two projects focused on improving teaching and learning relational database technology.
Chandra and Sudarshan present the work on the XData system at IIT Bombay, which automatically grades
student queries given a set of correct queries. XData generates multiple datasets to catch different errors ensuring
better test coverage, it suggests multiple correct query structures that are helpful for partial grading, and also
provides individualized feedback on what changes are needed to correct a query. Bhowmick and Li describe the
TRUSS project at the Nanyang Technological University, which helps students learn relational query processing.
Its goals include helping users understand executing plans, as well as how database optimizers choose among
various alternative plans. Guided by the motivation theories of learning and informed by data collected throughout
the learning process, TRUSS employs a variety of modes to assist learners, such as natural language explanations,
visualizations, and an interactive chatbot. Both papers share their experience of using these two systems in
database courses at their respective universities.
The third paper, by Gatterbauer et al., presents the principles of query visualization, which aims at helping
humans understand the meaning of a query written in SQL. This visualization paradigm has not only applications
in education, but with a graphical representation of queries that abstract away unnecessary syntactical details, it
also enables interesting uses such as identifying code reuse opportunities and clustering query patterns.
The subsequent papers in this issue seek to extend database technology for novel data interfaces and
applications. The paper from UC San Diego by Shao et al. tackles a key challenge in building natural language
interfaces for data: how to learn representations of structured data, for text- and speech-to-SQL translation,
as well as for building dialog systems for tasks such as helping users produce plots from structure data. The
paper from Ohio State by Burley et al. is about support for developing augmented reality applications. These
applications virtually augment real-world objects with additional information by performing real-time “joins”
between data extracted from the physical environment with data from remote sources. The Quill framework they
present simplifies the development process using declarative specifications, and uses automatic optimization
to achieve better performance than code developed with standard tools. The paper from NYU Abu Dhabi and
UMass Amherst by Abouzied et al. discusses opportunities for in-database decision support and the challenges
related to usability, scalability, data uncertainty, dynamic environments with changing data and models, and
robust policy making. Their PackageBuilder system and its extensions transform a declarative specification of a
package query into an integer linear program, and solve it on deterministic or uncertain data to obtain the desired
package of input tuples with minimum cost or maximum profit while satisfying specified constraints.
The last two papers in this issue are about exploratory data analysis (EDA). Peng et al. present a survey of
several open-source and commercial interfaces for exploratory data analysis. They focus on user exploration
activities in three stages of EDA: generating initial questions to get some initial questions to explore, creating
visualizations to answer questions, and examining the visualizations to produce answers or ask more questions.
Kennedy et al. describe Vizier, an extensible multi-modal platform for data-centric workflows. The main idea
behind Vizier is that, rather than alternating between task-specific tools such as spreadsheets and notebooks for
data exploration, discovery, and analysis, a better approach is to build multiple user interfaces on top of a single
2

incremental workflow/dataflow platform with built-in support for versioning, provenance, error discovery, output
tracking, and data cleaning.
Overall, we hope these eight articles together offer a sample of the ongoing work as well as exciting challenges
in widening the impact of database engineering community — both through education and through novel interfaces
and features. We would like to thank the authors of this issue for their contributions, and welcome more from our
community to join them.
Sudeepa Roy and Jun Yang
Duke University, USA
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A Bird’s Eye View of the 4th Industrial Revolution Technologies
Kyu-Young Whang, Jae-Gil Lee, Hyo-Sang Lim, Inju Na
National Academy of Sciences Republic of Korea, KAIST, and Yonsei University
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Introduction

Big data and artificial intelligence (AI) are at the core of the rapid digitalization of all aspects in our lives, which
is referred to as the Digital Transformation, 4th Industrial Revolution, or Industry 4.0. In particular, the term
“4th Industrial Revolution (4IR)” proposed by Klaus Schwab, the founder of the World Economic Forum, is
widely used in the scientific literature. As significant parts of our work and personal life are now performed
non-face-to-face due to the COVID-19 crisis, the development of 4IR technologies has been accelerating. At the
same time, it is difficult to understand and digest all the new 4IR technologies that are pouring out every day.
With this motivation, we take a bird’s eye view of exploring these technologies and their relationships (Section 2).
We then elaborate on the base and core technologies (Sections 3 and 4) and a key application (Section 5).

1.1

Definition of Industrial Revolution

An industrial revolution occurs when impactful new technologies cause rapid changes in industrial and manpower
structures, which in turn cause large economic and social changes. The 1st Industrial Revolution refers to the
drastic economical and societal changes caused by technological innovations and transitions to new manufacturing
processes triggered by James Watt’s steam engine, which was invented in the mid-18th and early 19th centuries.
The 2nd Industrial Revolution generally refers to innovative changes triggered by the use of electricity and oil,
which was made possible by Thomas Edison, Nicola Tesla, and George Westinghouse at the end of the 19th
century. The 3rd Industrial Revolution, which is also called the Digital Revolution or Information Revolution,
mainly refers to the large economic and social changes triggered by the advent of computers and the Internet at the
end of the 20th century. The term “3rd Industrial Revolution” was first used by Jeremy Rifkin in his 2011 book
with the same title [56]. The 4th Industrial Revolution was first mentioned in 2016 at the World Economic Forum
(WEF, aka Davos Forum) chaired by Klaus Schwab [62]. There are various definitions for 4IR. The fusion of the
physical, digital, and biological worlds claimed in 4IR is expected to be realized through metaverse technology.
Notably, Facebook has changed its company name to Meta and is working to dominate the technology market.
Being confined to the manufacturing sector, digital transformation characterized by AI, big data, and the Internet
of Things (IoT) is combined with robot technology to lead to automation of existing production processes. In the
EU, centering on Germany, technology development for a smart factory is collectively referred to as “Industry
4.0” [43]. Some including Jeremy Rifkin view this process as a continuation of the 3rd Industrial Revolution.
However, it appears that, while the 3rd Industrial Revolution has an emphasis on improved productivity through
fast computation and improved communication through the Internet, 4IR focuses on intelligence including
AI (especially, deep learning) that may replace humans and on the integration of real and virtual worlds in a
hyper-connected society [14]. In particular, the metaverse is increasingly becoming a reality especially due to
COVID-19 where many conferences are held virtually and people are interacting through avatars. In addition,
more and more virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) products are becoming available.

1.2

Impact of Industrial Revolution

As mentioned above, an industrial revolution introduces innovative new technologies, which cause sudden
industrial structure changes and impact the job market. The major issues for such a rapid change are the lack
of manpower for the new industry and the long time it takes to train a workforce. At the same time, large-scale
unemployment is expected of many workers/experts of the existing industry due to its rapid decline. High-tech
4

industries are no exception. In the automobile industry, for example, a significant portion (30–50%) of new
car sales is expected to be filled with electric vehicles made with simpler processes within the next decade or
so [9, 13], so the demand for workers in automobile factories, high-tech engine and transmission engineers, and
various automobile parts may decrease significantly. Instead, battery and self-driving AI software technologies
are expected to replace the existing ones.
Therefore, the following preparations for 4IR are necessary:
1. Job creation by understanding, leading the development of, and industrializing new technologies for 4IR.
2. Resolving the demand for manpower by systematically nurturing manpower necessary for new industry.
3. Relieving unemployment and demand for manpower through re-education of old-industry professionals.
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4IR Technologies and Their Relationships

We categorize and organize the technologies for 4IR as follows. Figure 1 shows the result and their relationship
in a large framework.
Self Driving

Virtual &
Bioinformatics
Metaverse
Augmented Reality
Application Technologies Core Technology

Telemedicine

Security
Blockchain

Core Technology

Big
Data

Core Technology

sub area 1
sub area 2
sub area 3
…

sub area 1
sub area 2
sub area 3
…

AI

Cloud

Smart Farm

Core Technology
sub area 1
sub area 2
sub area 3
…

IoT (Internet of Things)
Robotics

Smart
Factory

Base Technology

Computational Thinking

Smart City

Related Technologies
Input (sensing):
Sensor technology,
Biometric sensors,
Radars, Lidars, Cameras,
…

Technology Tools:
Nanotechnology,
Semi-conductor technology,
Quantum computing,
…

Output (control):
3D printing, Electric cars,
Batteries, Display,
…

Figure 1: A Bird’s eye view of the 4th Industrial Revolution technologies and their relationships.

2.1

Core Technologies

At the core is a hyper-connected network that can be envisioned as one giant computer. The operations of this
computer are sensing, computing, and control/interaction for integrating real and virtual worlds. Big data and AI
5

represent the computing, and the IoT plays the role of the infrastructure. There are also security technologies that
protect all these processes. Although not shown here, computer systems form the underlying infrastructure.

2.2

Base Technologies

At the base of this paradigm lies computational thinking, which attempts to solve real-life problems computationally. Computational thinking is a fundamental skill required of everyone and not only of computer scientists [71],
especially in the 4IR era. Thus, we categorize computational thinking as the base technology, although it may be
more appropriate to categorize it as a skill or an approach.

2.3

Application Technologies

In Figure 1, example application technologies (by no means exhaustive) based on the core technologies are shown
outside the large box and include self driving, VR/AR, metaverse, robotics, smart farms, telemedicine, smart
factories, and blockchain. These technologies are already revolutionizing the entire industry. The list is certainly
not exhaustive and will keep on growing as AI has become democratized where it is now easy to add intelligence
to any existing domain by utilizing open machine learning (ML) platforms such as Google’s TensorFlow and
Meta’s PyTorch.

2.4

Related Technologies

The related technologies to connect the computer with the real world include various sensor technologies including
biometric sensors, radars, lidars, and cameras for the input (sensing part) and 3D printing, electric vehicles,
batteries, and display technologies for the output (control/interaction part). Besides, nanotechnology, semiconductor technology, and quantum computing are widely used for realizing the core technologies as well as the
other related technologies.
In the next sections, we briefly discuss on the core and base technologies and introduce an example application
technology on how AI (ML) is used in molecular biology, which is a typical approach in bioinformatics. The
other application and related technologies are vast, and there are ample opportunities to learn about them through
various other media.

3
3.1

Base Technology of 4IR
Computational Thinking

In the 4IR characterized by the metaverse, not only computer scientists, but also general consumers and citizens
must be armed with computational thinking. Many countries including the United States, England, and Germany
have steadily been revamping their curriculums starting from as early as elementary school (K-12) to strengthen
Computer Science education and even require computational thinking [22, 25, 30, 55]. A pioneering example
is the 2014 U.K. educational reform where the subject “Computing” was introduced as compulsory in the
K-12 curriculum instead of the conventional ICT subject so as to teach students computational thinking, in
effect replacing “how to use” computers with “how to be creative” to understand and change the world [25].
Computational thinking is a methodology “for understanding and solving problems in ways that leverage the
power of technological methods to develop and test solutions” [4]. An alternative description is a set of problemsolving methods that involve formulating problems and solving them in such a way that a computer could
also execute [5]. The four key techniques to computational thinking are decomposition, pattern recognition,
abstraction, and algorithms [12]. It involves formulating a problem through summarizing and abstracting a
real-world problem and solving it by using an algorithm. During this process, a large problem can be decomposed
into smaller problems and solved (divide and conquer). If we borrow the notion “algorithms + data structures =
6

programs” by Niklaus Wirth [72], computational thinking in short is an approach of solving real life problems
by thinking, understanding, analyzing, designing, and executing by computer programs (or computationally).
Since computational thinking constitutes the most basic education to confront 4IR, we categorize it as the base
technology.1

4

Core Technologies of 4IR

4.1
4.1.1

AI, Big Data, and Their Integration
Integrated Research

Big data research has been conducted since the 1960’s under the names of file systems, databases, data mining,
big data analytics, big data systems, and data science. In the big data era, data has become extremely valuable and
is considered to be the oil of the 21st century. Data is also the essential fuel for AI (ML). As a result, the collection,
storage, processing, and analysis of data has become an indispensable element in any application. AI has been
studied since the 1940’s and mimics the human ability to learn, solve problems, and recognize patterns in the form
of computer programs. ML is an important branch of AI that uses big data to automatically learn and improve
computer algorithms without explicit programming. Platforms such as Google’s TensorFlow have been made
public, so the general public can easily use ML in various applications. Applications include self-driving cars,
intelligent assistants, AI speakers, AI clerks in marts, automatic defect detection of products in manufacturing,
and even professional tasks conducted by doctors and lawyers. As AI and in particular deep learning heavily rely
on large amounts of data, the big data and AI disciplines are becoming increasingly integrated. Within an AI
system, ML algorithms account for only a small fraction of all the components in terms of lines of code [63]. In
addition to ML code, the significant components include data collection, data verification, feature extraction, and
analysis tools. Moreover, according to practitioners of ML, 80–90% of the efforts in an ML life cycle is spent on
data preparation, and many companies have difficulty adopting deep learning due to the need of large amounts of
labeled data and the lack of explainability of the trained models [65]. In addition, the broad field of data science
is not just about ML, but also data mining and database techniques [69]. Most recently, even the ML community
has started to focus on improving the data for AI performance. Unlike traditional AI where the ML algorithm is of
primary interest, the goal is to improve the data while using the same algorithm. This paradigm has been coined
as data-centric AI [6]. In the next sections, we explain two directions of integration: DB to ML and ML to DB.
4.1.2

DB to ML

The ML data lifecycle consists of many steps including data understanding, data validation and cleaning, and
data preparation [53]. We summarize how database and data management techniques are being used for these
steps. Better data management can improve ML. For example, data normalization is a common technique to
reduce redundancies and anomalies and has been proposed to factorize and improve the speed of ML training
as well [28]. Data cleaning has recently been extended and evaluated with the new objective of improving
ML accuracy [45], and data validation techniques are routinely used to check the quality of training data [23].
ML systems are increasingly becoming declarative as well by using schemas and declarative interfaces [50].
In supervised learning, models are trained using labeled data, and a significant bottleneck is to perform the
labeling itself. Data programming [54] has been proposed as a way to semi-automatically perform data labeling
on unlabeled data where training on large amounts of such data can result in better model accuracy than using
smaller amounts of manually-labeled data. Another approach is to develop techniques for collecting more datasets
that can improve the current training data and lead to better model performance [57]. There are new directions
1

Of course some critics worry about “computational chauvinism” [31] because computational thinking may not be broad enough to
solve all real-life problems.
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in AI that can benefit from data management techniques as well. In particular, Responsible AI (also known as
Trustworthy AI) has become important due to the widespread usage of AI. In addition to simply aim for high
accuracy, it is also important to be responsible and guarantee fairness, robustness, privacy, explainability, and
transparency among others [19]. Model fairness is about removing or coping with bias in the data, which may
lead to discriminative predictions [8]. Robustness is about ensuring high model accuracy against various noise or
poisoning in the data by either removing or fixing them [64]. Privacy is also becoming important as illustrated
by a Korean AI chatbot [16], which was famously shut down due to its hate speech and personal information
leakage including home addresses. Explainability is another important direction where models must be more
transparent and understandable when making predictions. Many of these problems can be traced to the training
data, so better data management can be a fundamental solution.
4.1.3

ML to DB

The other direction, ML to DB, has been extensively studied recently [42]. In this direction, ML techniques are
used to improve the performances of various components of a DBMS including indexing, query optimization,
and parameter tuning. An index like a B-tree or hash table can be viewed as a function receiving a key attribute
value as an input and returning a location of the record with that value. This function can also be learned from
data by training a model that is smaller than the index and can be looked up faster [33]. Query optimization
involves searching for the most efficient query plan, and reinforcement learning is a suitable technique as it can
help speed up the searching without having to perform exhaustive searching or use handcrafted heuristics, and it
only requires a modest amount of training data to approximate the Q-function [48]. Parameter tuning in databases
can also benefit from reinforcement learning [44]. Another line of research is integrating the ML process itself
within a database system so that the ML process does not have to be used separately and can take advantage of
the database system [26, 27].
4.1.4

Perspective

In the future, the integration between big data and AI will only accelerate. Data management is no longer just
about data, but needs to be tightly integrated to AI techniques to achieve data-centric AI. At the same time, AI
techniques will increasingly complement and possibly even replace database components. While both research
directions are very interesting, there must also be considerations of the real needs in the industry as well.

4.2

Internet of Things (IoT)

The IoT refers to a state where all physical objects are connected over the Internet and can exchange data [11].
People can interact with these things by being connected to the network. Each object obtains information
from the surrounding environment through sensors and transmits the information through the network. This
concept extends existing Machine to Machine (M2M) communication and is expected to evolve to an Internet of
Everything (IoE) where humans, objects, data, and processes all become connected [10]. Applications for the
IoT include smart home, smart farms, smart factories, smart healthcare, and self driving.
4.2.1

Hyper-Connected Society

The IoT started as a connection of home appliances and is becoming a foundation for a hyper-connected society.
Accordingly, there is a need for more data sensing and fast and reliable networks. Faster communication
technology like 5G becomes essential. In December 2018, the three Korean mobile carriers succeeded in
transmitting 5G radio waves [58], thereby ushering in the 5G era where major technologies of 4IR can be
supported. As of February 2022, more than 200,000 5G base stations are deployed in South Korea [68].

8

4.2.2

Definition of 5G and Beyond

The 5G standard is developed by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which provides the vision
and goals, and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) international standardization organization, which
develops the technical standards [59]. The key characteristics of 5G are ultra-high speed, ultra-low latency,
and hyper-connectivity. Ultra-high speed refers to the high speed of 20Gbps, which is up to 20 times faster
than 4G [59]. Ultra-low latency means uninterrupted service where the goal is to reduce latency from tens of
milliseconds to around one millisecond [59]. For example, assuming that the time for a self-driving car going
at the speed of 100km/h to receive an emergency braking command is 10ms using 4G, the vehicle will move
28cm before stopping. On the other hand, if the delay is 1ms using 5G, the vehicle will only move 2.8cm before
starting to stop, which makes the self driving safe. Hyper-connectivity means that the number of devices that can
be connected at the same time increases. Table 1 shows that the connection density of the IoT and smart devices
within 1km2 is 1 million for 5G, which is 10 times larger than that of 4G [59] and brings us a step closer to a
wireless smart city.
Item
Peak data rate
User experienced data rate
Spectrum efficiency
Area traffic capacity
Latency
Connection density
Network energy efficiency
Mobility

4G
1Gbps
10Mbps
0.1Mbps/m2
10ms
100,000/km2
350km/h

5G
20Gbps
100Mbps
X3
10Mbps/m2
1ms
1,000,000/km2
X100
500km/h

Table 1: Comparison of 4G and 5G requirements [59]. Spectrum efficiency is the maximum data rate of the
communication system within a given bandwidth. Area traffic capacity is the maximum transmission capacity
within a unit area. Connection density is the maximum number of devices within a unit area.
More recently the 6G standard is in development [1]. It is targeting 1 Tbps peak data rate (50 times), 100
microseconds of latency (1 tenth), and 10,000,000/km2 of connection density (10 times), more reliability (100
times) compared with those of 5G (Figure 2). It is expected 500 billion objects be connected by 2030. There will
be more emphasis on heterogeneity to support key 6G services such as truly immersive extended reality (XR),
high-fidelity mobile hologram, and digital replica among others, beyond VR/AR and IoT applications [60].

4.3

Security Technology

A core technology of 4IR, security technology is inextricably related to the other core technologies—big data, AI,
and IoT. In this section, we discuss the security issues in each of these three.
4.3.1

Security in Big Data

• Data protection and privacy preserving: Big data poses new threats in data protection and privacy beyond
what traditional cryptography and de-identification techniques could counter. For example, existing
de-identification techniques including k-anonymity [66] and l-diversity [46] may be vulnerable to reidentification attacks [37]. Thus, differential privacy [34] is being considered as an alternative to preserve
privacy. Differential privacy enables us to publicly share a dataset by conserving statistical properties of
groups in the dataset while hiding exact information about individuals in it. Differential privacy has been
9

Figure 2: Comparison of 5G and 6G performances. Source: Samsung Electronics [60]
widely used in collecting and analyzing big data, e.g., by U.S. Census Bureau for showing commuting
patterns [47], Google for sharing historical traffic statistics [17], Apple for improving the intelligent
personal assistant technology of iOS 10 [2], and Microsoft for implementing telemetry in Windows [32].
Meanwhile, fast evolution of computing power mainly driven by quantum computing may invalidate
existing cryptography systems whose safety is supposed to be guaranteed by extremely high computational
complexity [24]. Quantum cryptography [35], in which copying and viewing encrypted message without
notification is impossible, can be considered as a countermeasure.
• Security in distributed and decentralized information technology (IT) infrastructure: In the 4IR era, IT
environments become more distributed and decentralized as distributed information processing engines
such as Hadoop and Spark are widely used to handle large-scale data, and the IT service platforms move to
cloud environments. To protect such distributed IT infrastructure, identity and access management (IAM),
data loss prevention (DLP), security information and event management (SIEM), business continuity and
disaster recovery (BCDR) are considered as common countermeasures [20] along with traditional cybersecurity techniques such as intrusion detection, network security, and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
protection. In addition, a virtualization technique, which securely separates multiple users on a single
physical machine, plays a key role to ensure cybersecurity in distributed IT infrastructure, because it
is common to share the same resource (e.g., machine) with multiple users [67]. Besides, a blockchain
is expected to be an important technique to build a decentralized, trustworthy infrastructure even with
presence of untrustworthy participants [3]. It is being widely used for cryptocurrency and smart contracts.
• Security in VR / AR: VR / AR collects a much larger amount of private information about users and
their behaviors compared to traditional input devices (e.g., keyboards and mouses) and social networking
services (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) [15]. Thus, with smartly forged content, VR / AR can be powerful
means of spreading fake news and social prejudice. At the same time, the guarantee of its availability
is crucial when it is utilized in mission-critical tasks such as life rescue, dron control, and production
management. We also need to prepare for new security issues such as information sharing between VR / AR
headsets and device protection with physiological or biometric information [29].
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4.3.2

Security in ML

ML works with two valuable assets to be protected—data and models, where the former is the input of training and
the latter the result. Attack on data is often referred to as data corruption or data poisoning [18]. If the training
data is unreliable or biased, ML generates models which may lead to false or unfair decisions. Data corruption or
poisoning attacks intentionally manipulate the training data to deceive a model. In principle, such kind of attacks
can be prevented with strict access control, confidential data storage, and cryptography. However, the nature of
ML training data that a large volume comes from various sources makes this issue more complicated [61]. In
addition, data extraction or exfiltration should be prevented because the training data can be used to infer the
behavior of a trained model and can contain proprietary and private information [49]. Attack on a model is often
referred to as model manipulation or backdooring which publishes a model forged for potentially conducting
malicious behaviors [36]. The resulting service of such an inflicted model could be problematic. Like data
extraction, a model can also be extracted to guess the prediction of the model or to find the hidden parameters
influencing the prediction [49].
4.3.3

Security in Communications

In the hyper-connected society realized by 4IR, the cyberattack surface is expanded to all the devices connected
to the network—including computers, mobile devices, vehicles, wearable devices, appliances, sensors, and
so on [21]. Cyberattacks can target not only the communication between these devices but also the devices
themselves. Regarding the IoT communication, lack of IoT security standards is regarded as one of the main
obstacles [40]. Because IoT communication is commonly applied to collect and transmit the information
in many mission critical scenarios such as self driving, smart factories, and smart healthcare, even a short
miscommunication or disconnection by an attack can cause significant damages [51]. Pervasive IoT devices also
can be exposed to physical threats such as stealing, unauthorized moving, compromising to steal information
or inject forged data, and triggering false instructions that may cause malfunction [52]. In addition, traditional
DDoS attacks become easier as the number of the devices that can be targeted increases on the IoT platform [7].

5

Example Application Technology: Molecular Biology

AI has been actively used in molecular biology, especially for predicting protein structures. Google’s DeepMind,
well known as the inventor of AlphaGo, created AlphaFold [39], the cutting edge AI network for predicting
protein structures. Knowing how proteins fold is very useful for scientists to understand the biological processes
of every creature. This direction of research can greatly impact on every field of molecular biology, from helping
overcome disease and quickly discovering new medicines to revealing the mysteries of life.
Consistent with the trend of 4IR, deep learning, a subset of ML in which deep (i.e., multilayered) neural
networks learn from vast amounts of data, is attracting more and more attention in molecular biology as well.
Notably, deep learning relieves the need for rigorous feature engineering done by domain experts, because a deep
neural network itself can accept high-dimensional input as well as decide the importance of each feature and
derive latent features [38]. Directly using raw input data without help from domain experts not only automates
and speeds up the entire process but also increases the scalability of the input data. This benefit stands out
especially in the 4IR era, because deep learning can digest unprecedented amounts of big data generated by DNA
sequencing. For example, DeepTFactor [41] is designed to predict a transcription factor (TF), which is a protein
that specifically binds to DNA and regulates gene transcription. Identifying TFs is regarded as the starting point
of the inspection of transcriptional regulatory systems [41]. As shown in Figure 3, DeepTFactor, which consists
of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), receives a protein sequence and predicts whether the given protein
sequence is a TF. Three CNNs with different filter sizes can learn diverse latent features, and their outputs are
concatenated to exploit all of these latent features; then, another CNN learns the mapping between the latent
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features and the class label (i.e., TF or non-TF). As a result, DeepTFactor achieves higher accuracy than previous
TF classification tools [41]. Overall, deep learning has become a powerful tool for various studies in molecular
biology [70].
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Figure 3: Deep neural network architecture of DeepTFactor. A shade color indicates the connection between the
input and output of a convolution operation. Source: Kim et al. [41]

6

Conclusion

In summary, we categorized the various technologies in 4IR and covered important core technologies—big data,
AI, IoT, and security. In addition, we presented an application of AI in molecular biology. We hope this article
will serve as a useful stepping stone for a comprehensive understanding of the technologies related to 4IR.
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Abstract
In a traditional classroom setting, instructors and teaching assistants either grade SQL queries either
manually or using fixed datasets. Manual grading is tedious, error-prone and does not scale well for
courses with a large number of students or for online courses. Using fixed datasets may miss even
common errors and mark incorrect student queries as correct. In this article, we discuss our system
XData that, given a set of correct queries, can automatically evaluate the correctness of SQL queries
using datasets designed to catch errors in the given correct queries. If a student query is found to be
incorrect, XData can even assign grades to the query based on how close they are to a correct query. In
our experience, these techniques can be used to grade queries for settings with a large number of students
with little human effort and involvement.

1

Introduction

Complex SQL queries may be written in several different ways and are difficult for beginners to get right. In
courses that teach SQL queries, student SQL queries are often graded manually. The manual grading involves
reading the student query manually comparing it to a correct query and/or executing the query on fixed datasets.
Manually reading the query and comparing queries may be difficult and is also prone to errors while using grading
using fixed datasets may miss errors in student queries. Let us consider an example where the correct query Q is
SELECT course.id, department.dept_name
FROM course LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT * from department WHERE department.budget > 70000) d
USING (dept_name);
A common mistake made by students is to write the following query Qs instead
SELECT course.id, department.dept_name
FROM course LEFT OUTER JOIN department
USING (dept_name) WHERE department.budget > 70000;
The student query looks sufficiently similar for a grader to miss the difference. The queries, however, are not
equivalent since they give different results on departments with a budget less than 70000. The query Q would
output such courses with a NULL department name while Qs would not output such courses. Even using a fixed
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Figure 1: Automated Grading Workflow
dataset may not be able to find the difference unless the dataset has a tuple where the department budget is less
than 70000. Thus a fixed dataset may also miss such errors in grading.
Even when the student query is incorrect, the grader is often expected to provide partial marks to the student
query based on how close the student query is to being correct. A naive approach of counting the number of
datasets for which a query gives the correct answer may not be fair for partial marking since a small error may
cause many or all test datasets to fail. For example, if a student used a selection condition a > 10 instead of
a < 10, most test datasets would fail. Conversely, a query with basic conceptual errors may still give the correct
result on some datasets, especially ones where an empty answer is expected. Awarding partial marks manually is
tedious and error-prone. Let us consider the following correct query provided by the instructor
SELECT * FROM r INNER JOIN s ON (r.A=s.A) WHERE r.A>10
and a student submitted the query
SELECT * FROM r INNER JOIN s ON (r.A=s.B) WHERE s.A>10
A grader manually evaluating the student query above may deduct marks for two errors - one for the join condition
and another for the selection condition. However, if the join condition in the student query is fixed, the student
query is equivalent to the given correct query since now r.A and s.A are equivalent in the student query. Hence
only marks for one error should have been deducted.
In a database course, it would also be helpful for the student to receive specific feedback as to where they
went wrong and how their mistakes could have been corrected. This is very time-consuming for TAs and is rarely
done well even for moderately sized classes. With the growing popularity of online courses, where students
expect instant feedback on the answers they submit there is an increasing need for automated and instantaneous
feedback, Manual grading does not scale for large online courses, and just showing datasets where the query gave
a wrong result may not provide clear feedback to students.
In our work on XData [1–3], we developed techniques to automatically grade student queries, given a set
of correct queries. XData has two steps for grading student SQL queries as shown in Figure 1. The instructor
first provides the question text and some correct queries. Based on the correct queries, XData generates multiple
datasets that are tailored to catch different types of errors on the given queries. Since SQL queries may be
written in several different ways, allowing instructors to specify multiple correct queries allows us to ensure
more coverage of test cases. It also helps us get more query correct structures which is useful for our partial
marking technique. The test data generation technique can also be used to test database queries and applications
as described in [1, 4].
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When evaluating a student query, the student query is run against the datasets generated by XData and the
results are compared with the correct query. For correct student queries, the results generated by the student query
and the instructor query would be the same across all generated datasets. Such queries would be awarded full
marks. We note that techniques for checking query equivalence could potentially be used to check for equivalence
of a student query to a correct query, but the state of the art for equivalence checking does not handle many
SQL features such as null values, and has limitations in reasoning about equivalence with the given database
constraints. While there is a risk of labeling an incorrect query as correct using our approach, we have not found
it to be an issue in practice.
For incorrect queries, XData compares the student query with the correct query using an edit-based technique
and provides a score as well as the changes that need to be made in the student query to make it a correct query.
Our approach scales to large class sizes and can grade student queries and provide feedback instantly.
In this article, we first discuss, in Section 1, techniques for automatically generating test data and how the test
data generated can be used to check the correctness of SQL queries submitted by students. In Section 3, we show
how edit-based grading can be used to both award partial marks and provide individualized feedback for incorrect
student queries. We share our experience of using the XData grading system in Section 4 and discuss related
work in Section 5. We conclude the article in Section 6 and discuss some open challenges.

2

Using Datasets to Check Correctness

Test data generation in XData is done based on the correct queries provided by the instructor. Unlike fixed
datasets that are query agnostic, these datasets are designed to catch errors based on the correct queries provided
by the instructor and are hence much better at catching errors.

2.1

Common Errors in SQL Queries

Students make several types of errors when writing SQL queries. Some students may use an inner join when a
left outer join was required, others may use a count aggregation when a count distinct was needed. Mutation
testing is a well-known approach to check the adequacy of test cases for a program [5]. We use a similar approach
for mutation testing of SQL queries. We consider mutations as (syntactically correct) changes to an SQL query.
Errors made by student queries may be seen as mutations of the correct query and the incorrect query is called a
non-equivalent mutant of the correct query. A dataset that produces different results on the correct and incorrect
queries is said to kill the mutation.
XData produces multiple datasets. The first dataset is aimed to produce a non-empty result for the query. This
dataset itself kills several mutations. For the remaining datasets, XData considers single mutations at a time on
the correct query provided by the instructor and generates datasets that are targeted to kill the mutations. Each
dataset is marked with a tag to indicate which type of mutations a dataset is designed to catch. Note that a dataset
designed to catch one type of mutation may catch other types of mutations as well.
XData considers a large number of mutations in SQL queries including but not limited to the following.
• Join type mutation: A join type mutation involves replacing one of {INNER, LEFT OUTER, RIGHT
OUTER} JOIN with another. Since the same join query may be written using different join orders, XData
considers mutations across different join orders. Mutations involving missing or additional join orders are
also considered.
• Selection predicate mutation: For selection conditions, XData considers mutations of the relational
operator where any occurrence of one of {=, <>, <, >, ≤, ≥} is replaced by another or if the selection
condition is missing. XData also considers mutations of selection predicates between IS NULL and NOT
IS NULL and for missing IS NULL. These predicates may be on integer, floating, text attributes or even
aggregates. Mutations involving changing the constant in the selection condition are also considered.
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• Aggregation mutation: Aggregations may be either unconstrained (at the root of the query tree) or
constrained (having a condition with the aggregate). In both cases, the aggregation function can be mutated
among MAX, MIN, SUM, AVG, COUNT and their DISTINCT versions. Mutations involving COUNT(attr)
to COUNT(*), in case attr is nullable, are also considered.
• Group by attribute mutation: For queries involving the GROUP BY clause, XData considers mutations
involving additional or missing group by attributes both in the presence and absence of the HAVING clause.
• Like operator mutation: Like operators are used in SQL to match patterns in text attributes. SQL like
operators include LIKE, NOT LIKE, ILIKE and NOT ILIKE. XData considers mutation of any one SQL
like operator to other like operators. XData also considers mutations in the patterns used with the LIKE
operator such as replacing as ’%’ with ’_’ and vice versa or missing ’%’ or ’_’ in the pattern.
• Nested subquery mutations: XData considers mutations between IN vs. NOT IN, EXISTS vs. NOT
EXISTS and ALL vs. ANY/SOME. Mutations on the queries in the nested subquery are also considered for
test data generation so that errors inside subqueries are also caught.
• Set operator mutations: Set operators are used in compound queries to combine the results of two underlying results. Set operator mutations include changing one of the following operators to another: UNION,
UNION ALL, INTERSECT, INTERSECT ALL, EXCEPT, EXCEPT ALL. Similar to nested subqueries, mutations of the subqueries whose results are input to these set operators are also considered.
• Distinct mutation: Duplicates in the results may be filtered using the DISTINCT clause. XData considers
mutations of a missing or extraneous DISTINCT clause.

2.2

Test Data Generation to Detect Errors

For each type of mutation, we design specific conditions that the datasets must satisfy in order to kill such
mutations. Let us take the following example query to demonstrate the mutations considered for queries with join
and selections and how we generate datasets to kill the mutations.
SELECT course.course_id
FROM course INNER JOIN takes USING(course_id)
WHERE course.credits >= 6
Some of the mutations that XData would consider and the techniques to kill those are the following.
1. Join type mutation: Consider the mutation from department INNER JOIN course to department LEFT
OUTER JOIN course. In order to kill this mutation, we need to ensure that there is a tuple in department
relation that does not satisfy the join condition with any tuple in course relation. The INNER JOIN query
would not output that tuple in the department relation while the LEFT OUTER JOIN would.
In general, a join query can be specified in a join order independent fashion, with many equivalent join
orders for a given query. Hence, the number of join type mutations across all these orders is exponential.
From the join conditions specified in the query, XData forms equivalence classes of <relation, attribute>
pairs such that elements in the same equivalence class need to be assigned the same value to meet (one or
more) join conditions. Using these equivalence classes, XData generates a linear number of datasets to kill
join type mutations across all join orderings. If a pair of relations involve multiple join conditions
2. Selection Predicate mutation: For killing mutations for the selection condition A1 relop A2, XData
generates 3 datasets where tuples satisfy the conditions (1) A1 > A2, (2) A1 < A2, and (3) A1 = A2.
These three datasets kill all non- equivalent mutations from one relop to another relop. These datasets also
kill mutations because of missing selection conditions.
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For the given query example the constraints would be (1) course.credits>6, (2) course.credits<6
and (3) course.credits=6. If the student query uses a different operator instead of >= or misses the
selection condition one of the three datasets will catch the error.
Details on test data generation for killing other types of mutations are presented in [1]. We omit the details
here for brevity.
It is not sufficient for only the conditions for killing mutations to be satisfied when generating the test database.
The difference at one level, say the join condition must change the result of the query for the difference to be
observed in the query result. For the given example query, consider the join mutation. If all tuples in course
have grade less than 6, both the INNER JOIN and the LEFT OUTER JOIN would give empty results. Hence, when
generating a dataset, XData ensures that the tuple has grade >= 6.
In order to generate a dataset, we generate constraints using an SMT solver [6]. In XData, we support
CVC3 [7], CVC4 [8] as well as Z3 [9] as the constraint solvers. We encode text attributes as enumerates types
and enumerates types are modeled as subtypes of integers or rationals. A tuple type is created for each relation to
represent one row and an array of tuples represents the relation table. We also add other database constraints
such as primary key and foreign key constraints, unique attribute constraints as well as domain constraints. The
domain constraints ensure that we generate the correct types of values for each column of the database, the values
generated are within the range specified by the schema and only nullable columns can have NULL values.
We also note that some mutations may be semantically equivalent to the correct queries and it may not be
possible to kill such mutations. For such cases, the constraints for killing the mutations would not be satisfiable
and the SMT solver would fail to generate the dataset to kill the mutation.
For the given query, a simplified version of the constraints, to generate the dataset that produces a non-empty
result would be as follows (assuming none of the columns are nullable).
%Data definition
DATATYPE course_id = CS-101 | BIO-301 | CS-312 | PHY-101 END;
credits:TYPE = SUBTYPE (LAMBDA (x: INT): x > 1 AND x < 11);
course_tuple_type:TYPE = [course_id,credits];
course: ARRAY INT OF course_tuple_type;
%Primary key constraints
ASSERT FORALL(i:course_index, j:course_index):
course[i].0 = course[j].[0] => course[i].1 = course[j].1
%Foreign key constraints
ASSERT FORALL(i: takes_index):
EXISTS (j: course_index): takes[i].1 = course[j].0;
%Query conditions
ASSERT course[1].0 = takes[1].1;
ASSERT course[1].1 >= 6;
To support nullable columns, we add additional values (outside the domain of the column) for the datatype
that correspond to NULL values and explicitly mark those as NULL values. Also, in practice, we found that
unfolding the constraints (i.e., specifying the constraints for each tuple instead of FORALL, NOT EXISTS) gives
us much better performance [10]. We decide the number of tuples upfront and assert the constraint on each tuple.
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2.3

Evaluating Correctness of Student Queries

The dataset generation for each correct query is done once across all students. Based on the datasets generated,
XData compares the results of each student query and each correct query provided by the instructor. If all results
of the student query are found to match that of a correct query, the student query passes that correct query.
When an instructor specifies multiple correct queries, XData allows the instructor to specify one of the two
options
• The additional queries were added to provide more coverage and better testing and all correct queries are
equivalent. The student query will need to pass all correct queries for it to be marked as correct.
• The question test provided by the instructor was ambiguous and there could be multiple interpretations of
the correct result. In this case, the student query will be marked correct if it passes any one of the correct
queries.
The XData system ensures that student queries are safely executed on a different database using temporary
tables to ensure that their queries do not interfere with the main database or that the queries of one evaluation do
not interfere with another.

3

Edit Based Suggestions For Learning

Generating test data using correct queries provided by the instructor works great for finding student queries with
errors. However, once the query is found to be incorrect, the student should be awarded partial marks based on
the extent of correctness. It is also useful to make suggestions to the students so that can understand the errors in
their queries.
One way to award marks for correctness could have been to use the fraction of datasets (generated by XData)
that the student query could pass. This approach turns out to be unfair and could penalize small errors heavily
while providing a better score to queries that have more errors. Such examples are shown in [3]. Another way to
grade student queries would be to just check for the differences between the correct query and the student query.
However, this approach may deduct more marks than required as explained below.

3.1

Approach

The approach we use instead in XData is to compare the student query to each correct query and make changes or
edits to the student query to attempt to make it equivalent to the correct query. After each edit, the student query
is compared to the correct query and the changes are stopped once the student query is equivalent to the correct
query. Checking for equivalence after each edit could have been done using test data generation but that would be
very expensive and grading each student query could take minutes. Other approaches for checking equivalence
such as Cosette [11] as well as techniques based on tableau [12] work on a limited subset of query constructs and
were hence not considered.
Marks are deducted based on the required edits. The edits required are also used to suggest what changes the
students should have made to their query to make it correct, thereby providing individualized feedback to each
student without any additional human involvement. For each type of query construct being edited, the instructor
of the course can specify the weight for that edit. For example, for a query where the instructor is evaluating
the student’s ability to write aggregations correctly, the instructor may want to deduct more marks for errors in
aggregation than for other errors. By default, XData assigns equal weight to each edit being considered.
In general, more than one edit may be needed to make the student query equivalent to the correct query. It
is important to note that the order in which the edits are made is also important and that is not sufficient to just
compare the query trees of the correct query and the student query to find the changes. One edit to a student query
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may allow us to rewrite other parts of the query in a different way. As an example consider the following pair of
queries from Section 1.
• Correct query: SELECT * FROM r INNER JOIN s ON (r.A=s.A) WHERE r.A>10
• Student query: SELECT * FROM r INNER JOIN s ON (r.A=s.B) WHERE s.A>10
There are two differences between the student query and the correct query - the selection condition and the
join condition. If the student query is graded just based on these differences, marks corresponding to two edits
would be deducted. Even if we grade based on the edits required, if the selection condition is edited first, followed
by the join condition 2 edits would be required. On the other hand, if the join condition is edited first and the
join condition in the student query is changed to r.A=s.A, the selection condition in the student query becomes
equivalent to that of the correct query.

3.2

Query Canonicalization

The student and correct query may be written in different ways. For example, the correct query may use a
selection condition A>5 while the student query may write the condition as NOT(A<=5). In order to compare the
query structure of the student query to the correct query, we need to make them comparable. The student query
and the correct query are made comparable by using canonicalizations.
XData considers two types of canonicalizations:
• Syntactic Canonicalization: This is the pre-processing step to reduce irrelevant syntactic differences.
These include attribute disambiguation, replacing NOT, BETWEEN, and WITH constructs and removing
ORDER BY from subqueries.
• Semantic Canonicalization: In this step, based on the query conditions and the database constraints, the
queries are canonicalized semantically. Such canonicalizations include but are not limited to removing
distinct clauses based on primary key information and converting outer joins to inner joins based on
non-nullable foreign key information.
A detailed list of the canonicalizations is provided in [3]. Such canonicalization rules are often used in query
optimizers. However, the goal of the canonicalizations in XData is to get more standard forms of the query.
XData also flattens the query tree where possible (INNER JOIN, UNION(ALL), INTERSECT(ALL) as well as
predicates involving AND or OR). For the parsed query tree shown in Figure 2, XData would flatten the tree to the
one shown in Figure 3. The flattened tree children are compared in an ordered way for non-commutative operators
such as LEFT OUTER JOIN, EXCEPT(ALL) and ORDER BY attribute lists while for commutative operators the
order of operands is ignored while matching.

3.3

Edit Sequence Based Grading

XData considers the following form of edits to the flattened tree generated from the student query.
• inserting a node/subtree into the flattened tree
• removing a node/subtree from the flattened tree
• replacing an existing node/subtree from a flattened tree with another node/subtree in the flattened tree
• moving a node/subtree from one position of the flattened tree to another
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Figure 2: Parsed Tree From Query
Figure 3: Flattened Tree
When editing a flattened tree generated from a student query, an infinite number of possible edits could be
made. However only edits that make the query more similar to the correct query would be useful. In order to add
edits that make the student query more similar to the correct query, XData uses the correct query to guide the
edits that are generated. The guided edits are based on the differences the student flattened student query tree
has with the flattened tree of the correct query. For example, query attributes/conditions/constructs not used in
the correct query but present in the student query will be removed when generating edits. For each query edit
that XData generates, marks corresponding to the edit as configured by the instructor are deducted. The marks
deducted for the edit can be considered the edit cost.
XData can generate multiple guided edits on the student query at each step. From each of these edited queries,
more edits are possible. Consider a graph whose nodes are all queries for the given schema. For a student query
SQ, edits of the query are also nodes in the graph. Let these edited queries be connected to query SQ with an
edge whose weight is the edit cost of the edited query. Canonically equivalent queries, i.e. their canonical forms
are the same, are connected by 0 cost edges. The sequence of edits that has the least cumulative cost can now
be determined based on the shortest path in this graph from the student query node in the graph to a correct
query node. Partial marks can now be awarded based on this shortest path. Since the weight of each edge, which
represents the cost of edit is non-negative, the shortest possible path may be found using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm. Hence, given a set of edits and using a given set of canonicalizations, the shortest path in the graph,
as defined above, gives the edit sequence with the least cost. We note that the graph discussed above is for the
ease of understanding only and XData does not proactively try to generate the entire graph. In practice, XData
generates the nodes of the graph on the fly as needed.
In case the instructor specifies multiple correct queries, the edit sequence based algorithm run based on all
correct queries and the best partial marks obtained is awarded.

3.4

Heuristic solution

Even with using only guided edits, the search space is still very large for larger queries if we consider all guided
edits to get the shortest path from the student query to the correct query. Hence in practice, we use a greedy
heuristic. The heuristic uses a cost benefit model. For each edited query we can get an estimate of how incorrect
the query is by finding the differences between the canonicalized versions of the edited query and the correct
query. A weighted sum (based on the weight assigned by the instructor for each edit) can be used to find an edit
distance which we call the canonicalized edit distance. Each guided edit reduces the canonicalized edit distance
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to the correct query. The reduction in the canonicalized edit distance from the edit is the benefit of the edit.
For the heuristic algorithm, at each edit step, we find the benef it − cost for each edit. We then pick the edit
that has the highest value of the benef it − cost and use it to generate further edits. The remaining edits are
discarded at each step. Using the heuristic allows XData to search a much smaller search space. For the incorrect
student queries that we had in our course, we found that the heuristic solution works as well and takes orders of
magnitude less time as compared to the exhaustive solution [3].

4

Automated Grading Experience

We have successfully used the XData automated grading system across several offerings of undergraduate
database courses at IIT Bombay. Before using XData in a course, we empirically confirmed, using results from a
previous database course, that XData was able to catch as many as or more errors than when the grading was
done manually or when fixed datasets are used for grading. This result was consistent across all questions that
XData was able to grade. We found, in several cases, that manual grading had missed subtle errors such as a
missing distinct clause.
For the initial course offerings, we used only generated dataset based grading to check for correctness and had
to award partial marks manually. The dataset-based grading significantly reduced the human effort involved and
allowed us to catch more errors than would have been possible with manual grading. In several cases, however,
students were not satisfied since they could not intuitively understand how marks had been deducted or what
the error in their specific query was. The tagged datasets on which the student queries failed were shown but
often there would be too many of them to understand the specific error. A dataset designed to catch one type of
mutation may catch other types of mutations as well and hence it was not always clear what the actual error was.
Several students contested the scores that they had been awarded when their query was found to be incorrect.
Awarding partial marks manually by the graders was still tedious since students often wrote queries in very
different and complex ways. Manually transforming such student queries to a simpler form was difficult. For
instance, in one case a correct query involved using a NOT IN clause and some students used a combination of
multiple EXCEPT and INTERSECT clauses.
When using partial marking in combination with dataset based evaluation, we reduced the human effort as
well as provided much better feedback. We experienced fewer students contest grades when it was assigned
automatically compared to when a human would manually assign grades. The edit-based guidance was also
useful for students to understand where they went wrong. For the first course setting where we used automated
partial marking for evaluation, we found that across 1800 student query submissions that were graded by XData,
only 2 queries were contested by students. In both cases, we traced back the errors in grade to bugs in our code.
One of the main challenges when using automated grading was to provide sufficient types of correct queries that
covered the student queries.
Since the edit sequence based guided edits provide a way to change an incorrect student query to a correct
query, the guided edits can be used by students to learn the mistakes that they made and how the mistakes could
have been corrected. Such feedback was very helpful especially for beginners to understand how to write correct
SQL queries.

5

Related Work

There has been a significant interest in testing query equivalence or correctness and in automated grading. Related
work include the following.
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Checking Query Equivalence
XData uses test data generation based on mutation testing to generate test datasets to check the equivalence of
the correct query and student query. Tuya et al. [13] describe a number of possible mutations for SQL queries.
However, they do not handle test data generation for killing these mutations. Other approaches on testing query
equivalence using datasets include Qex [14] and SQL full predicate coverage by Riva et al. [15]. Test data
generation in these systems is aimed at testing SQL queries in database applications and they consider only a
limited subset of SQL query constructs.
Techniques based on tableau [16] and its extensions [12, 17] can be used to check for query equivalence for
a restricted class of conjunctive queries. Cosette [11] and U-semiring [18] can also be used to check for SQL
semantic equivalence using a restricted set of axioms. SPES [19] uses a symbolic approach for checking query
equivalence on SQL queries under bag semantics for select-project-join(SPJ) queries as well as aggregate and
union queries.

Grading SQL Queries
The Gradiance system [20] provides multiple choice type questions where the instructor has to provide some
correct as well as incorrect answers and explanations of incorrectness. In such assignment settings, since the
students are only able to select from limited options, subtle mistakes that students could make may not always be
covered by the incorrect answers. Gradescope [21], uses a fixed dataset to evaluate the correctness of student
SQL queries. As discussed earlier, using fixed datasets may miss errors and would not be able to provide any
meaningful feedback to incorrect student queries. RATest [22] provides feedback for incorrect queries by deriving
small datasets that produce different results in a student query as compared to a correct query. I-Rex [23] allows
users to trace the SQL query evaluation for each constituent block in the query execution.

Automated Grading for Programming Assignments
Grading programming assignments has some similar challenges as grading database queries. CPSGrader [24]
can grade programming assignments for cyber-physical systems using constraints synthesis and uses reference
solutions to provide feedback. AutoGrader [25] can grade introductory level python programs and provide student
feedback using program synthesis and high-level error modeling specifications. However, AutoGrader can only
model specific predictable errors.
SARFGEN [26] provides feedback to student queries by aligning student programs to similar correct reference
programs and finds the minimum number of edits to the student program to match the chosen reference program.
This approach is similar to our approach of edit-based grading. However, SQL queries have database constraints
that are not part of the query but need to be accounted for during edits and equivalence checking. Hence we have
a more complex semantic canonicalization step that can take into account constraints such as primary keys and
foreign keys.

6

Conclusion and Open Challenges

The XData system is very useful for grading assignments on SQL queries and for providing feedback to students
about mistakes they made. For large classes or online courses, such automated grading systems are essential and
the automated individualized feedback would be very useful to new learners. Our experience in using the grading
system has been very positive from both the teaching assistants as well as the students. The XData grading system
as well as the source code are available for download from http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/infolab/xdata.
One of the key challenges in the XData grading scheme is the number of ways a correct SQL query can
be written. We have found that students sometimes write queries using a very different approach than we had
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anticipated. Catching errors with such approaches as well as awarding partial marks in these cases may be
challenging. One way to address these would be to automatically group student query submissions and generate
datasets for one student query in each group. We could then use the datasets to identify correct queries from the
group and automatically add these as additional correct queries for grading. Another key challenge is in dealing
with student queries that have additional query constructs that do not affect the query results. One of the cases
that we found in our course was when a student had used the query Q UNION Q’ where Q’ was always empty.
The query had one error in Q but marks were also deducted based on edit for Q’.
Acknowledgments: We thank all students and researchers who worked on the XData project as well as those
who used the system and provided their valuable feedback. This work was partially supported by research funding
and a PhD fellowship from Tata Consultancy Services.
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Abstract
The database systems course has gained increasing prominence in academic institutions due to the
convergence of widespread usage of relational database management system (RDBMS) in the commercial
world, the growth of Data Science, and the increasing importance of lifelong learning. A key learning goal
of learners taking such a course is to learn how SQL queries are processed in an RDBMS in practice. Most
database courses supplement traditional modes of teaching with technologies such as off-the-shelf RDBMS
to provide hands-on opportunities to learn database concepts used in practice. Unfortunately, these
systems are not designed for effective and efficient pedagogical support for the topic of relational query
processing. In this vision paper, we identify novel problems and challenges that need to be addressed in
order to provide effective and efficient technological supports for learning this topic. We also identify
opportunities for data-driven education brought by any effective solutions to these problems. Lastly, we
briefly report the TRUSS system that we are currently building to address these challenges.

1

Introduction

Learning is the acquisition of knowledge or skills through study, experience, or being taught [19]. It is not just
listening and accepting what we are taught, but understanding and experiencing them. Education, on the other
hand, is the acquisition of knowledge through a process of receiving or giving systematic instruction. Hence,
although learning and education are closely related, the former has a broader scope and impact. Specifically,
learning can be facilitated through education, personal development, schooling, training or experience. It is not
limited to a certain age or period in life. Indeed, while formal education for young adult learners at universities
has been the focus of educational provisions in the industrial age, the digital age is now seeing an increased
experimentation of “lifelong learning” [6] with provisions such as work-study programmes for early career and
mid-career individuals, and digital learning initiatives.
The growing demand for lifelong learning coupled with the widespread use of relational database management
system (RDBMS) in the commercial world and the growth of Data Science as a discipline have generated increasing
demand of database-related courses in academic institutions. Learners from diverse fields and experiences aspire
to take these courses, even with limited Computer Science backgrounds [26]. In a computer science degree
program, the key goal of a database systems course is to teach learners how to build a database system. On the
other hand, the focus of the course in a data science program is to be able to control a database system effectively.
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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To facilitate both these goals, it is paramount for learners to learn how SQL queries are processed in an RDBMS in
practice. Traditionally, this learning goal is achieved through textbooks and lectures. Specifically, major database
textbooks [17, 36] introduce general (i.e., not tied to any specific RDBMS) theories and principles associated with
relational query processing and optimization using natural language-based narratives and visual examples. This
allows a learner to gain a general understanding of SQL query execution strategies.
It is well-established in education that effective use of technology has a positive impact on learning [24].
It causes learners to be more motivated and engaged, thus, enabling them to retain more information. It also
increases hands-on learning opportunities. In fact, technology is best used as “a supplement to normal teaching
rather than as a replacement for it” [24]. Hence, in order to promote effective and efficient learning for diverse
individuals in full recognition of the complexity of the topic of relational query processing, learner-friendly
tools are paramount to augment the traditional modes of learning (i.e., textbook, lecture). Indeed, database
systems courses in major institutions around the world supplement traditional style of learning with the usage
of off-the-shelf RDBMS. Unfortunately, these RDBMS are not designed for pedagogical support. Although they
enable hands-on learning opportunities to build database applications and pose a wide variety of SQL queries over
it, very limited effective and efficient learner-friendly support, beyond the visualization of query execution plans,
is provided for understanding and experiencing the processing and optimization of these queries in practice by
the underlying relational query engine.
Given the challenges faced by learners to learn SQL [34], there has been increasing research efforts to build
tools and techniques to facilitate comprehension of complex SQL statements [15, 25, 29, 30, 32, 33], automated
grading of SQL queries [8], and so on. However, scant attention has been paid to explore technologies that
can enable learning of relational query processing [21, 31, 42]. In this paper, we articulate a vision shaped
by the following fundamental questions: (a) What are the key problems that we need to address to facilitate
technology-enabled learning of relational query processing in practice? (b) How can the potential solutions to
these problems support data-driven education with the goal of making teaching and learning practices more
effective and efficient? Specifically, our vision calls for a learning-centric, generic, and psychology-aware
approach grounded on the theories of motivation and learning to address these challenges. Note that by no means
we claim that the list of problems discussed in this article is exhaustive. The pervasive desire here is to galvanize
the data management community to explore this nascent inter-disciplinary topic at the intersection of learning
sciences and data management by leveraging these problems as the seed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce relevant motivation theories
that are at the foundation of learning and may potentially impact the design of any learner-centric, technologyenabled solutions for learning. Section 3 introduces the key novel research challenges that need to be addressed
in order to realize the vision. We briefly report the TRUSS system which we are currently building to address
these challenges in Section 4. The last section concludes this paper.

2

Motivation Theories

Learning is impacted by motivation, which is the process that initiates, guides, and maintains goal-oriented
behavior [27]. Specifically, motivation impacts how likely a learner is willing to learn. Since effective use of
technology in learning has positive impact on motivation, we need to understand motivation theories and their
impact on learning. These theories should underpin any effective technological solutions for facilitating learning.
In this section, we first briefly describe key theories related to motivation proposed in the domain of education
psychology. Next, we highlight how these theories can guide technology-enabled solutions for learning. In the
next section, we shall identify novel research issues that are grounded on these theories to facilitate learning of
relational query processing.
Motivation theories. Motivation can be broadly characterised into two types, intrinsic and extrinsic [37]. Intrinsic
motivation is the act of doing an activity purely for the joy of doing it whereas extrinsic motivation is to do
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something due to the influence of external rewards or punishments (e.g., good grades, jobs). Although the latter is
not optimal for learning, research suggests that extrinsic motivation is prevalent [16, 37] and may pave the way to
intrinsic motivation. That is, a learner may initiate learning due to external factors but the motivation may morph
to an intrinsic one during task engagement.
Regardless of the type of motivation, Achievement Goal Theory [7] argues that all motivation are essentially
linked to one’s goals that can take two forms, namely performance goals and mastery goals. The former is caused
by satisfaction of one’s ego (e.g., appearing superior to one’s peers) whereas the latter is aligned with intrinsic
motivation and is grounded on the pure desire to master a skill or concept. The Expectancy Value Theory [43]
postulates that expectation and value of learning a skill or concept have direct impact on the performance and task
choice of a learner. To elaborate further, an individual’s effort and performance for a task are influenced by their
expectation of success or failure. Note that expectations and values themselves are influenced by how a learner
assess their competency and perceived task difficulty. If a learner has felt satisfaction in undertaking a similar
task in the past, then it is more likely they will put effort to the current task. However, if past experience shows
the task is either too difficult to be completed or not sufficiently difficult enough then they may not engage with it.
The Flow Theory [35] describes a psychological state in which an individual is purely intrinsically motivated
to learn without any external factors. Such state is said to occur when the task is neither too difficult to cause
helplessness or frustration nor too easy to make a learner bored.
Motivation theories in technology-enabled learning frameworks. Every learner has intrinsic or extrinsic
motivation to reach their learning goals. Hence, any technology-enabled learning framework should be cognizant
of the above theories in order to cultivate motivation to learn. Specifically, technologies to supplement learning of
relational query processing and optimization should support the followings:
• Learners may learn relational query processing due to intrinsic or extrinsic motivation. It is important that
any technological framework support both and facilitate transformation of extrinsic motivation to intrinsic
one during the course of interacting with it.
• Increase learners’ satisfaction of successful completion of the task of learning relational query processing
as well as facilitate flow state of learners to move to the Goldilock’s zone (i.e., learning relational query
processing concepts is neither too difficult nor too easy).

3

Research Issues

In this section, we outline novel learner-centric research issues in the burgeoning topic of technology-enabled
learning of relational query processing. It is worth noting that although technology engages and motivates learners,
it is advantageous for learning only when it is aligned to with what is to be learned [24]. Hence, the issues we
focus for technological support are learning about query execution plans, exploration of alternative query plans
in a plan space, and cost estimation of a physical query plan. Observe that all these issues are typically covered by
a database systems course. A common theme that cuts across these issues is the pervasive desire for motivation
theory-aware tools and techniques that aim to supplement existing off-the-shelf RDBMS to facilitate learning of
these issues. We begin with a brief background on relational query plans that learners typically encounter in a
database systems course.

3.1

Query Plans

Given an arbitrary SQL query, an RDBMS generates a query execution plan (QEP) to execute it. A QEP consists of
a collection of physical operators organized in form of a tree, namely the physical operator tree (operator tree for
brevity). Figure 1(a) depicts an example QEP with a collection of physical operators. Each physical operator, e.g.,
SEQUENTIAL SCAN, INDEX SCAN, takes as input one or more data streams and produces an output one. A QEP
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Figure 1: Examples of QEP and alternative query plans.
explicitly describes how the underlying RDBMS shall execute the given query. Notably, given an SQL query, there
are many different query plans, other than the QEP, for executing it. We refer to these different plans (other than
the QEP) as alternative query plans (AQP). Figures 1(b)-(c) depict two examples of AQP.

3.2

Understanding Query Execution Plans (QEPs)

A key goal of learning relational query processing is to understand how SQL queries are processed in an RDBMS in
practice. This can be achieved by understanding the content of the QEP of a given query. Major database textbooks
(e.g., [17, 36]) typically illustrate QEPs of simple SQL queries, their costs, and adverse impact on estimated cost if
alternative physical operators are chosen (e.g., merge join instead of hash join) for a QEP. However, they are not
interactive and the variety of examples they can discuss is constraint by the page limit and cost. Hence, only a
very few simple, static examples of QEPs are typically exposed to learners.
Off-the-shelf RDBMS (e.g., PostgreSQL) provide the opportunity to greatly mitigate the limitations of
textbooks. A learner may implement a database application in an RDBMS, pose queries over it, and peruse the
associated QEPs to comprehend how they are processed by an industrial-strength query engine in practice. Such
interactivity provides learners the freedom to formulate a large number of queries with diverse complexities and
view the contents of corresponding QEPs in real-time.
Most existing RDBMS expose the QEP of an SQL query using visual or textual (e.g., unstructured text,
JSON , XML ) format. Unfortunately, comprehending these semistructured textual formats to learn about query
execution strategies of SQL queries in practice can be daunting for learners. In contrast to natural language-based
narrations in database textbooks, they are not user-friendly and assume deep knowledge of vendor-specific
implementation details. On the other hand, the visual format is relatively more user-friendly but hides important
details. Consequently, in consistent with the Expectancy-Value Theory, the task difficulty may become a barrier
for some learners to learn about query execution strategies in a specific RDBMS from these QEP formats.
Example 1: Doreen is an undergraduate student in a data science program who is currently enrolled in a database
course. She wishes to understand the execution steps of the following SQL query in PostgreSQL on the IMDb
benchmark dataset [1] by perusing the corresponding QEP in Figure 2(a) (partial view).
SELECT mc.note AS production_note,
t.title AS movie_title,
t.production_year AS movie_year
FROM company_type AS ct,
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QUERY PLAN
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hash Join (cost=18.93..32426.58 rows=61 width=28)
Hash Cond: (mc.company_type_id = ct.id)
-> Parallel Seq Scan on movie_companies mc (cost=0.00..32379.21 rows=10772 width=32)
Filter: ((note)::text ~~ '%(co-production)%'::text)
-> Hash (cost=18.88..18.88 rows=4 width=4)
-> Seq Scan on company_type ct (cost=0.00..18.88 rows=4 width=4)
Filter: ((kind)::text = 'production companies'::text)





 

 

 

 



Figure 2: A QEP in PostgreSQL and its visual tree representation.
movie_companies AS mc,
movie_info_idx AS mi_idx,
title AS t
WHERE ct.kind = ’production companies’
and mc.note like ’%(co-production)%’
AND ct.id = mc.company_type_id
AND t.id = mc.movie_id
AND mc.movie_id = mi_idx.movie_id;
Unfortunately, Doreen finds it difficult to mentally construct a narrative of the overall execution steps by simply
perusing it. This problem is further aggravated in more complex SQL queries. Hence, she switches to the visual
tree representation of the QEP as shown in Figure 2(b). Although relatively succinct, it simply depicts the sequence
of operators used for processing the query, hiding additional details about the query execution (e.g., sequential
scan, join conditions). In fact, Doreen needs to manually delve into details associated with each node in the tree
for further information.
Since natural language (NL)-based narratives aided with visual examples (as in textbooks and lectures)
have been the traditional mode of learning for decades, we advocate that an intuitive natural language (NL)based description of a QEP can greatly augment learning of the execution strategies of SQL queries by an
RDBMS . The intuition is that NL -based descriptions may facilitate the flow state of learners (Flow Theory) to
the Goldilock’s zone. This can then effectively complement the current visual tree format generated by existing
RDBMS . Specifically, a learner may either use the visual QEP to get a quick overview and then peruse the NL
description or study them in parallel to acquire detailed understanding. To support this hypothesis, we surveyed
62 and 56 unpaid volunteers taking the undergraduate database course in NTU in two semesters (2019 and 2020).
We use the TPC - H v2.17.3 benchmark and a rule-based natural language generation tool for QEPs [31] to generate
natural language descriptions of QEPs for SQL queries formulated by the volunteers. The volunteers were asked:
“which query plan format they prefer for learning?” 53.2% and 55.4% preferred NL-based description, respectively.
Very few (3% and 5.4%, respectively) preferred the text format. Hence, there is clear evidence that learners prefer
to use NL-based and visual tree-based formats for learning about QEP.
The majority of NL interfaces for RDBMS [28], however, have focused either on translating natural language
sentences to SQL queries or narrating SQL queries in a natural language. Scant attention has been paid for
generating natural language descriptions of QEPs [31, 42], which is a challenging problem. Although deep
learning techniques, which can learn task-specific representation of input data, are particularly effective for
natural language processing, it has a major upfront cost. These techniques need massive training sets of
labeled examples to learn from. Such training sets in our context are prohibitively expensive to create as they
demand database experts to translate thousands of QEPs of a wide variety of SQL queries. Even labeling using
crowdsourcing is challenging as accurate natural language descriptions demand experts who understand QEPs.
Note that accuracy is critical here as low quality translation may adversely impact individuals’ learning.
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3.3

Learning Impact of Alternative Choices on QEP

Natural language description of a QEP enables a learner to understand the execution steps of a query. This may
pique the interest of a learner to raise further questions related to query processing centred around a specific QEP.
Since major database textbooks typically discuss the adverse impact of choosing alternative physical operators or
join ordering on the estimated cost, a learner may also like to delve deeper into the impact of these alternative
choices on the estimated query processing cost of their queries.
Example 2: Reconsider Example 1. Doreen’s course lectures and textbook discuss the impact of physical
operator choices and join ordering on the selection of a QEP. Hence, after perusing the content of the QEP, she
wonders what will be the impact on the cost be if the hash join is replaced by a merge join? Is the estimated cost
of the alternative query plan substantially higher compared to the QEP? How much is the impact on the estimated
cost if the join ordering is changed? In this context, a narrative that explains why the QEP is chosen by connecting
its content with knowledge garnered from database textbooks will greatly benefit her learning.
Unfortunately, as stated earlier, off-the-shelf RDBMS are not developed for pedagogical support. Typically,
they do not expose the impact of alternative choices of various physical operators or join ordering on the QEP
in a user-friendly manner to aid learning. Note that such information is invaluable to learners as it not only
facilitates hands-on inquire-driven learning on the impact of a choice of a physical operator or a specific join
ordering on the estimated cost of a QEP but it also enables them to comprehend why a QEP is chosen by the
underlying RDBMS. However, an RDBMS typically demands a learner to manually pose SQL queries with various
constraints on configuration parameters (e.g., enable_hashjoin, enable_nestloop in PostgreSQL) to view
the corresponding QEP containing specific physical operators. Furthermore, one has to manually compare the
generated plan with the original QEP to understand the impact. Notably, a database course may not introduce
these configuration parameters while exposing syntax and semantics of SQL. It is also impractical to assume
that learners will be familiar with them when many are taking the course for the first time. Clearly, based on the
Expectancy-Value and Flow theories, a learner-friendly framework that can facilitate exploration of the impact of
various physical operators and join ordering on a QEP can greatly motivate learners to deeper engagement and
learning of this topic.
Intuitively, given an SQL query and learner-specified preferences (e.g., merge join, index scan, specific join
ordering), the goal is to automatically visualize the impact of these choices on the selected QEP. In this context, it
is important to generate a natural language-based explanation that goes beyond the conventional least-cost-based
explanation to connect established knowledge related to usage scenarios of different physical operators from
textbooks with the specified preferences. For instance, examples of some established knowledge are: (a) index
scan is the optimal access path for low selectivity whereas sequential scans perform better in high selectivity [11];
(b) merge join is preferred if the join inputs are large and are sorted on their join column [2]; (c) nested-loop join
is ideal when one join input is small (e.g., fewer than 10 rows) and the other join input is large and indexed on its
join columns [2]. Such knowledge in the form of explanations will naturally facilitate learners’ understanding
of relational query processing. For instance, consider Example 2. Explanations such as (b) will help Doreen to
understand why a hash join was chosen by the relational query engine.
The problem is challenging from several fronts. While under-the-hood it is straightforward to generate
an SQL query involving the learner-specified preferences and retrieve the corresponding QEP, automatically
generating appropriate visualization framework to aid learning is challenging. First, how should the results be
presented in consistent with motivation theories to motivate learners to explore and learn? Note that a learner
may want to view the impact of multiple physical operators and join ordering together instead of just a single
operator or join ordering. Simply generating an NL description of the AQP is insufficient since this will demand
a learner to manually compare the description of the original QEP with it in order to understand the impact of
various operators and join ordering. Naturally, this becomes tedious especially for complex queries. Second, how
can we generate NL explanations that augment learning by connecting with textbook knowledge? It demands
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sophisticated text extraction, analytics, and summarization framework that connects the alternative query plans
with relevant established knowledge embedded in online resources.

3.4

Exploration of Informative Alternative Query Plans

In the preceding challenge, a learner has clear preferences that they wish to explore with respect to a QEP.
However, this may not always be the case. Some learners may not have clear idea of what alternative query plans
they are interested in.
Example 3: Meng is another undergraduate student pursuing a degree in computer science and a classmate
of Doreen in the database course. He also formulates the query in Example 1. After viewing the QEP, he
wonders what are the different alternative query plans (AQPs) considered by the underlying RDBMS during the
QEP selection process. Specifically, are there alternative plan(s) that have similar (resp. different) structure and
physical operators but very different (resp. similar) estimated cost? If there are, then how they look like?
Off-the-shelf RDBMS do not expose a representative set of alternative query plans considered by the underlying
query optimizer during the selection of a QEP in a user-friendly manner to aid learning. Hence, due to the lack
of easy access to such information in RDBMS, based on the Expectancy-Value Theory, learners may restrict
themselves to the simple and limited number of examples that are typically exposed in textbooks and lectures or
simply abandon the effort. Clearly, a learner-friendly framework that can facilitate retrieval and exploration of
“informative” alternative query plans associated with a given query can greatly aid in answering Meng’s questions
related to the query optimization process.
Selecting a set of informative AQPs to facilitate learning is a technically challenging problem. First, what is
an “informative” AQP in the context of learning? To elaborate further, reconsider Example 3. Figures 1(b)-(c)
depict two alternative plans for the query where the physical operator/join order differences are highlighted with
red rectangles and significant cost differences are shown using yellow nodes. Specifically, AP1 has very similar
structure as the QEP but different join order involving title and company_type relations and significantly
different estimated cost. AP2, on the other hand, displays similar estimated cost as the QEP but different join
order. Which of these alternative plans should be revealed to Meng? The overarching goal here is to choose
alternative plan(s) that may enhance Meng’s knowledge of the QEP selection process (i.e., informative) as well
as motivate him to learn and explore. Certainly, any informativeness measure needs to be cognizant of plans
that a learner have already viewed for her query (including the QEP) in order to avoid the exposure of highly
similar information. It should also facilitate retrieval of plans that learners may be interested in as far as query
optimization is concerned. Hence, it is paramount to take feedback from learners on the types of AQPs that are
potentially of interest to them and devise a mechanism to quantify informativeness of a plan by mapping the
knowledge acquired from the feedback to a utility measure. Subsequently, we need to design techniques that can
select informative plans that maximize the utility as we cannot simply rely only on the estimated cost of alternative
plans. Second, the number of candidate AQPs for a given SQL query is exponential in the worst case [13]. Hence,
it is prohibitively expensive to scan all these plans to select informative ones. Note that the selection of AQP
cannot be integrated into the plan enumeration step of the underlying query optimizer. We need to know the QEP
when computing AQP as they are selected with respect to the QEP a learner has seen.
At first glance, it may seem that we can select k > 1 alternative query plans where k is a value specified
by a learner. Although this is a realistic assumption for many top-k problems, learners may not necessarily be
confident to specify the value of k always. They may prefer to iteratively view one plan-at-a-time and only cease
exploration once they are satisfied with the understanding of the query optimization process for a specific query.
Hence, k may not only be unknown apriori but also the selection of an AQP at each iteration to enhance learning
of different plan choices depends on the plans viewed by a learner thus far. Clearly, it does not increase learners’
understanding of the query optimization process or motivate them to use the framework if a plan with highly
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similar information of an already viewed plan is revealed to them in the subsequent iterations. This demands for a
flexible solution framework that can select informative AQPs in absence or presence of the k value.

3.5

Understanding Cost Estimation of a Physical Query Plan

The preceding subsections introduce research issues that aim to facilitate learning of the execution strategy of an
SQL query and interesting plan choices a relational query optimizer makes in practice. Another key knowledge
that a learner needs to acquire is the cost estimation procedure of these plans.
Example 4: Doreen and Meng have learnt from textbooks and lectures how the cost of a physical query plan can
be estimated. However, the number of queries considered in these modes of learning and their complexities are
limited. They are motivated to experience cost estimation of plans associated with a wider variety of queries.
Hence, they pose several queries with different degrees of complexity on the IMDb dataset in PostgreSQL. They
can view the overall estimated cost of a QEP as well as cost of different subtrees (e.g., Figure 1). However,
they cannot view step-by-step details of the input parameters and the formulas used by the underlying query
optimizer to compute these numbers. For instance, in Figure 1(a), why is the cost of the first HASH JOIN 2046.6?
By undertaking a back-of-the-envelope calculation using formulas learnt in the course, they could not replicate
this value. Are some of the principles and formulas to compute cost different from what they have learnt from
textbooks and lectures? If so, then why?
Doreen and Meng also wonder what the intermediate result sizes of different operations are here? When they
execute one of the queries, they have to wait for a considerable amount of time to view the results. Does the
estimated time cost of the QEP differ significantly from the actual cost? Why?
Existing RDBMS do not provide any learner-friendly support to facilitate such learning. Consequently, based
on motivation theories, learners may not pursue this direction of inquiry using an RDBMS, surrendering valuable
opportunity for hands-on acquisition of knowledge of the cost estimation process. It is challenging, however, to
expose an interface to facilitate such learning and exploration. First, it demands automated analysis of the code
base of the underlying query optimizer to extract various formulas used for cost estimation. These formulas may
not necessarily be identical across all RDBMS or textbooks. For instance, in [17], the cost of a selection involving
inequality condition is approximated to be 1/3 of the input size independent of the selection condition. On the
other hand, in [36], more accurate measure is used for estimating the selection cost. Furthermore, a specific
RDBMS may implement variants of these formulas. Second, it is paramount to connect these formulas with
specific input parameters for a query to reveal how the cost of a plan is estimated while emphasizing the similarity
and differences with textbook knowledge. A framework that can support this in a palatable manner to facilitate
learning is non-trivial as it may demand a sophisticated natural language generation framework that connects
analysis of the code base with textbook content. Third, superior visualization and NL-based framework are
necessary to explain to learners the reasons for the differences in estimated and actual cost of a query. Although
tools such as [21] allow one to visualize the cost of different plans over the plan space, they are not designed for
explaining the cost differences for a specific query in a palatable manner.

3.6

A Unifying Framework: Chatting with a Relational Query Engine

Although addressing the aforementioned issues has the potential to facilitate learning of relational query processing
by providing learner-friendly platforms, a set of isolated platforms that address these different issues will make it
cumbersome for learners to navigate and take advantage of them. For instance, learners may find it overwhelming
to operate three independent technology-enabled learning platforms targeting NL description generation of QEP,
exploration of AQP, and cost analysis of query plans, respectively. This may deter them to use such technology for
learning. Given that young adults often interact through chat apps (e.g., Whatsapp, WeChat), a natural language
interaction framework (i.e., chatbot) that can unify these solutions may bring practical benefits to learners. A
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TrussBot

TrussBot
Can you please explain how my query is executed?

What will the plan be if the zigzag join is replaced by a
hash join? Has such plan been considered by the
optimizer?

<Describes the QEP in NL>

Yes, it was considered. <Visualizes the plan with hash
join and corresponding estimated cost>

There is a zigzag join operator it seems in the plan. I
do not think I have learnt it in the course. What is it?
<Defines zigzag join>

Interesting! Can you show some alternative query
plans considered by the engine that are interesting?
I see. How is the cost of this join estimated?
Let me show you one at a time. <Shows one
interesting AQP at a time>.

<Describes the formulas and steps for estimating the
cost>

Ok! I have seen a sufficient number of them. I think I
have a better understanding of the different plan
choices. Let me execute the query.

These formulas are from any textbook? Can you
please explain the differences, if any?
Sure! Go ahead.

<Explains in NL>

Hmm! It is taking quite a long time to finish
execution. Is an efficient plan chosen?

Why this plan is chosen? Can you connect the reasons
with what we have learnt in textbooks?

No, unfortunately a bad plan is chosen this time.
<Explains the actual and estimated cost difference
and reasons for slow execution>.

<Explains in NL>

Figure 3: An example of interaction between a learner and the chatbot.
possible interaction between a learner and a hypothetical chatbot designed for interacting with a relational query
engine are shown in Figure 3.
Building a high-quality chatbot for a relational query engine to facilitate learning is non-trivial and challenging.
In addition to the challenges mentioned earlier for addressing individual components, a chatbot brings new
challenges with respect to correct parsing and interpretation of a learner’s statement, constructing correct
(syntactically and semantically) responses in a natural language, engaging learners in conversations, and so on.
While these challenges are long recognized in building a generic chatbot [20], the domain-specific nature of
the problem brings in interesting flavor to it. Different from natural conversations, a learner’s questions usually
have concrete objectives, actively requesting information, and an answer to every question should facilitate
understanding of relational query processing. Furthermore, a learner’s questions at each step are not only closely
related to the chatbot’s current answers, but also need to take into account the context of the previous parts of the
conversation. For example, consider the first three questions in Figure 3 from the learner. These questions are
actively requesting information related to relational query processing. Observe that the third question is related to
the preceding parts of the conversation.
Any chatbot needs to consider two kinds of information in a learner’s question: (1) the intent of the question
(e.g., understanding cost computation) and (2) the content of the question (e.g., cost computation steps of zigzag
join in a QEP). To this end, we can construct a query processing knowledge graph semi-automatically to represent
a collection of relational query processing concepts. Then the intent and content can be determined by mapping
the question to different concepts in the knowledge graph. Note that similar idea of knowledge graph has been
recently exploited in the context of question generation for multi-party court debates for judicial education [44].
Once the intent and content of a question are determined, the chatbot invokes the relevant component (Section 3.23.5) to retrieve the answer for the specific question. The result returned by it is then transformed into a natural
language (supported by visual representations, if necessary) and presented to the learner.
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Table 2: Learning-centric issues.
Issue
Rational for the impact of technologies on learning

Role of technology in learning
Technology should support effective interaction for learning
Identify what learners will stop doing

3.7

Questions to address
Will learners work more efficiently, more effectively, more intensely?
Will the technology help them to learn for longer, more deeply, more
productively?
Will it help learners to gain access to learning content?
Will the technology provide feedback?
Does it support effective interaction with learners?
What it will replace or how the technology activities will be additional
to what learners would normally experience?

Learning-centric, Generic, and Psychology-Awareness of Solutions

In addition to the challenges within each aforementioned issues, any solution to them must ensure the following
features.
• Learning-centric. The role, impact, and interaction of the platforms designed to address aforementioned
issues have to be learning-centric, i.e., they bring about improvement in learning. Table 2 lists the learningcentric issues [24] that any technology-enabled solution needs to address. For instance, consider the last
issue. An effective solution to NL descriptions of QEPs will provide learners an additional interface to
learn about query execution strategies to what they would normally experience. Similarly, consider the
second issue. A solution to user-friendly exploration of AQPs will enable learners to gain easy access to
informative plans to aid learning of the query optimization process.
• Generalizability. Solutions must be generalizable to different RDBMS and applications. This will
significantly reduce the cost of its deployment in different learning institutes and environments where
different application-specific examples and RDBMS may be used to teach database systems. For example,
the natural language generation framework should be generalizable. Ideally we would like to generate
natural language descriptions of QEPs using one application-specific dataset (e.g., movies) and then use it
for other applications (e.g., hospital) on any off-the-shelf RDBMS.
• Psychology-awareness. Any technology-enabled learning framework has to be learner-centric, i.e., it has
to be cognizant of the psychology of learners. Any deployable solution has to be palatable and engaging
to learners so that they are motivated to learn and explore. Hence, these solutions need to be consistent
with various cognitive psychology and motivation theories to have practical impact. For example, the NL
descriptions for different queries must not use the same language to describe various operations in QEPs.
Similarly, highly similar AQPs should not be exposed to the learners. Otherwise, learners may feel bored
after viewing several AQPs or reading the NL descriptions for several queries. In fact, this is consistent with
research in psychology that have found that repetition of messages can lead to annoyance and boredom [12]
resulting in purposeful avoidance [22], content blindness [23], and even lower motivation [38].

3.8

Towards Data-driven Education

As remarked in Section 1, learning can be facilitated by education. Hence, technological platforms that address
the aforementioned challenges may pave the way for data-driven education due to rich access to interaction log
data of learners. Such log data may consists of access times of learners, history of queries formulated by learners,
temporal information related to various interactions, among others. This provides a rich data source for building
data-driven techniques to facilitate education by analyzing these data at both individual and group levels and
correlating them with the performances of learners in tests (i.e., academic outcomes). A non-exhaustive list of
questions that can be answered by exploiting the log data to facilitate data-driven education is as follows:
• How do the type and complexity of SQL queries posed by learners evolve over time? What are the activity
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Figure 4: (a) Architecture of TRUSS (left); (b) No. of queries versus time (right).

•

•

•
•

patterns of learners during a semester? Answers to these questions may provide insights on motivation and
learning habits of learners.
How do learners learn relational query processing? Numerous studies in cognitive psychology show that
spacing (i.e., distributing practice over more sessions) significantly improves long-term learning compared
to massing (i.e., practice in longer sessions) [9, 10, 39, 41]. The interaction data may enable us to build
models to predict learners demonstrating massing, thereby enabling timely intervention to nudge them to
more effective learning habits.
Research in education posits that technology can be used effectively as a short but focused intervention to
improve learning especially when there is regular and frequent usage over a period of several weeks [24].
In our context, it is expected that the platforms are also for focused usage over a period of few weeks. Do
they help learners to perform better in tests and coursework? Is there any correlation between frequency
of engagement with a platform and performance? Answer to this may provide data-driven insights to the
effectiveness of these tools in learning.
Do learners continue to use the platforms even after the end of a database course? This may indicate
intrinsic motivation to learn relational query processing.
Can the queries posed by learners over time shed light on the difficulties they face with respect to the
learning and understanding of relational query processing and optimization? Answer to this question
may facilitate the design of more effective and efficient pedagogical strategies to improve effectiveness of
teaching.

In summary, addressing the aforementioned research issues provide us a unique opportunity to take a
data-driven approach to the education of relational query processing that may otherwise be infeasible through
traditional mode of teaching.

4

The TRUSS System

Figure 4(a) depicts the high-level architecture of the TRUSS (Technology-enabled LeaRning of QUery ProceSSing)
system that we are currently building to address the challenges introduced in the preceding section. The QEPto-NL Generator, Alternative Plan Explorer, and Cost Explainer components aim to address the challenges in
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Sections 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4, and 3.5, respectively. The Conversation Manager is to realize the unifying chatbot
(Section 3.6) and the Learner Interaction Manager is responsible to facilitate data-driven education (Section 3.8).
In this section, we briefly describe our recent efforts to build three frameworks, NEURON [31] and LANTERN [14],
that aim to address the problem described in Section 3.2 (i.e., QEP-to-NL Generator), and MOCHA [40] that
takes an initial step to address the problem in Section 3.3 (i.e., Alternative Plan Explorer). The reader may refer
to [14, 31, 40, 42] for details on these frameworks.

4.1

NEURON and LANTERN

[5, 31] is the first system that exploits a rule-based interpretation engine to generate NL description for
in PostgreSQL. Specifically, given the QEP of a SQL query, NEURON first parses and transforms the QEP of
an SQL query into an operator tree where each node contains relevant information associated with a plan (e.g.,
filter conditions). Next, it traverses the tree and generates a NL description of the node based on NL templates and
the information it carries. It also supports a preliminary natural language question answering system that allows
a user to seek answers to a variety of concepts and features associated with a QEP.
NEURON is a rule-based framework that is tightly integrated with PostgreSQL. Hence, it is not generalizable
(Section 3.7). LANTERN [3, 14, 42] addresses this limitation by not only making the solution generalizable but
also psychology-aware. It incorporates a declarative framework called POOL to empower subject matter experts
(SMEs) create and manipulate the NL descriptions (i.e., labels) of physical operators, which are the building blocks
of QEPs. The data definition in POOL allows one to declaratively create physical operator objects associated with
a specific RDBMS. For example, one can create the definition of hash join operator in PostgreSQL (pg) as follows.
NEURON
QEP

CREATE
(ALIAS
TYPE =
DEFN =
DESC =
COND =
TARGET

POPERATOR hashjoin FOR pg
= null,
’binary’,
null,
’perform hash join’,
’true’,
= null)

In particular, the TYPE attribute can take either ‘unary’ or ‘binary’ value. The DESC attribute allows one to
specify a natural language description of the operation performed by the operator. The COND attribute takes a
Boolean value to indicate whether a specified condition (e.g., join condition) should be appended to the natural
language description of an operator. Values of all attributes are taken from the atomic type string (possibly
empty). Note that no relation or condition is specified in DESC. This is because these are added automatically
to DESC by exploiting TYPE and COND attributes of an operator. For instance, since TYPE is ‘binary’ in the above
definition, two variables representing join relations will be added automatically to the description of hashjoin.
Lastly, the TARGET attribute allows one to specify the operator name which is supported by the defined operator.
For example, TARGET is set to ‘hash join’ for the definition of hash operator.
The key goals of the data manipulation component of POOL are to provide syntactical means to support (a)
retrieval of specific properties (i.e., attributes) of physical operators using SQL-like SELECT-FROM-WHERE syntax,
(b) generation of the template for natural language description of an operator using the COMPOSE clause, and (c)
update properties of physical operator objects using UPDATE and REPLACE clauses. Specifically, the COMPOSE
clause uses the desc, type, and cond attributes of operators to generate the template. For example, the template
generation for the hash operator can be specified as follows.
COMPOSE hash FROM pg
The above statement will return the template “hash $R1 $”, which can be subsequently used by LANTERN to
generate specific description of the hash operator in a QEP. Also, observe that R1 is appended based on the type
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attribute of the hash object. An example to generate the NL description template of the hash join operator is as
follows.
COMPOSE hash, hashjoin FROM pg
USING hashjoin.desc = ’perform hash join’
The above statement generates the following template: “hash $R1 $ and perform hash join on $R2 $ and $R1 $ on
condition $cond$”.
The update statement can be exploited to assign definition or description of an operator from one commercial
database to another, thereby making it more efficient for an SME to specify properties of physical operators. The
following example demonstrates how the description of hash join in PostgreSQL is transferred to the hash join
operator in DB2.
UPDATE db2
SET desc = (SELECT desc
FROM pg WHERE pg.name = ’hashjoin’)
WHERE db2.name = ’hsjoin’
It can also be used along with the REPLACE clause to transfer definition or description of an operator object to
another within the same source. For example, one can transfer the description of hash join to nested loop join by
replacing the word ‘hash’ with ‘nested loop’ as follows.
UPDATE pg
SET desc = REPLACE((SELECT desc FROM pg AS pg2
WHERE pg2.name = ’hashjoin’), ’hash’, ’nested loop’)
WHERE pg.name = ’nested loop join’
Note that the REPLACE clause takes three parameters as input, namely, the description or definition of an
operator object, the string in it that needs to be replaced (e.g., ‘hash’), and its new replacement string (e.g., ‘nested
loop’).
Once the physical operator objects for different RDBMS are created in POOL and stored, the physical operator
tree of a given query in any RDBMS can be augmented by automatically annotating relevant nodes with NL
descriptions by leveraging the COMPOSE statement and replacing the place holders in NL templates with specific
relations, attribute names, and predicates relevant to the query. The NL description generation framework then
utilizes this augmented operator tree and integrates a rule-based and deep learning-based techniques. In particular,
the latter infuses language variability in the descriptions opportunely. This strategy has been shown to mitigate
the impact of boredom on learners that may arise due to repetitive statements in different NL descriptions [42].

4.2

MOCHA

MOCHA (iMpact of Operator CHoices visuAlizer) [4, 40] aids learner-friendly interaction and visualization of
the impact of alternative physical operator choices on a selected QEP for a given SQL query. It is built on top
of PostgreSQL. Given an SQL query and learner-specified operator preferences (e.g., merge join, index scan),
MOCHA automatically visualizes the impact of these choices on the selected QEP . Specifically, it exploits the
planner method configuration1 feature of PostgreSQL to generate AQPs based on a user input. The configuration
parameters in this feature provide a way to enforce the query optimizer to choose a query plan with certain
user-specified physical operators. By default, all parameters are turned on during query processing. A query
request is sent to PostgreSQL using the default settings to retrieve the QEP of a query.
1

www.postgresql.org/docs/9.2/runtime-config-query.html#RUNTIME-CONFIG-QUERY-CONSTANTS.
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In order to retrieve AQPs, a learner may select a subset of the configuration parameters (through a userfriendly visual interface) based on the physical operators that she intend to view in these plans. In this case, the
corresponding parameters are set to “true" (e.g., SET enable_mergejoin = true) in the query request. MOCHA
supports two modes for generating alternative plans, namely, single mode and multiple mode. In the former mode,
MOCHA sends a query request to PostgreSQL in which the unselected parameters are set to “false” to generate
an AQP containing the operators corresponding to the selected parameters that are relevant to the processing
of the query. In the latter mode, every selected parameter is either set to “true” or “false” to create all possible
combinations of these parameters. MOCHA iterates through these combinations and sends corresponding query
requests to PostgreSQL. It only maintains all distinct plans retrieved from these requests. To facilitate learning, it
provides a learner-friendly GUI to detect and visualize various structural and cost differences between a selected
AQP and the QEP .
MOCHA also generates a natural language-based explanation that goes beyond the conventional least-costbased explanation to connect established knowledge related to usage scenarios of different physical operators
that a learner has learnt from textbooks with the operators in a QEP. The current version manually extracts usage
scenarios of different physical operators from the relevant literature. This is feasible since there is a small number
of physical operators in PostgreSQL. Then a set of documents containing these usage scenarios is indexed using
an inverted index where each document is associated with a single physical operator. For a given QEP, it identifies
relevant operators and retrieves associated predicates and join conditions, if any. The text explanation is then
generated for an operator by utilizing a rule-based template, the inverted index to retrieve corresponding usage
scenario, and database statistics information (e.g., selectivity). The generated explanation is visually displayed on
the visual interface of MOCHA. For example, an explanation could be “the QEP uses index scan on the lineitem
table as it is faster due to the high selectivity of the predicate (i.e., l_orderkey = orders.o_orderkey)”.
In the future, we intend to generalize MOCHA to accommodate major RDBMS, support visualization of the
impact of join ordering, and automate the manual extraction of usage information of various physical operators
in these RDBMS. More importantly, we wish to deploy MOCHA in our learning environment and investigate its
impact on students taking the database systems course.

4.3

Usage and Impact of NEURON

and LANTERN are currently deployed in database systems courses in NTU and Xidian University. We
now briefly describe our initial efforts to measure NEURON’s impact on the learning of QEP. To this end, we
introduced it to students taking the undergraduate database systems course (CZ4031) in NTU in the August
semester of 2021. 166 students were enrolled in this course. These students are pursuing a variety of degrees
such as computer science, computer engineering, data science and analytics, and business and computing. In
particular, the topic of query processing and optimization was covered in 4 weeks (September-October) over eight
1-hour lectures. On October 28th, the students took a test on the topic of query processing and optimization. The
following message was sent to the students on 14th October, 2021: “If you wish to understand query execution
plans (QEP) generated by PostgreSQL for different SQL queries, you may use the software called NEURON
at https: // neuron. scse. ntu. edu. sg/ . NEURON translates the QEP of a query to natural language
description.” We did not nudge students any further on using NEURON or give them any hints on whether
questions related to natural language descriptions of query plans will appear in the test. Hence, students were not
aware of any assessment-related rewards if they used the tool. The goal here is to observe whether learners will
use it without any nudging or grades-related rewards and whether they will benefit from it.
We observe the usage of NEURON from 14th October to 2nd December by analyzing the log file. Note that
12th November was the last date of the course culminating with the submission of a course project. Since a
user needs to access NEURON by logging using an email address, we were able to match majority of the email
addresses that accessed it with those registered for the course. There were 69 distinct learners (41.5%) using
NEURON during this period. Figure 4(b) reports the number of queries posed by learners over time. In total, 888
NEURON
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Figure 5: No. of queries versus no. of users.
valid SQL queries (484 distinct queries) were executed on NEURON. The distribution of the number of queries
versus the number of distinct learners who posed that number of queries is shown in Figure 5. Observe that more
than 85% of them posed more than one query and the maximum number of queries posed by a single user is
93! Prior to October 28th (test date), the number of distinct users is 48 and the number of queries posed is 409
(211 distinct queries). Hence, the usage of NEURON continued even after the test as learners may be using it
to understand QEPs for their project work. Some students used it even after the official end date of the course
probably demonstrating intrinsic motivation to explore QEPs.
To investigate whether NEURON may benefit learners to understand QEP, we use the test as a proxy. In the
test, a question was specifically set to this end. The students were asked to explain in natural language the visual
format of a QEP (in PostgreSQL) for an SQL query on IMDb database involving two joins, scans, and sort
operations. The question carried 10 marks. Observe that it matches very closely to NEURON’s goal. This enables
us to evaluate more accurately possible impact of NEURON on the test performance.
In order to avoid any bias, a teaching assistant (TA) who is not involved with NEURON graded the answers to
this question. The TA was given the solution and was allowed to set the marking scheme for the question. The
number of students who took the test is 162. The average score of students who used (resp. not used) NEURON
prior to test is 8.43 (resp. 7.07). The maximum, minimum, and median scores of these two groups are (10, 6.5, 8)
and (10, 0, 7.5), respectively. Among the non-NEURON users, the percentage of students with scores lower than
the minimum score in the NEURON user group (i.e., 6.5) is 21.31%. Furthermore, the percentage of NEURON
users (resp. non-NEURON users) with scores higher than the average score of 8 is 47.5% (resp. 35.25%). Some
of the common errors made by students are (a) not describing in natural language; (b) incorrect sequence of
steps; (c) not including filter conditions in the scan operations; and (d) unclear specifications of operators and
intermediate results. Observe that these errors could have been mitigated with the usage of NEURON.
In summary, while we cannot infer causal link from the initial results, it is possible NEURON may improve
learning of query execution strategies. We are still in the early stages of understanding the impact of this tool on
learning. We intend to use NEURON and LANTERN in future semesters to gather sufficient longitudinal data for a
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more detailed investigation of technology-enabled learning and their impact on data-driven education.

5

Conclusions

Impact of digital technologies on learning has consistently shown positive benefits when they are aligned. With
the advent of data science and lifelong learning, there has been growing interest in the database course from
adult learners with diverse background. This necessitates us to revisit the traditional way we teach this course by
supplementing it with technological support to improve learning. This paper contributes a vision of technologyenabled learning of the topic of relational query processing in a database systems course. Specifically, our vision
attempts to carve out a substantially new research topic that is at the intersection of learning sciences and data
management to improve learning of relational query processing. To the best of our knowledge, this vision has not
been systematically investigated before, prior to our recent publications.
Measures of success. Successful realisation of this vision will improve learning and understanding of the complex
topic of relational query processing. But several non-trivial and novel research challenges as articulated in the
paper need to be overcome to realize it. Adoption of the potential solutions by real-world learners as a supplement
to traditional modes of learning will be another measure of success.
Wider applicability. We focused on the topic of relational query processing since it is one of the most challenging
topic in a database systems course. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that our vision of technology-enabled learning
can be extended to other topics such as enabling technologies to facilitate learning of SQL queries.
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Abstract
Query Visualization (QV) is the problem of transforming a given query into a graphical representation
that helps humans understand its meaning. This task is notably different from designing a Visual Query
Language (VQL) that helps a user compose a query. This article discusses the principles of relational
query visualization and its potential for simplifying user interactions with relational data.

1

What is Query Visualization (QV) and what is it for?

The design of relational query languages and the difficulty for users to compose relational queries have received
much attention over the last 40 years [12,14,36,42,51,60,79,80,94,97]. A complementary and much-less-studied
problem is that of helping users read and understand an existing query. Reading code is hard, and SQL is no
exception. With the proliferation of public data sources, and associated queries, users increasingly have a need to
read other people’s queries and scripts. Furthermore, it is usually much easier to modify a draft than to write
something from scratch. As such, modifying an already existing query could be an effective way to write new
queries. However, modifying an existing query requires first to understand it (Figure 2). For these reasons, it
is valuable to help users understand queries, and visualization is one obvious route. In this paper, we study the
problem of query visualization with a view towards improving query understanding.
Consider the following five scenarios that illustrate how query visualizations can assist users:
Scenario 1 (Data scientists reusing past queries): A group of data analysts are collaboratively analyzing movie
data. This data is stored in a shared data repository. In addition to the data itself, they are also sharing their queries
using a Collaborative Query Management System (CQMS) [4, 5, 16, 24, 26, 44, 49, 54, 55, 62, 65, 70]. The query
recommendation component of that tool suggests relevant previously-issued queries that the user can choose
from, rather than write a query from scratch. The tool shows the queries both in text (Figure 1a) and as query
visualization (Figure 1b). The visualization preserves the logical structure of the textual query. There is also a
one-to-one mapping between the query and its visualization: As the user moves the mouse over components of
the visualization, the corresponding component in the textual query is highlighted (and v.v.). The particular query
used in Figure 1 is over the IMDB movie database and finds all actors with Kevin Bacon number 2 (i.e. actors
who have not played in a movie with Kevin Bacon directly, but who have played with other actors who have
played with Kevin Bacon).1 These diagrams require some training to understand (see our discussion in section 3
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
1

See https://youtu.be/kVFnQRGAQls?t=170 for an animated explanation of how to read and understand this particular query.
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select distinct A0.fname, A0.lname
from Actor A0, play P0, Play P1, Play P2,
Play P3, Actor A3
where A3.fname='Kevin' and A3.lname='Bacon'
and P3.aid=A3.id and P3.mid=P2.mid
and P2.aid=P1.aid and P1.mid=P0.mid
and P0.aid=A0.id
and not exists (select *
from Actor A4, Play P4, Play P5
where A4.fname='Kevin' and A4.lname='Bacon'
and A4.id=P4.aid and P4.mid=P5.mid
and P5.aid=A0.id)
and not exists (select *
from Actor A5
where A5.fname='Kevin' and A5.lname='Bacon'
and A5.id=A0.id)

SELECT
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Actor
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Play
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(a) SQL query

(b) Query Visualization

Figure 1: Scenario 1: A user searches for a query by browsing through a repository of previously-recorded SQL
queries. For each query, she needs to quickly understand its meaning. A query visualization panel helps her
understand the query by showing a succinct representation of its relational query pattern. The shown query returns
actors with Bacon number 2. As she hovers her mouse over parts of the query, both the textual and visualized
query highlight corresponding parts in synchronization.
for how to read them). However, in a controlled and pre-registered user study (see Section 4.1) we found that
even a few minutes of training suffice, and experienced SQL users could interpret queries in less time and with
fewer errors using these diagrams instead of using SQL alone [61].
A widely known example of such a shared data and query repository is the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) [4, 87]. Data about stars was put into a relational database and is freely available for access. Astronomers,
who are mostly “hobbyist" SQL users, have to write queries to get the data they want. In most cases, the queries
they wish to write are similar to queries others have written before. So the standard workflow is for the user to
look at previously issued queries, find one that is close to what they want, and then modify it to suit their analysis
needs. In response, SDSS has added templates for commonly written query types.2

Scenario 2 (Visual feedback during query editing): As the user starts editing the SQL query (Figure 1a), the
query visualization gets updated too (Figure 1b, updates are not shown). When a syntactically-correct query does
not give the expected result, the query visualization can help the user understand that an incorrect join pattern
was used between the various subqueries.
Scenario 3 (Learning from galleries of relational query patterns): A data scientist wants to issue another
query and looks for inspiration in a web gallery of SQL design patterns. Similar to the way users of Matplotlib3 ,
D34 , and Altair5 program new visualizations by browsing through, copying from, and adapting existing designs [7],
such galleries enhance the technical skills of data scientists and learners by showing a range of possible relational
patterns and design templates to learn from that would be hard to browse and make sense of based on text alone.
Similar programmer behaviors are found outside of visualization, where existing code templates, examples,
and idioms are extensively copied and adapted. From IDE (Integrated Development Environment) logs of 81
developers, Ciborowska et al. [19] identified many cases of opportunistic code reuse from the Web followed by
2

http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr8/en/help/docs/realquery.asp
https://matplotlib.org/stable/gallery/index.html
4
https://d3-graph-gallery.com/
5
https://altair-viz.github.io/gallery/index.html
3
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Figure 2: The goal of query visualization is to complement (but not substitute) the composition of queries by
creating automatic visualizations of queries. Composition of a query is still performed via unambiguous and
expressive text. The transformation from text into a visualization can abstract away from a concrete syntax
and thus be non-injective. Compare to the write-formatpreview cycle used by LaTeX [57] in that a user writes
text, the system then autoformats and renders a document, which the user can then peview.

Figure 3: Scenario 5: An analyst dictates queries
to her voice assistant which then shows the query
as understood together with the query answers.

editing the code. LaToza et al. [58] surveyed 157 programmers, and 56% agreed that understanding code that
someone else wrote is a serious problem. Yang et al. [96] found that many blocks of Python code are copied
from Stack Overflow into open-source projects with slight modifications. Ahmed et al. [3] found that 24% of
copy-and-paste events among 21,770 users of Eclipse were from sources external to the IDE, though this is likely
an overestimate. Brandt et al. [10] found that such copy-and-paste programming is particularly beneficial for
programmers working in new domains: In their study of students learning to use a new framework, one-third of
the participants’ code consisted of modified versions of examples from the documentation.
Scenario 4 (Clustering pattern-identical queries): A teacher receives the SQL solutions for a homework from
her 50 students. An automatic correction tool, such as ADUSA [52], Cosette [18], Qex [92] TATest [67], or
XData [15], determines that 40 of those solutions are correct. But those correct solutions “look” very different,
even after applying some standard SQL pretty printer, such as sqlparse [90]. The queries use different table
aliases, nesting patterns, join sequences, and at times different syntactic constructs, such as implicit joins in the
WHERE clause or infixed SQL-92 join notation. The teacher would like to cluster the 40 correct solutions not by
their syntactic variants, but by whether there are ‘truly’ novel patterns beyond the 3 she currently knows. Query
visualization makes it easier to cluster and compare the 40 queries, because a good visualization captures the
essence of the query structure, abstracting away superficial syntactic differences. And, indeed, the teacher finds 2
new patterns. She can now show and discuss 5 total patterns with the learners in the next class.
Scenario 5 (Visual feedback from voice assistants): We now switch to the year 2045. A data analyst stands in
her office analyzing some company data. She directs possible queries to her voice assistant which then visualizes
on the walls the queries together with the data (Figure 3). The visualization of the query provides immediate
feedback on what the assistant understood.
Common to these 5 scenarios is that query visualization helps the users achieve new functionalities or
increased efficiency in composing queries as a complement to query composition and not a substitute for it.
Definition 1 (Query Visualization): The term “query visualization” refers to both (i) a graphical representation
of a query and (ii) the process of transforming a given query into a graphical representation. The goal of query
visualization is to help users more quickly understand the intent of a query, as well as its relational query pattern.
When we say “query visualization", we will typically mean the end result. From context, it should be clear to
the reader on the few occasions when we mean the process rather than the end result.
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Figure 4: Composing a query with a visual query language is as sequential as composing it with SQL. Interpreting a visualization (whether of information or a
query) is the only modus in which a user can act on information in parallel, leveraging the speed of the human
perceptual system (orange = easier, blue = harder).
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Figure 5: Visual Query Languages allow a user to
compose queries. They have been widely studied
and have a rich history. In contrast, Query Visualization helps the user understand an existing query
just as Information Visualization helps understand
data (orange = easier, blue = harder).

What Query Visualization is not

2.1

Query Visualization is not the same as a Visual Query Language (VQL)

Visual Query Languages (VQLs) provide languages to express queries in a visual format. Visual Query Systems
(VQSs) implement VQLs and generate queries from visual representations constructed by users [11]. Such visual
methods for specifying relational queries have been studied extensively (a 1997 survey by Catarci et al. [12] cites
over 150 references), and many commercial database products offer some visual interface for users to write SQL
queries. In parallel, there is a centuries-old history on the study of formal diagrammatic reasoning systems [45]
with the goal of helping humans to reason in terms of logical statements.6 Yet despite their extensive study and
intuitive appeal, successful visual tools today mostly only complement instead of replace text for specifying
queries. Why has visual query specification not yet replaced textual query specification?
We believe that there are two primary reasons: (1) First, humans are better in interpreting rather than
composing visuals because visual composition is an inherently sequential process (Figure 4). All human
input methods (composition) are sequential, whether resulting in text or a graphic. Visual perception is a
remarkable human sense (interpretation) that can understand inputs in parallel, and it works dominantly by spatial
arrangement of information. While reading text is also a visual activity, the spatial arrangement of the letters
requires a sequential scan of the text (though notice that pretty printers can spatially arrange text, Section 2.4).
Hence, visual interpretation of graphics is the fastest way to communicate with humans, and it only works
well for understanding rather than composing. Even in theory, there is no dramatic speed-up in using a visual
language for composition. In practice, the user interaction is quite cumbersome: users must be able to interactively
construct and manipulate expressions in a visual language and connect graphical elements to establish graphical
relationships. In turn, the program must provide appropriate interpretations of mouse, touch, and keyboard events,
and it is difficult to build formal grammars and compilers for two-dimensional drawing areas. In sum, solutions
to these graphical requirements are intricate, inherently difficult to implement, and challenging to use [98].
(2) A second reason is that graphs are more ambiguous than text, i.e. it is more difficult to be precise with a
visual representation than with text. In order to precisely specify a query, possible options and specific details
affecting query semantics must be presented. In contrast, understanding a query requires a focus on the high-level
structure, abstracting away low-level details and subtleties. In programming languages, this distinction is clearly
made between visual programming for developing a program and program visualization for analyzing an existing
program [72].
6

A relational query is a logical formula with free variables. A logical statement has no free variables and is intuitively the same as a
Boolean query that returns a truth value of TRUE or FALSE.
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This leads us to suggest a user-query interaction that separates the query composition from the visualization
(Figure 2): Composition is unchanged and best done in text (or alternatively with exploratory input formats
like natural language). But composition is augmented and complemented with a visual that helps interpretation.
Recall Scenario 5 where a digital voice assistant connects to omnipresent screens to show what it understood
before executing a command (Figure 3). Compare to the way that many of us write research papers: we write
LaTeX code in a text editor but prefer to read and verify the auto-compiled PDF using automatic or editor-specific
build instructions (Figure 2).
Finally notice that query visualization is related to Information Visualization [17], which also focuses on
helping users understand complex relationships, but in data instead of in query logic (Figure 5).

2.2

Query Visualization is not the same as Query Plan Visualization

Readers may be familiar with visualizations of query plans. Figure 6a shows a query plan chosen by PostgreSQL [77] to run query Qsome from Figure 7a (Find persons who frequent some bar that serves a drink they
like). Similarly, Figure 6b shows the same query expressed in DFQL (Dataflow Query Language) [20] which
is modeled after relational algebra. Notice that neither visualization captures the cyclic nature of the joins in
query Qsome . A query plan visualization attempts to represent HOW a query is executed. In contrast, a query
visualization attempts to represent WHAT a query does (i.e. its intent) and possibly the relational pattern it uses.
See the query visualization in Figure 7b which shows the join pattern and that this query is cyclic. Similarly,
query visualizations are also different from visualizing and comparing the cost or speed of execution plans [43].

2.3

Query Visualization is only partially related to Visal Query Debugging

An important reason for why we want to help users understand HOW exactly a given query is executed is for
debugging a faulty query. Visualizing software execution behavior can be helpful for program debugging [30, 81],
but only if it helps explain WHY a query returns a particular result or WHY NOT [66]. To achieve this more
fine-grained understanding, state-of-the-art workflows for debugging SQL queries help users understand queries
by somehow showing intermediate results [37, 38, 67, 74]. Thus it is helpful to see debugging as a spectrum of
goals with different “granularities.” At one end of the spectrum, a query may be faulty because two incorrect
tables are joined (a tool that answers WHAT the query actually does would help here). At the other more-fine
grained level, a query may be faulty because a DMBS implemented a particular SQL syntax for handling NULLS
incorrectly7 , and it seems there is no way to avoid using data examples for effective debugging.

2.4

Alternatives to Query Visualization for helping users understand existing queries

There are three main alternative approaches for helping users understand existing queries:
(1) Illustrating queries by examples. Several papers suggest illustrating the semantics of operators in a data
flow program or the semantics of queries by generating example input and output data, and possibly intermediate
data. The result is basically a list of tuples for each relational operator [1, 15, 37, 38, 53, 67, 74].
(2) Translating queries into Natural Language (NL). Translating between SQL and NL is a heavily
researched topic, and various ideas are proposed to explain queries in NL [34, 47, 56, 86, 95]. Work in this area
convincingly argues that automatically creating effective free-flowing text from queries is difficult and that the
overall task is quite different from previous work on creating NL interfaces to DBMSs [50]. There is also recent
work on translating query plans into NL [93].
(3) Pretty printing queries. Query editors for major DBMSs use syntax highlighting and aligning of query
blocks and clauses. Pretty printers, such as sqlparse [90], automatically arrange a SQL query in a supposedly
easy-to-read form. The most important dimensions are colors, capital vs. small letters, and indentation.
7

As example see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/19686262/query-featuring-outer-joins-behaves-differently-in-oracle-12c
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(a) Postgres EXPLAIN command for Qsome

(b) Qsome in DFQL

Figure 6: Query visualizations are not query plans nor data flow diagrams: (a) Visualized query plan by Postgres’
EXPLAIN command [77] for query Qsome from Figure 7a. (b) Same query expressed in DFQL (Dataflow Query
Language) [20] which is modeled after relational algebra. Notice that neither visualization captures the cyclic
nature of the joins (see Figure 7b). “Query visualization” to “query plan visualization” is the same as “intend of a
query (WHAT)” to “execution of a query (HOW)”.
A key difference of alternatives to query visualization is that they are all inherently linear. A list of tuples
or a textual description do not readily reveal common logical pattern behind queries. In particular, we are not
aware of any SQL to NL tool available today that could translate our example from Figure 9 into an intuitive NL
representation. Patterns are naturally best shown visually, and even the programming design patterns book [29]
illustrates its patterns with intuitive diagrams. A theory of relational query patterns, and a query-user interaction
pattern inspired by “mix-and-match”, seems naturally supported by a visual approach. In addition, our recent
work [33] has shown that certain types of relational patterns cannot be represented in an operator-style (thus
sequential) model.

3

Principles of Query Visualization and Design trade-offs

The challenge of query visualization is to find appropriate visual metaphors that (i) allow users to quickly
understand a query’s intent, even for complex queries, (ii) can be easily learned by users, and (iii) can be
obtained from SQL by automatic translation, including a visually-appealing automatic arrangement of nodes of
the visualization. We believe that—with the right visual alphabet—users can learn to interpret visualized queries
by seeing examples without much active focus. This is similar to what is known in language learning theory
as the difference between the active and the generally larger passive vocabulary: Actively reproducing newly
learned content is generally more difficult than passively recognizing such content.
We next discuss the principles that led us to a particular design of a query visualization language (actually
two variants, which we discuss later in more detail). We list those here to spark a healthy debate. Not all listed
principles are universal, and deviations may lead to interesting alternative design decisions. These principles are
also not MECE (Mutually Exclusive and Collectively Exhaustive), and some design decisions can be justified
separately from other overlapping decisions.
(1) Existing metaphors as starting point: Ideally, a query visualization can be learned “on-the-fly” by
seeing visualizations of increasing complexity, starting from examples that are already familiar. Most database
users are familiar with the UML diagram notation for classes and their attributes [28] applied to database schemas:
Table names on top of column names in rectangular bounding boxes, primary-foreign keys contraints represented
by lines between column names. The visualization of a conjunctive query should thus not depart too much from
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select distinct F.person
from Frequents F, Likes L, Serves S
where F.person = L.person
and F.bar = S.bar
and L.drink = S.drink

person
SELECT
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person
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drink

Serves
bar
drink

(b) Qsome in QueryVis

(a) Qsome in SQL

Figure 7: Principles 1 & 2: Visualizing a conjunctive query should follow a familiar UML notation: Find persons
who frequent some bar that serves some drink they like. The only novelty is a dedicated output table on the left,
emphasizing the compositionality of the relational model, and supporting an output-oriented reading order.

select distinct F.person
from Frequents F
where not exists
(select *
from Serves S
where S.bar = F.bar
and not exists
(select L.drink
from Likes L
where L.person = F.person
and S.drink = L.drink))
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Figure 8: Principles 3 & 8: (a) Find persons who frequent some bar that serves ONLY drinks they like. QueryVis:
(b) Visualizing a nested query still follows familiar UML notations, but now adds visual metaphors for ∄ (dashed
box) and the reading order can be found by following the arrows. (c) The reading can be further simplified by the
use of the ∀ quantifier (double-lined bounding box), a logical and intuitive operator that does not exist in SQL.
The visualization asks for persons who frequent some bar so that ALL drinks served are liked by them. Relational
Diagrams are an alternative visualization that replaces arrows and reading orders by explicit enclosure to express
nesting relationships (d) and (e).
such deeply familiar visual metaphors (e.g., see the conjunctive query Qsome in Figure 7a and its visualization in
Figure 7b). More complicated queries then progressively extend such familiar visual metaphors.
(2) Compositionality of the relational model: Inputs to queries are tables, and the output of a query is
another table. Visualizations can (and we think should) emphasize this compositionality by explicitly showing an
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output table. This compositionality is also illustrated by the Relational Tuple Calculus expression for Figure 7a:
{q(person) | ∃f ∈ Frequents, ∃l ∈ Likes, ∃s ∈ Serves[q.person = f.person∧
f.person = l.person ∧ l.drink = s.drink ∧ s.bar = f.bar]}
The expression makes use of 4 tables: 3 input tables (Frequents, Likes, and Serves), and 1 output table called q
(Figure 7b names the output table “SELECT”). In contrast, all interactive query tools listed in section 5 use either
checkmarks, stars, or colors to highlight a subset of attributes that are returned by the query.
(3) Progressive visual complexity: Entropy codes, such as Huffman codes [21], compress data by encoding
symbols with an amount of bits inversely proportional to the frequency of the symbols. In the same spirit, a
visual alphabet should be adapted to an overall expected workload and visual constructs for more common
logical operators should be designed with lower visual complexity than less common ones. Starting from UML
and its familiar notations for schemas and conjunctive queries, we can then enhance the visual representation
in a progressive way. For example, almost all database queries use the logical AND in their first-order logic
translation (e.g. joins, EXISTS, IN), but only few use OR (e.g. OR, UNION). If infrequent query constructs become
increasingly complex to read, this progression does not decrease the overall usability, but rather assures that more
often used constructs are simple to read, in turn. For example, the visualization of the query from Figure 8a is
expected to be at least as “complicated” as the query from Figure 7a.
For increasing complexity of nested queries with negation, we are inspired by a body of work on diagrammatic
reasoning systems [45]. Diagrammatic notations are in turn inspired by the influential existential graph notation
by Charles Sanders Peirce [75,82,85]. These graphs exploit topological properties, such as enclosure, to represent
logical expressions and set-theoretic relationships (see description in Figure 8).
(4) Expose (and not hide) relational patterns: We believe that a query visualization should expose the
relational pattern used in a textual query, instead of replacing it with an abstraction and concepts that go beyond
the relational model. This requires a visualization to use the same number of input tables of the textual query
and to preserve a 1-to-1 mapping between them. To illustrate, consider the SQL query in Figure 9a asking for
“persons with a unique drink taste.” The query uses 6 instances of the same table in a pattern that reads “return
any person, s.t. there does not exist any other person, s.t. there does not exist any drink liked by that other person
that is not also liked by the returned person and there does not exist any drink liked by the returned person that is
not also liked by the same other person.” The visualization in Figure 9b does not replace that relational pattern
with another shorter construct, but rather makes it easier to inspect and reason about: it complements the textual
query and preserves some traceable mapping between query and visualization. It preserves its relational pattern.
(5) Minimal visual complexity: A query visualization should fulfill some kind of minimality criteria.
Intuitively, we aim to minimize the ink-data ratio (thus we like to maximize its inverse: Edward Tufte’s famous
data-ink ratio defined as the proportion of a graphic’s “ink” devoted to the informative and thus non-redundant
display of data information [91]). Minimality can be interpreted in different ways: For example, the visual
alphabet could contain only a minimal set of different visual elements; removing an element would then render
the visualization less expressive. Or, for a given query, removing a particular visual element would render the
query incomplete. To achieve such minimality, one can take inspiration by comparative analysis of existing
textual languages. For example, (i) Datalog does not require the use of table aliases (different occurrences of
the same input relation can be distinguished by their join patterns), whereas SQL requires alias. On the other
hand, (ii) SQL (inspired by tuple relational calculus) does not reference any attribute that is not used by the query,
whereas Datalog uses positional information and thus requires to maintain positional information. Figure 9b
shows an example QueryVis visualization that combines the best of both worlds: (i) repeated relations do not
require aliases, and (ii) each of those occurrences only displays attributes needed.8
8

A visualization could still show aliases to make it easier to maintain a static correspondence between the query and it visualization.
However those aliases are not needed to interpret the meaning of a visual diagram.
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select distinct L1.person
from Likes L1
where not exists
(select *
from Likes L2
where L1.person <> L2.person
and not exists
(select *
from Likes L3
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and L4.drink = L3.drink))
and not exists
(select *
from Likes L5
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from Likes L6
where L6.person = L2.person
and L6.drink = L5.drink)))
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Figure 9: Principles 4 & 5: (a) Unique-set-query “Find person with a unique drink taste.” (b) QueryVis diagram
with reading order encoded by arrows (please see [61] for a detailed discussion of the query and its visualization).
There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between the SQL query and its visualization. As the user moves the mouse over
fragments of the query, the graphical representation highlights the corresponding visual elements.
(6) Abstract away from syntax details: A query visualization abstracts away from language-specific
peculiarities. It can thus be non-injective with regard to syntactic redundancy. A prominent example is SQL’s use
of NULLs. While there has been a lot of work on putting SQL’s use of NULL values on solid foundations, there
is no universally agreed standard, and SQL queries evaluated on databases with NULL “may produce answers
that are just plain wrong” [39]. The goal of query visualization can’t be to provide an unambiguous interpretation
of queries in the presence of NULLs, and thereby as a side-product also fix issues that have vexed database
theoreticians over decades. Rather, the focus of query visualization on the underlying relational patterns means
that query visualizations need to abstract away from such oddities and not preserve them (see Figure 10). Also,
a query visualization is meant to complement a textual original query. It thus does not have to preserve all the
information from the query; it can be non-injective, thereby dividing the work: a visualization for the overall
pattern, the text for the details. This point goes back to section 2 and what query visualization does not try to
achieve. The focus is on WHAT a query does, yet confined to the relational model and the particular underlying
relational pattern (including all the input tables used), not the syntax nor the HOW of a particular execution plan.
Tools that help users cope with the inherent syntactic difficulty of SQL fall under the category of SQL debugging
(Section 2.3). The common foundation of all relational query languages and the relational model is First-Order
Logic. We thus believe that focusing on the logical interpretation of queries [41] and set semantics provides a
solid and well-understood foundation for query visualization. See Figure 10 for an example.
(7) Output-oriented reading order: Similar to a SQL query having an expected order of clauses (e.g.
SELECT-FROM-WHERE), also a query visualization benefits from having an expected arrangement and reading
order. Mirroring the design decision from SQL and calculus, we suggest a reading order left-to-right that starts
with the result of the query (the output table) and then adds tables in horizontal layers in decreasing order of their
relatedness to the output table (see Figure 10c). This suggests an arrangement where the input tables are placed at
a horizontal distance from the output table that represents the shortest path join connection to the output table.
Furthermore, the arrangement of the input tables should be such as to simplify the reading and understanding of
the query by following aesthetic heuristics (e.g. minimizing the number of line crossings).
(8) Logic-based visual transformations: Nested negated quantifiers are particularly difficult to understand
for users [79, 80]. Simple visualizations of logical transformation can further help show the query in a more
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select distinct A
from R
where B not in
(select C
from S)

select distinct A
from R
where not exists
(select *
from S
where B=C)

(a)

(b)

SELECT

R

A

A

S

B

C

(c)

Figure 10: Principles 6 & 7: Queries (a) and (b) are equivalent except if column S.C contains NULL values. Thus
ignoring NULL values in the database, they are equivalent and their query intent can be represented by the same
QueryVis representation shown in (c) (example taken and slightly fixed from Fig. 4 in [31]).
intuitive form. Take a double negated query such as Figure 8:
{q(person) | ∃f ∈ Frequents[q.person = f.person ∧ ¬∃s ∈ Serves[s.bar = f.bar∧
¬∃l ∈ Likes[l.drink = s.drink ∧ f.person = l.person]}
The same query can be arguably understood more easily by writing it as
{q(person) | ∃f ∈ Frequents[q.person = f.person ∧ ∀s ∈ Serves[s.bar = f.bar →
∃l ∈ Likes[l.drink = s.drink ∧ f.person = l.person]}

4

Our Suggestions: QueryVis and Relational Diagrams

When following the earlier listed design principles, a family of query visualizations naturally emerges. We discuss
here two instances that differ in the way they visually encode the nesting structure between query blocks:
(1) QueryVis [22, 31, 61]: This earlier variant from 2011 borrows the idea of a “default reading order” from
diagrammatic reasoning systems [27] and uses arrows to indicate an implicit reading order between different
nesting levels. Take as example Figure 10c and notice how the arrows between the relations correspond to the
order in which they appear in the natural language translation (“Find persons who FREQUENT some bar that
SERVES only drinks they LIKE”). Without the arrows, there would be no natural order placed on the existential
quantifiers and the visualization would be ambiguous. QueryVis focuses on the non-disjunctive fragment of
relational calculus and is guaranteed to represent connected nested queries unambiguously up to nesting level 3.
An interactive online version is available linked from https://queryvis.com.
(2) Relational Diagrams [33]: This more recent variant indicates the nesting structure of table variables by
using nested negated bounding boxes instead of arrows. The nesting of negation boxes is more closely inspired
by Peirce’s influence beta existential graphs [75, 82, 85]. Interestingly, because Relational Diagrams are based
on Tuple Relational Calculus (instead of Domain Relational Calculus which is closer to First-Order Logic) they
solve interpretation problems of beta graphs that have been the focus of intense research in the diagrammatic
reasoning communities. The big advantage of this variant is that it has a provably unambiguous interpretation
for any nesting depth, even for queries with disconnected components, and for both Boolean and non-Boolean
queries. Furthermore, by adding one additional visual element, Relational Diagrams can be made relationally
complete even for non-Boolean queries. The downside is that these diagrams need more “ink” for simple nested
queries, and logical transformations (design decision 8) cannot be as easily applied anymore. An alternative to
such transformations, however, is using shading for alternating nesting depths (see e.g. Figure 8e).
An interactive online version of QueryVis has been online at https://queryVis.com since 2011 [22]. We
encourage the reader to try it. It currently supports only a limited SQL grammar (see the web page for details).
Still, this online demo shows that query visualization can have a very lightweight interaction. The user does not
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SELECT A.ArtistId, A.Name
FROM
Artist A
WHERE NOT EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM
Album AL, Track T
WHERE A.ArtistId = AL.ArtistId
AND
AL.AlbumId = T.AlbumId
AND
T.Composer = A.Name);

Album
ArtistId
SELECT

Artist

ArtistId

ArtistId

Name

Name

AlbumId

Track
AlbumId
Composer

Find artists who do not have any album that has a track that is composed by someone with the same name as the artist.
Find artists who have an album that does not have any track that is composed by someone with the same name as the artist.
Find artists who do not have any album where all its tracks are composed by someone with the same name as the artist.
Find artists so that all their albums have a track that is not composed by someone with the same name as the artist.

Figure 11: Section 4.1: Example query from our user study. The query is shown in the Both condition, in which a
participant sees the query in both SQL (left) and our QueryVis diagram (right).
have to specify anything upfront and can just copy the SQL query and the schema into the two available forms
(notice that the relevant part of the schema could often be inferred from the query).

4.1

User study showing users can interpreting queries faster with QueryVis

We designed a user study to test whether our diagrams help users understand SQL queries in less time and with
fewer errors, on average. The study design and analysis plan was preregistered before we started the experiment
and gathered data. Details on the study are available in [61] and on OSF at https://osf.io/mycr2.
The study is an easily-scalable within-subjects study [84] (i.e., all study participants were exposed to all query
interfaces). The study consisted of 9 multiple-choice questions (MCQs). Each MCQ asked the participant to
choose the best interpretation for a presented query from 4 choices. Following best practices in MCQ creation [99],
we created all 4 choices to read very similar to each other so that a participant with little knowledge of SQL would
be incapable of eliminating any of the 4 choices. Each query was presented to participants in one of 3 conditions:
(1) seeing a query as SQL alone (“SQL”), (2) seeing a query as a logical diagram that was generated from SQL
(“QV”), or (3) seeing both SQL and QueryVis at the same time (“Both”). Figure 11 shows the interface for the
condition “Both” for one of the 9 questions. Each participant answered all 9 questions in the same order but
the condition for each question was randomized in a particular way that reduces potential biases in our analysis
due to condition ordering effects following a Latin square design [59, 71]. We then tracked the time needed and
errors made by each participant while trying to find the correct interpretation for each query. Participants had to
pass an SQL qualification exam to ensure that they had at least a basic proficiency with SQL. We made the study
available for 3 weeks from Jan 24, 2020–Feb 13, 2020 on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), during which we
recruited n = 42 legitimate participants.
Results. There is strong evidence that participants are meaningfully faster (-20%) using QueryVis than SQL
(p < 0.001). There is weak evidence that participants make meaningfully fewer errors (-21%) using QueryVis
than SQL (p = 0.15). Figure 12 shows the full time and error difference distribution across the 42 participants.

5

Related work

For decades, SQL has been the main standard for issuing queries over relational databases. There is a reasonable
chance that this widely implemented interface won’t be replaced anytime soon. Thus we do not propose new
ways to write queries, but instead explore how to help users understand existing SQL queries.
Visual Query Languages (VQL). Visual methods for expressing queries have been studied extensively in
the database literature [12], and many commercial database products offer some visual interface for users to write
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Figure 12: Section 4.1: Distribution of (QV−SQL) time and error differences for each participant on 9 MCQs.
simple SQL queries. Query Visualization (QV) focuses on the problem of describing and interpreting a query
that has already been written, which is different from the problem of composing a new query (Section 2.1).
Interactive query builders employ visual diagrams that users can manipulate (most often in order to select
tables and attributes) while using a separate query configurator (similar to QBE’s condition boxes [100]) to
specify selection predicates, attributes, and sometimes nesting between queries. dbForge [23] is the most
advanced and commercially supported tool we found for interactive query building. Yet it does not show any
visual indication for non-equi joins between tables and the actual filtering values and aggregation functions can
only be added in a separate query configurator. Moreover, it has limited support for nested queries: the inner and
outer queries are built separately, and the diagram for the inner query is presented separately and disjointly from
the diagram for the outer query. Thus no visual depiction of correlated subqueries is possible. Other graphical
SQL editors like SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) [89], Active Query Builder [2], QueryScope from
SQLdep [78], MS Access [68], and PostgreSQL’s pgAdmin3 [76] lack in even more aspects of visual query
representations: most do not allow nested queries, none has a single visual element for the logical quantifiers NOT
EXISTS or FOR ALL, and all require specifying details of the query in SQL or across several tabbed views separate
from a visual diagram. DataPlay [1] allows a user to specify their query by interactively modifying a query tree
with quantifiers and observing changes in the matching/non-matching data. Gestural query specification [73]
allows a user to query databases using a series of gestures on a touchscreen. In short, current graphical SQL
editors do not provide a single encompassing visualization of a query. Thus they could not (even in theory)
transform a complicated SQL query into a single visual representation, which is the focus of query visualization.
Query visualizations attempt to create succinct visual representations of existing queries. This explicit
reverse functionality for SQL has not drawn as much attention as visual query builders, and there are only a
handful of other systems we are aware of [32]. Visual SQL [48] is a visual query language that also support query
visualization. With its focus on query specification, it maintains the one-to-one correspondence to SQL, and
syntactic variants of the same query lead to different representations (Figure 10). SQLVis [69] shares motivation
with QueryVis. Similar to Visual SQL, it places a stronger focus on the actual syntax of a SQL query and
syntactic variants like nested EXISTS queries change the visualization. Snowflake join [88] is an open source
project that visualizes join queries with optional grouping. It does not have any consistent and unambiguous
notation for nested queries. GraphSQL [13] uses visual metaphors that are different from typical relational
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schema notations and visualizations, even simple conjunctive queries can look unfamiliar. The Query Graph
Model (QGM) developed for Starburst [40] helps users understand query plans, not query intent (Section 2.2).
StreamTrace [8] focuses on visualizing temporal queries with workflow diagrams and a timeline. It is an example
of visualizations for spatio-temporal domains and not the logic behind general relational queries.

6

Various Challenges

A vision paper that some of us wrote in 2011 declared that “Databases will visualize queries too” [31]. This has
not yet widely happened. Why so? Is it just a matter of time? Or is it that we are missing something profound
and Queries Visualizations (QV) will go the same route as Visual Query Languages (VQL): intuitively attractive,
but practically not as useful? Instead, perhaps the foundations have been laid, yet there are still problems to be
solved to make that vision practical. Here is a partial list of several such challenges:
(1) Extensions: Expressing logical disjunction in diagrams is inherently more complicated than conjunction [85]. And while relational algebra, relational calculus, and Datalog all use set semantics, SQL uses bag
semantics. What are appropriate visual metaphors for general disjunctions and non-logical constructs, such as
groupings, aggregates, arithmetic predicates, bag semantics, outer joins, null values, and recursion?9
(2) Relational patterns: Something not well understood or even formalized today is the vague concept of
“relational query patterns.” What are query patterns? We posit that identifying patterns in queries may have several
advantages, akin to how formalizing best practices in software design patterns has aided software engineers [29].
General and reusable query patterns could assist in teaching students how to write complicated queries. Queries
written using common patterns could then potentially be easier to interpret quickly. What is a rigorous semantic
definition of relational query patterns? See [33] for first steps in that direction.
(3) Measures of visual conciseness: We listed minimal visual complexity as guiding principle. When
comparing two languages one could likely develop metrics such as amount of ink used. However, what is the
ultimately right measure for quantifying visual complexity for a human user? Visual complexity also needs to
take into account prior familiar notions (like UML) to a target audience.
(4) Automatic layout algorithms: The online QueryVis demo uses a layered arrangement of tables that
guarantees that any join conditions are either between two adjacent layers or within the same layer. It uses
the standard Graphviz library for arranging the tables and their attributes [25]. However, existing graph layout
algorithms are not suited for complicated layered graphs with nested hierarchies. What are new outline algorithms
that can optimize for existing visual metrics (such as minimum line overlap) and define novel metrics that capture
visual homogeneity? A possible route is encoding existing aesthetic heuristics (such as those in [9, Table 1])
or novel ones in quantitative metrics, and then defining the layout problem as Integer Linear Program (ILP). A
recent proposal that uses this route is STRATISFIMAL LAYOUT [6].
(5) Interactive diagrams: As already implied by Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3,and Figure 9, the interaction
between textual query and query visualization could be more involved beyond a simple one-way translation.
Interactive mouse-over can show correspondences. An interactive auto-complete feature could suggest possible
query templates. And a user could be allowed to manipulate an existing template of a query, which then gets
reflected in the text (but notice that this last point would defeat the original idea to keep the visualization
lightweight and as easy add-on to an existing query composition workflow). What is the optimal end-to-end
integration of visualization and text or alternative input forms (recall Figure 3 and Figure 2)?
(6) Combinations with other modalities: We mentioned in Section 2.4 alternative ways to help users
understand their queries. Such alternative modalities could possibly be combined with visualizations. For
example, Natural Language translations could possibly benefit from a graphical representation of a query. Parts of
a query could be replaced with an automatically created text and expanded with a click to the full pattern. Query
visualizations could be enhanced with example database instances, or operator-by-operator translations. The
9

The online QueryVis interface at https://queryVis.com has been quietly supporting limited forms of aggregates already since 2016.
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query visualizations could be modified to display how individual records fit or don’t fit the query. This could
again be done with interactive mouseover or choice from a menu.
(7) User studies: We believe that preregistered, within-subjects studies with multiple-choice questions in
Latin square design studies, where the correctness of a user’s answer can be determined automatically, are the
way to go to for easily scalable quantitative comparison between different interfaces. In our user study, users
needed to pass a SQL qualifying exam and then started the test only after minimum exposure to QueryVis. One
could only imagine the improvement after the users had chance to become more familiar with the visual language
over an extended period of time. For such a longitudinal study that possibly instruments across control groups
there is one big open challenge: How to parameterize SQL queries and questions in the spirit of Gradiance [35]
such that the same subjects can take the same test repeatedly? Such new user study paradigms would allow us to
observe the improvement in speed and accuracy over an extended period of time.
(8) Declarative programming: Logical query interfaces have shown success also beyond relational data.
Examples include Datalog for networks [46, 63, 64] and Inductive Logic Programming [83]. Such programs
represent an explicit symbolic structure that can be inspected and understood, and the implied logic visualized.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We discussed the potential of query visualizations for a future, advanced user-query interaction that visualizes
relational patterns of a query with diagrams. We delineated query visualization from visual query languages,
discussed a few principles for designing intuitive visual diagrams, and gave two variants of a family of query
visualizations. Future work needs to extend visual formalisms for the full relational model and beyond, find
algorithms for automatic arrangement of diagrams, study novel and more interactive user interfaces with query
visualizations being just one component, create more easily verifiable, large-scale user studies, and find ways to
apply logical representations to other logic-based languages such as Inductive Logic Programming.
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Abstract
A Natural Language Interface (NLI) enables the use of human languages to interact with computer
systems, including smart phones and robots. Compared to other types of interfaces, such as command line
interfaces (CLIs) or graphical user interfaces (GUIs), NLIs stand to enable more people to have access to
functionality behind databases or APIs as they only require knowledge of natural languages. Many NLI
applications involve structured data for the domain (e.g., applications such as hotel booking, product
search, and factual question answering.) Thus, to fully process user questions, in addition to natural
language comprehension, understanding of structured data is also crucial for the model. In this paper, we
study neural network methods for building Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs) with a focus on learning
structure data representations that can generalize to novel data sources and schemata not seen at training
time. Specifically, we review two tasks related to natural language interfaces: i) semantic parsing where
we focus on text-to-SQL for database access, and ii) task-oriented dialog systems for API access. We
survey representative methods for text-to-SQL and task-oriented dialog tasks, focusing on representing
and incorporating structured data. Lastly, we present two of our original studies on structured data
representation methods for NLIs to enable access to i) databases, and ii) visualization APIs.

1

Introduction

Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs) seek to enable user-system interactions using natural language. Compared to
other types of interfaces, such as command-line or graphic interfaces, NLIs have a much lower learning curve.
They can be used by lay users with little to no extra training, thus attractive in practice.
NLIs have been an active research for decades [1, 2]. Early methods had limited success, possibly due to the
absence of powerful and effective models for language understanding. Recently, with the rise of deep learning
models, especially Transformer-based models in NLP [46], the overall performance on a variety of language
understanding tasks, including NLI-related tasks, has seen a significant boost. Nonetheless, the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) NLI models are still far from perfect, and are do not yet reach the level of being fully deployable in
real products. In this work, we investigate the progress and challenges of NLI-related tasks. Specifically, we
focus on two types of tasks: semantic parsing and task-oriented dialogs (TOD). In addition, we focus on the
understanding and representation of structured data, such as knowledge bases (KBs), databases (DBs) or tables,
in NLI-related tasks. In practice, NLI applications inevitably need to incorporate and understand the relevant
“backend” structured data for the domain (hotel booking, product searching, factual question answering, etc.)
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Thus, besides language comprehension, a correct understanding of structured data is also crucial for the model to
make the correction decisions.
In following sections, we first provide a more detailed descriptions of the NLI-related tasks we study. For
each task, we survey representative methods for the tasks, especially regarding structured data representation;
then we introduce our own work related to the task. A road map of this paper is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The road map of the paper. We discuss several NLI-related tasks, relevant structured data and
corresponding representation methods. We introduce two of our own related work, Speech-to-SQL and Plotting
Agent, under the topic.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Popular NLP models

We briefly introduce several model architectures that are widely used today in the NLP community and will be
frequently mentioned in this paper.
Sequence-to-sequence (S2S) A sequence-to-sequence (S2S) model aims to map an input sequence to an output
sequence [41]. In NLP, the input and output sequences are usually natural language sentences. Many NLP tasks
can be modeled by S2S models, such as machine translation, summarization, and dialog.
S2S models are mostly based on an encoder-decoder model architecture, in which the encoder aims to obtain
an intermediate vector or tensor representation that includes necessary information from the input sequence
(named the encoding of input), and the decoder generates the output sentence based on the input encoding. Both
encoder and decoder can be modeled by recurrent neural networks (RNNs), such as LSTM or GRU [42, 43]; or
by transformer models, which we briefly introduce below.
In the basic version of RNN-based S2S model architecture,the encoder absorbs an input sentence and
encodes it into a single encoding vector; the decoder takes the encoding vector to generate an output sentence
as a conditioned language model (i.e. generate tokens in auto-regressive manner, based on previous tokens).
Intuitively, the encoding vector is an information bottleneck in the architecture because all information from the
input has to be incorporated into a single vector.
Attention The attention mechanism [44, 45] was proposed to overcome the above-mentioned bottleneck. It
allows the decoder states to “look through” the encoding vector and directly interact with encoder states. In detail,
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given a decoder state vector d and encoder state vectors e1:N , we compute an attention context vector c as follow:
sim(d, ek )

αk = PN

i=1 sim(d, ei )

;c =

N
X

αk ek

k=1

where αk are called attention weights, and sim is a function measuring vector similarities, such as dot product
(aT b), bilinear product (aT W b), linear combination (w1T a + w2T b), etc. The attention context vector is then added
or concatenated with the decoder state vector before predicting the output token.
Self-attention and Transformers The Transformer architecture, proposed in [46], fully replaces RNNs with
self-attention layers. Self-attention layers encode a sequence by applying attention from the representation of
each token to all other tokens in the sequence, and use the attention context vector (with residual connection, i.e.
summed with the pre-attention representation vector) as the output token representation. Transformers are shown
to be particularly useful for pretrained language models (PLMs), i.e. first pretrain the model on an extremely
large corpus with self-supervision, and then fine-tune the pretrained parameters on a downstream task [47, 48].

2.2

NLI-related Tasks

The topic of NLIs is broad. In this work, we focus on two representative tasks: semantic parsing and task-oriented
dialogs (TOD). These tasks are useful in practice and widely studied, especially in the current era of deep learning.
We briefly introduce the tasks in this section and take in-depth investigations in the following sections.
Semantic Parsing Semantic parsing aims to map a natural language sentence into a structured, executable
logical form to represent the semantics of the sentence. It can be seen as a straightforward formulation of an
NLI: parsing the natural language query into system-understandable form. There are different formats of such
executable logical forms, such as GeoQuery [3], lambda-DCS [4], SparQL (for knowledge graphs (KG)) and
SQL (for relational databases (DB)).
Task-oriented Dialog (TOD) Task-oriented dialog (TOD) systems interact with users to complete certain tasks.
The task objectives are usually in the form of making API calls to obtain information (e.g. look for restaurants) or
take actions (e.g. make a restaurant reservation) [23–26]. From a practical perspective, for complex tasks, it is
hard for user requests to be described and completed in a single utterance. Therefore, interactions are necessary
between the user and system to complete the task, which makes a task-oriented dialog.

3
3.1

Semantic Parsing
Introduction

Early work in semantic parsing are based on grammar rules induction and feature-based rule selection [3, 5].
Since the rise of deep learning, parsers are mostly based on neural models with encoder-decoder architectures
that generate the output logical form directly from input text [6–8]. Moreover, recent work pay increasingly more
attention on the generalization ability of trained models, especially on generalizing over changes in the backend
structured data. The advantages of such generalization is to alleviate the burden of re-collecting in-domain data
and re-training the model whenever we update our DB or KG. In order to generalize to unseen structured data,
we have to incorporate the structured data as part of the input to the model, instead of fully include them into
the model weights. It thus raises the problem of structured data representation, which is basically on how to
effectively incorporate and leverage the structured data for a better model performance.
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In what follows, we focus on structured data representation on semantic parsing with SQL as the logical form,
which is also called text-to-SQL. As mentioned, the task of text-to-SQL takes as input the user utterance in natural
language and the backend DB. A recent benchmark on text-to-SQL, Spider [9], explicitly tests the generalization
ability to unseen DBs by separating the set of DBs used in train/dev/test splits of the benchmark. It provides a
good testbed for modern text-to-SQL methods and has been widely used by previous work in this direction.

3.2
3.2.1

Structured Data Representation in Text-to-SQL
Basic Method: Linearization

In the task of text-to-SQL, the structured data to be incorporated are the DBs. The most straightforward idea is
to linearize the DB, i.e. transform it into a token sequence, and concatenate it with the user question to form
the input text. A simple example is shown in Figure 2a. By linearizing, the structured data is mapped into
unstructured text modality, thus can fit into regular text-processing models.
Despite of its simplicity, linearization has shown to be a very useful way to represent DBs [12, 13]. There are
also work focusing on injecting more useful information into such linear representations. For example, in [14] the
authors propose to find anchor text which are input text tokens matching DB cell values, and add them to the
linearized DB, next to the column of the cell (similar to the format of cell inclusion shown in Figure 2a). Also,
DB linearization works well with large-scale pretraining [15, 16]. This is possibly due to the compatibility of
linearized DB and unstructured text, thus effective pretraining objectives (such as masked language-modeling
(MLM)) can be adopted.

(a) DB linearization.

(b) DB graph.

Figure 2: DB linearization and graph illustration. (a) An example of DB linearization. Notice that the included cell
values are deliberately selected to showcase the idea; in practice, cells are not always available, depending on the
dataset, and cell value selection is non-trivial and method-specific. (b) An example of DB graph. Some columns,
tables and cells are omitted for visualization clarity. In detail, the design of relation set is also method-specific.
This figure only illustrates the high-level idea.

3.2.2

Table Representation

Essentially, a DB is made up by tables; therefore, we can exploit the tabular structure to better represent the
information. A lot of exisiting work target table representation, not specific for text-to-SQL but generally for any
task involving tables (other tasks include table QA, table-text entailment, etc.) [10, 11]. Some approaches leverage
properties of tables together with linearization. For example, [16] first applies a horizontal transformer to get
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text-row representations for rows in the table, then a vertical transformer between all text-row representations to
obtain a single text-table representation.
3.2.3

Graph Representation

There is another line of work to represent the table based on graph structure. We can define relations between
question tokens and DB entities (e.g. table names, column names, cell values). Example relations include
table-column affiliation between tables and columns; primary-foreign key between columns; token-table/column
mention between question tokens and tables or columns; etc. Such relations form a graph where each token / DB
entity is a node, and each existing relation is an edge. An example of such graph is shown in Figure 2b. Given
such a graph, we can use graph neural network to encode it [17, 18]. We can also use the relations directly to
enhance linearization-based methods. For example, we can add a relational bias term in self-attention layers
in transformers. Each relation has a learnable bias vector; when computing the attention weights between two
tokens, if they exhibit a relation, we add the corresponding bias vector into the token representation [19, 20]
(similar ideas are also studied in table-only representation, such as in [11]).

3.3

Structured Data Representation in Speech-to-SQL

We introduce our research on speech-to-SQL.1 Most existing studies focus on text-to-SQL which is to parse
natural language text utterances into executable SQL queries. Motivated by the rise of speech-driven digital
assistants on smartphones, tablets, and other small handheld devices, we study the task of parsing spoken natural
language (in audio) to executable SQL queries (speech-to-SQL parsing). A speech-to-SQL parser has a number
of potential use scenarios for quick and convenient data look-up, such as patient caring (in healthcare domain),
business meeting, or driving. In this work, we study ways to improve speech-to-SQL parsers. We will also
highlight the representation of structured data, i.e. the DB, in this study.
3.3.1

Baselines

An obvious solution of speech-to-SQL parsing is to first pass the speech audio through an automatic speech
recognizer (ASR), and then issue the top-ranked ASR transcription to a text-to-SQL parser which produces the
final SQL. We name it the blackbox baseline. A drawback of this baseline is that no attempt is made to deal
with ASR errors. Figure 3(A) shows an example of such errors. Passing ASR errors to the text-to-SQL parser is
unlikely to produce the correct SQL.
For ASR error correction, we import two more baselines from previous work: re-ranker and S2S-rewriter
baseline. The re-ranker takes the top-K candidate transcriptions from ASR and re-rank them to select the best
transcription [21]. In contrast, the S2S-rewriter directly rewrites an ASR transcription into a better sentence, as a
S2S task [22]. Both methods do not incorporate the DB information.
3.3.2

Method Overview

We propose a two-stage ASR error correction method. First, we tag the input sentence (an ASR transcription) to
identify tokens that are incorrect and should be edited. Second, we edit the sentence using a blank-filling model,
where the tagged incorrect parts of the sentence are regarded as blanks and filled by predicted tokens. Moreover,
we incorporate the backend DB information into the model by adding the DB schema and relevant cell values into
the input sentence, in the above-mentioned linearized manner. Figure 3 illustrates the framework of our method.
1

Under submission. We focus on the high-level ideas and omit the details in order not to violate submission policies.
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Figure 3: Overview of the ASR correction method for speech-to-SQL. (A) Directly passing the erroneous ASR
transcription to text-to-SQL parser will likely produce wrong SQL output. We apply a Tagger (B) and an ILM
(blank-filling) rewriter (C) to fix the transcription, incorporating audio features and DB information.
3.3.3

Experiments and Analysis

Datasets Experiments are conducted on the Spider dataset mentioned above. To make it usable for evaluation
speech-to-SQL methods, we used Amazon Polly, a text-to-speech (TTS) service, to automatically transform
the user queries from text to audio. We used Amazon Transcribe as the raw ASR transcriber. Besides, since
our method focuses on ASR correction, we utilize existing models as the backend text-to-SQL parser during
evaluation. We use RAT-SQL [19] and T5 (T5-base and T5-large) [13], which are representative and competitive
text-to-SQL parsers.
Evaluation Metrics We test baseline methods and our proposed methods on two categories of metrics. The
first category is on text accuracy, for which we use word error rate (WER) and BLEU score. The second category
measures the final SQL accuracy, for which we use exact match rate and execution match rate of the SQL
predictions against ground truth.
Results We test and compare our proposed methods to all baseline methods (blackbox, re-ranker, S2S-rewriter)
on Spoken Spider. Results show that our proposed method can outperform all baseline methods on both category
of metrics, regardless of backend parser. We also conducted ablation studies to profile the source of performance
gain. The results show that the tagging + blank-filling pipeline, compared to re-ranker or S2S-rewriter, is the
major source of improvement. Nonetheless, the incorporation of structured data, i.e. DB information, also
provides non-negligible benefits. We would also like to highlight that, retrieving and adding relevant cells into the
input can substantially improve the performance, compared to only using the DB schema.
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4

Task-oriented Dialog Systems

4.1

Real Application Example

As mentioned, a TOD system can help users complete actions more easily, especially in complex scenarios where
multi-turn interactions are needed. One of the real use cases is on data plotting. Plotting is a very common
practice for visualizing data and mathematical functions. Existing plotting libraries such as matplotlib support a
decent range of functionalities. However, using such libraries can be difficult for novice users and time consuming
even for experts, due to both the hardness of programming and complexity of our detailed plotting needs. It thus
motivates us to build a TOD system that helps human complete plotting tasks by interacting with users through
natural language.
In what follows, we first provide a more general and formal introduction to the TOD systems. We then survey
related work in this direction, and introduce our own work on the above-mentioned plotting task.

4.2

Formal Introduction

A TOD system runs in one or several domains and requires a domain-specific ontology. Intuitively, an ontology is
a set of slots and values for each slot, representing the domain-specific information required by the system or the
user. Several example ontologies are shown in Figure 4.

(a) The ontology of MultiWOZ [26]. For each slot, the upperscript indicates the
domain indexes it belongs to. *: universal, 1: restaurant, 2: hotel, 3: attraction, 4:
taxi, 5: train, 6: hospital, 7: police.

(b) The ontology of DSTC2 [25]. The domain is restaurant booking.

Figure 4: Sample ontology of existing datasets.
There are two main categories of TOD system design: pipeline-based and end-to-end [27]. A pipeline-based
TOD system consists of a collection of separate modules, including natural language understanding (NLU), dialog
state tracking (DST), dialog policy, and natural language generation (NLG). In contrast, an end-to-end TOD
system directly takes the current user utterance and dialog history as input, and predicts the action or response.
Structured data in TOD systems is a complex topic, because a TOD system involves several different types
of structured data, mainly including two categories: internal and external structured data. External structured
data include the backend DB or KG, similar to the structured data for semantic parsing as mentioned above.
Internal structured data include dialog state and dialog act. Dialog state is the output of the dialog state tracking
component. It includes the user intents and specified values for each slot. It can be transformed into a DB query
to search for relevant information, which may also be used by the model to decide the response. Dialog act is the
output of dialog policy component. It controls what the system response wants to achieve. Basically, for system
response generation we care about “what to say” and “how to say it”; the dialog act is the “what to say” part.
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4.3
4.3.1

Structured Data Representation in Task-oriented Dialog Systems
External

Database (DB) In TOD systems, we utilize the backend DB by queries based on the dialog state (the userspecified slot values are conditions in the query). How the DB query results are utilized depends on the task setting,
or practically, the dataset. On certain datasets, the systems are required to use the full content. For example, in
the bAbI dialog dataset [23], given all the records satisfying user-specified conditions, the system is expected to
“learn” to rank results by the field named “rating”. In such scenarios, the system usually regard the records as
sentences in the dialog history. On the other hand, many datasets do not have the explicit requirement [25, 26, 28].
As a result, a widely adopted heuristic is to simply use the number of records in the query results, instead of the
full results content [28–30]. The input and output of the model may be delexicalized, i.e. using placeholders for
entities (e.g. [v.HOTEL_NAME] for a hotel name), which are replaced by actual entities in the query results during
post-processing. In this way, in the dialog model, the query results are no longer structured data, but a single
token (representing the number) that can be simply represented using look-up embeddings.
Knowledge Graph (KG) Knowledge graphs (KG) are frequently used in the task of knowledge-grounded
dialogs, in which the user chats with the dialog system to ask questions, learn knowledge or gather information,
and the system responses based on external knowledge. This task does not rigorously belong to the definition of
TOD, since the system does not make explicit backend API calls. Nonetheless, this task is highly related to TOD
in the sense of retrieving relevant information from external data. One way to represent KG is to simply use the
(subj, rel, obj) triplet form. For example, in methods based on memory networks [31, 32], each triplet in the KG
are vector-embedded and added to the memory bank. During response generation, the token prediction probability
includes a term to copy tokens from the KG triplets. Another line of work leverages the graph-structure of KG
by “walking” on the edges, simulating human reasoning. These methods can use the encoding vector of current
turn information as the initial state. They may iteratively update the state using a gated recurrent cell, each step
attending to all walkable nodes [36], or directly predict a sequence of relations to decide the walking path [37, 38].
4.3.2

Internal

As mentioned, internal structured data in TOD systems mainly include dialog state and dialog act. Some fully
end-to-end models do not have explicit modeling for internal structured data [31, 32]. However, it decreases the
transparency, interpretability and controllability of the model. Thus, despite of the competitive performance of
such models, it is still beneficial to explicitly predict and incorporate the internal structured data. Here we put
more attention on incorporation and less on prediction. On prediction side, dialog state tracking and dialog policy
learning are both popular research topics and involve a large variety of task-specific methods, which are out of
the scope here.
Linearization A straightforward yet useful way to represent internal structured data is linearization, similar to
above-mentioned DB linearization in semantic parsing. We represent the dialog state and/or dialog act as token
sequences, and encode them as text. This type of method can be used for both prediction and incorporation,
creating a unified pipeline for end-to-end dialog model where the “internal states” are always text. For example,
in [33], the dialog model is formulated as a two-stage sequence-to-sequence (S2S) model. First, based on
previous dialog state and dialog history, predict current dialog state (this step is essentially dialog state tracking);
second, based on dialog history and current dialog state, generate the response. [34] considers TOD as a language
modeling (LM) task by concatenating dialog history, dialog state, dialog act and response all together as a token
sequence. They fine-tune a pretrained LM, GPT2, to predict dialog state, dialog act and response based on the
input dialog history.
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Other Specific Methods There are methods exploiting the determined structures of such internal structured
data in order to effectively model them. For example, [28] assumes a fixed domain and ontology, thus dialog state
can be treated simply as a probability distribution per slot. [35] exploits the (intent, slot, value) triplet structure of
dialog act to build 3-layer tree to predict and control the encoder of dialog act. Such methods can potentially have
simpler design or have better performances on specific datasets; however, it is harder for them to generalize to
other datasets or domains.

4.4

Structured Data Representation in a Plotting Agent

We introduce our original work on the novel task of plotting agent, by which we refer to the above-mentioned
TOD system for data plotting [39]. Notice that this plotting agent is targeted at manipulating the plot appearance
(colors, shapes, sizes, etc.) instead of the underlying data. In this work, we collected a large-scale dataset
for training a plotting agent, and conducted experiments on competitive methods to compare and analyse their
performances. We also showcase the influence of structured data representations on model performances.
4.4.1

Problem Definition

We aim to develop a conversational plotting agent that takes natural language instructions and updates the plot
accordingly. The agent is designed conversational because plots can be complex, making it difficult to describe
everything at once; thus, users may want to tune the appearance of their plot through multiple turns. Technically,
a conversational plotting agent is framed as a TOD system. It has only one domain, which is plot control.
We manually defined the domain ontology to include several plot types and a large number of slots, based on
matplotlib documentation and the common needs based on our experiences. Figure 5 illustrates example slots
for some of the plot types. The full ontology is shown in Table 3. Different plot types have different sets of slots,
yet some slots are shared across plot types. For example, the slot “X-axis scale" is relevant to the X-axis, thus it is
applicable in any plot type with an X-axis, including line chart, bar plot, contour plot, etc. For modeling purposes,
the plot type can also be seen as a slot in the ontology. Notice that, in the current definition, a conversational
plotting agent is simpler than a “full” TOD system, because the system directly uses dialog states as responses
and does not have to generate text responses.2
4.4.2

Dataset Overview

To enable training neural models for the new task, we collected a dataset, ChartDialogs, which consists of actual
human dialogs on completing plotting tasks. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk for dataset collection. For each
dialog, we engage two workers simultaneously to play the user and system respectively, and randomly generate a
target plot. The target plot is only visible to the user worker. It stands for the plot that an actual user wants in real
world scenarios. During the dialog, the user worker has to describe the plot to the system worker to accurately
reproduce the exact plot to complete the task.
4.4.3

Methods

We assessed the performance of various methods for training TOD system on our ChartDialogs dataset. We
experimented with two categories of methods: S2S-based and classification-based. For S2S-based methods,
we linearize the dialog state in similar manner with previous work [33]. The model takes as input the user
utterance and linearized dialog state, and predicts a linearized dialog state update, which includes the slot
values that should be updated. We use LSTM as both encoder and decoder architecture for the S2S model. For
classification-based methods, we exploit the specific design of our domain ontology that the possible values of
2

We wrote a simple script that can take as input the dialog state (plot type and other slot values), to generate the actual plot image
using matplotlib and display it to the user. Thus, plot controlling is equivalent to dialog state tracking.
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(a) Line Chart

(b) 3D surface

Figure 5: Illustration of two of ChartDialog plot types. (a) Line Chart has slots such as Line Style, Marker
Interval. (b) A 3D Surface has slots such as Surface Color.
each slot come from a finite value pool. Thus, we can treat dialog state tracking as a classification problem for
each slot separately. The input format is the same as above, i.e. the concatenation of user utterance and linearized
dialog state. We experimented using bag-of-word, LSTM and BERT [47] as input encoding methods, and train a
logistic-regression or multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier heads3 for each slot on top of the encoded input
representation. In detail, we try three different classification methods: (i) MaxEnt, using bag-of-word embedding
and logistic regression classifier; (ii) LSTM+MLP, using LSTM as input encoder and MLP classifier heads; and
(iii) BERT+MLP, using BERT (parameters frozen) as input encoder and MLP classifier heads.
As a relevant detail, we experimented using different granularity for dialog state linearization, SPLIT,
SINGLE and PAIR, detailed in Table 4. Conceptually, SPLIT best leverages the semantic overlap between
different slots and values, while PAIR is the most succinct with regard to sequence length. In the result section,
we shed light on how this design choice influences the model performances.
4.4.4

Experiments

Evaluation Metrics We evaluate the model performance on a turn-based manner, i.e. use each dialog turn as a
data point and compare the model prediction with ground truth (human worker choices). For evaluation metrics,
we use exact match rate which is the proportion of dialog state predictions fully matching the ground truth; and
Slot-F1 which measures the performance on slot-level.4
Results The main results are shown in Table 5. The S2S method largely outperforms classification-based
methods, despite the fact that classification-based methods exploit the domain-specific design. Our hypothesis
is that, the sequence predictor (decoder) in S2S model learns implicit inter-dependencies between slots (e.g.
certain slots are only active for certain plot types), while the separated classifiers do not. Comparing classification
methods, the simplest method, MaxEnt (with PAIR granularity) is competitive and outperforms baseline neural
3

An MLP consists of several fully-connected layers with non-linear activation functions, finally applying a softmax layer to predict the
probabilities of each class.
4
We use F1-score instead of accuracy because in most cases, most slots are inactive and have the [None] value. That causes uneven
distributions among slot values, thus we use F1-score.
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1.

Plot Types
Axes

2.
3.

3D Surface
Bar Chart

4.

Contour/Filled

5.
6.

Contour/Lined
Histogram

7.
8.

Matrix
Line Chart

9.

Pie Chart

10.
11.

Polar
Scatter

12.

Streamline

Slots
Polarize, X-axis Scale, Y-axis Scale, X-axis Position, Y-axis Position, Invert X-axis, Invert Y-axis,
Grid Line Type, Grid Line Style,Grid Line Width, Grid Line Color, Font Size
Color map, Invert X-axis, Invert Y-Axis, Invert Z-Axis
Bar Orientation, Bar Height, Bar Face Color, Bar Edge Width, Bar Edge Color, Show Error Bar,
Error Bar Color, Error Bar Cap Size, Error Bar, Cap Thickness, Data Series Name
Contour Plot Type, Number of levels, Color Map, Color Bar Orientation, Color Bar
Length, Color Bar Thickness
Contour Plot Type, Lined Style, Line Width
Number of Bins, Bar Relative Width, Bar Face Color, Bar Edge Width, Bar Edge
Color, Data Series Name
Color Map, Invert X-axis, Invert Y-axis
Line Style, Line Width, Line Color, Marker Type, Marker Size, Marker Face Color,
Marker Edge Color, Marker Interval, Data Series Name, Show Error Bar, Error Bar Color,
Error Bar Cap Size, Error Bar Cap Thickness
Exploding Effect, Precision Digits, Percentage tags’ distance from center,
Label tag’s distance from center, Radius, Section Edge Width, Section Edge Color
Polarize, Grid Line Type, Grid Line Style, Grid Line Width, Grid Line Color, Font Size
Polarize, Marker Type, Marker Size, Marker Face Color, Marker Edge Width, Marker Edge Color,
Color Map, Color Bar Orientation, Color Bar Length Color Bar Thickness
Density, Line Width, Line Color, Color Map, Arrow Size, Arrow Style

Table 3: Plot types and slots in our dataset
Granularity
(Dialog state)
PAIR
SINGLE
SPLIT

Description
The dialog state to linearize
Combined slot-value pair as a token
Each slot or value as a single token
Split slot or values into natural language tokens

Example
(plot_type = line chart, line_color = blue, marker_type = circle)
“plot_type:line_chart line_color:blue marker_type:circle”
“plot_type line_chart line_color blue marker_type circle”
“plot type : line chart | line color : blue | marker type : circle”

Table 4: Explanation of dialog state linearization granularity.
models. The unsatisfactory performance is possibly because their non-robustness or overfitting to noises in the
dataset.
Based on the best-performing S2S method, we also conducted ablation study to verify the usefulness of
user utterance and dialog state in the input. User utterances are useful as expected, as without user utterances
the prediction would be an educated guess. The dialog states are also useful, which is a positive sign for the
importance of (internal) structured data in TOD. Intuitively, the benefits of dialog state could be to provide a better
semantic context, i.e. more relevant information, for the model. Comparing the linearization granularity for the
S2S model, the SINGLE setting performs the best. It possibly implies that, among the three granularity settings,
SINGLE achieves a proper trade-off between capturing slot / value semantics and controlling the sentence length.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we reviewed relevant tasks of natural language interfaces, semantic parsing (focusing on text-toSQL) and task-oriented dialog (TOD) systems. We survey representative methods on these tasks, especially
focusing on the perspective of representing and incorporating structured data, both external and internal. In
general, linearization methods are widely adopted. They are applicable for almost all types of structured data
5
Due to the word-piece tokenization used in BERT, the SINGLE and PAIR linearizations are also tokenized to granularity level of
SPLIT, therefore we do not report their performance.
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Methods
S2S
S2S-NoState
S2S-NoUtterance
MaxEnt
LSTM+MLP
BERT+MLP

SPLIT
0.601
0.525
0.060
0.196
0.328
0.311

Exact Match
SINGLE
0.613
0.549
0.047
0.265
0.324
n/a5

PAIR
0.591
0.535
0.046
0.422
0.325
n/a5

SPLIT
0.874
0.847
0.316
0.677
0.714
0.723

Slot F1
SINGLE
0.893
0.866
0.306
0.734
0.712
n/a5

PAIR
0.885
0.863
0.155
0.806
0.724
n/a5

Table 5: Exact match plotting performance.
while exhibiting competitive performances. Nonetheless, for different types of structured data, there are still
opportunities for further performance gains by designing methods that capitalize on their distinct properties. We
also present our original studies on the relevant tasks, and discuss our findings regarding the topic of structured
data representation.
For future work on NLIs and structured data representation, many opportunities and challenges are still
ripe for exploration. Despite the increasing performance on benchmarks, neural-based NLIs are still not widely
deployed in the real world. Identifying and analyzing the challenges that remain when porting to new domains,
tasks, datasets or real-world scenarios is one line of future work. Another future direction is a systematic study
to find similarities among a subset of different tasks, or even all NLI-related tasks, to develop methods that are
generalizable to new tasks with similar properties. Furthermore, obtaining data for NLIs in new domains, even
a small amount of data for few-shot or fine-tuning remains a time-consuming endeavor that requires complex
crowd-sourcing pipelines, and can be expensive. Coming up with ways to quickly obtain new data for training
NLIs in new domains, and tasks is another direction for future work.
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Abstract
Data we encounter in the real-world such as printed menus, business documents, and nutrition labels, are
often ad-hoc. Valuable insights can be gathered from this data when combined with additional information.
Recent advances in computer vision and augmented reality have made it possible to understand and
enrich such data. Joining real-world data with remote data stores and surfacing those enhanced results
in place, within an augmented reality interface can lead to better and more informed decision-making
capabilities. However, building end-user applications that perform these joins with minimal human effort
is not straightforward. It requires a diverse set of expertise, including machine learning, database systems,
computer vision, and data visualization. To address this complexity, we present Quill – a framework
to develop end-to-end applications that model augmented reality applications as a join between realworld data and remote data stores. Using an intuitive domain-specific language, Quill accelerates
the development of end-user applications that join real-world data with remote data stores. Through
experiments on applications from multiple different domains, we show that Quill not only expedites the
process of development, but also allows developers to build applications that are more performant than
those built using standard developer tools, thanks to the ability to optimize declarative specifications. We
also perform a user-focused study to investigate how easy (or difficult) it is to use Quill for developing
augmented reality applications than other existing tools. Our results show that Quill allows developers
to build and deploy applications with a lower technical background than building the same application
using existing developer tools.

1

Introduction

We gather information in our everyday life not only through digital interfaces such as mobile devices, computers,
and wearables, but also through multiple physical media that surround us in the real world, such as movie posters,
billboards, chalkboard menus, and grocery lists. Real-world data is diverse and rich in its complexity. It is also
one-size-fits-all – unlike digital data which is often personalized or transformed based on the downstream task,
we all see the same real-world data irrespective of our information needs. This makes it challenging to devise
a generalizable solution to gather insights from real-world data. For example, if Alice wants to find out “recent
reviews of the most popular dish in a newly opened restaurant”, she will need to formulate her information need
as a tangible query first, look up the results of that query in a browser-based search engine, and then filter down
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Real World Data

Quill App
menus = StoredEmbedding(
storing=given(
[menu_db['menus']],
apply=menu_embedding.embed
)
)

embed(

menu_wild = Context('menu', {
'menu_image': ContextDataType.image
})

Supplemental
Data
Supplemental
Data

Embedding

@arkjoin(left=menu_wild, right=db['menus'])
def join_menu_db(left):
return closest(
to=given([left['document_image']],
apply=menu_embedding.embed_context),
in_embedding=embedded_menus
)

)

ARK-Join
Embedding Store
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

data = given([menu_wild], apply=join_menu_db)

Figure 1: This figure demonstrates the flow of an application developed using the Quill framework, performing an
Augmented Reality-adapted Keyless Join (ARK-Join). An AR-enabled client sends requests in the form of data
elements from a real-world context to the Quill app, which is defined using a script written in a domain-specific
language, called QWL. The ARK-Join operation then finds sufficiently similar data elements from a specified
remote source by searching over an indexed embedding store. Results of this join operation are sent to the client
which uses this data to augment the user’s view with supplementary information.
the returned results to find an appropriate answer. If Bob wants to find out the reviews of another dish from the
same restaurant, he would have to go through the same steps again. Real-world data is also incomplete: it may
provide little to no context with respect to the information a consumer may need. For example, restaurant menus
often lack supplementary information such as a list of ingredients and allergens present in a dish. As a result,
if Alice wants to discern if a dish in her favorite restaurant has nuts in it, she has to manually perform what is
essentially a join between real-world data, i.e., the name or image of the dish, and a remote data store, i.e., a
nutritional database that contains the list of ingredients.
Augmented reality (AR), a technology to overlay the physical world with digital information, provides a
useful medium for enriching real-world data with supplementary information. The rapid advancement of cameras
and computational power in consumer-grade mobile devices [1] have made AR widely available in recent years.
In prior work [2] titled “ARQuery”, we have shown that AR can be an effective way to explore real-world
data interactively. For example, interactive querying of each dish in the menu through an AR-enabled interface
for relevant supplementary information (e.g., ingredients used, customer reviews) using simple gesture-based
interactions [3] can be vastly more efficient than manually looking up a browser-based search engine. However,
as depicted in the example below, building a robust capability towards joining real-world data through an
interactive, AR-enabled view without handcrafted features and minimal human supervision requires extensive
machine learning capabilities [4]. To address these needs, we provide a domain-specific language (DSL) for
defining applications that join real-world data with semantically similar data elements in remote data stores in an
easy-to-use framework, called Quill.
With Quill, we provide a framework for developing augmented reality applications that enrich the real-world
data elements with supplementary information from remote data stores. This framework is centered around
an easy-to-use DSL, called Quill Workflow Language or QWL. Using QWL, developers can define various
task-specific parameters such as the remote data stores to be joined against, data embedding techniques to be
used, and more. We describe all such parameters currently supported by Quill in Section III. Quill’s framework
then produces a ready-to-deploy application that serves input requests in the form of ad-hoc real-world data. It
performs this join operation with minimal human supervision and handcrafted features in its end-to-end workflow.
This is achieved by comparing remote data elements to incoming real-world data elements in a shared vector space.
The DSL also enables us to define various application-specific parameters, e.g., whether to cache previously
computed results locally or to recompute them when comparing against a remote data element. We discuss the
challenges addressed by our framework in greater detail after describing a scenario that showcases some of these
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challenges and demonstrates how Quill accelerates the development workflow.
Example 1.1: Alice is visiting a French cafe. The cafe has a printed menu. Alice wants to order an appetizer
but wants to know its calorific and allergen information first. She has to pore through the appetizer section of the
menu and manually look up the necessary information for each item one at a time. With an application developed
using Quill, Alice simply views the menu through her phone’s live camera view and selects the dish she wishes to
know more about in the menu using simple gesture-based interactions. This initiates a join of the real-world data
retrieved from the menu, i.e., the dish Alice is interested in against a nutritional database. Results of this operation
are retrieved from the server running the Quill app and rendered as interactive components in Alice’s live camera
view. Quill enables a developer to create such applications by using a script written in QWL, Quill’s DSL. We
refer to these applications as Quill apps in the rest of this document. Figure 1 demonstrates the workflow of a
typical Quill app. Next, we describe the challenges of developing a framework that enriches real-world data with
remote data stores in an augmented reality setting.
Challenge 1: Real-world data is multimodal. Consider the scenario in Example 1.1. Previous works [5–7]
suggest that extracting information such as the name of a dish and its price from a live camera view requires
considering both the textual and visual properties of the menu. Therefore, a development framework that enables
the enrichment of real-world data captured through camera-enabled AR interfaces will need to account for
multiple data modalities.
Challenge 2: Modern data stores are often heterogeneous. Instances that contain structured, unstructured,
and semi-structured data elements altogether have become a common occurrence. Recent works [8–10] have
shown that similarity-based joins such as keyless joins are useful alternatives to traditional join operators for
modern data stores due to their heterogeneous nature. However, previous keyless joins have been restricted to
singular domains that do not generalize to all kinds of real-world data. Quill enables joining real-world data with
remote data stores by implementing a AR-adapted keyless join (ARK-join) operation.
Challenge 3: A development framework that enriches real-world data with a remote data store needs to
be both flexible and modular. It should be flexible enough to allow its end-users to define the underlying join
operation in a fine-grained way. For example, for the managers of the restaurants Alice visits, enhancing a
restaurant menu with supplementary information from the inventory database is more useful to plan ahead and
keep the pantry stocked. Integration of machine learning components into interactive data systems is an active
area of research. Therefore, a development framework should also be modular such that new advances in related
areas, e.g., keyless joins, data transformation/embedding functions, and indexing techniques, can be seamlessly
integrated.
Challenge 4: The framework should be both easy-to-use and performant. In other words, compared to
applications built without Quill, Quill apps should require less development effort without sacrificing accuracy
or latency.

1.1

Technical Contributions

Keeping the above mandates in mind, we describe Quill’s main contributions below.
• an augmented reality adapted keyless join (ARK-join) operation to enrich ad-hoc real-world data with
heterogeneous data elements from remote data stores,
• an easy-to-use domain-specific language called QWL that allows users to express task specifications in a
fine-grained way (including details of the architecture where the application will be deployed),
• a performant framework for developing performant applications that enhance real-world data in a fast and
accurate way.
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Quill makes it easier to gather insights from real-world data by accelerating the development workflow of
applications that enrich real-world data elements with semantically similar data from remote data stores. By
using a keyless join, Quill makes it possible to enrich real-world data in a context-aware way with minimal
human intervention and handcrafted feature engineering. Through exhaustive experiments on four real-world
applications (see Section 6), we show that developing applications is faster using Quill than other developer
tools. Moreover, in Section 6.3 we outline how Quill maintains perfomance while remaining usable. We ensure
that Quill apps can operate on large remote data stores by indexing data elements in the remote data store to
enable faster approximations with tunable accuracy. Our experiments show that Quill apps are more accurate
and faster in executing the underlying task than similar applications developed using other developer tools. Our
study with a developer audience demonstrates that (a) Quill’s DSL is easy to learn, and (b) using Quill led to
more succinct codebases while maintaining expressibility and end-to-end performance. Integration of machine
learning components in interactive data systems is an active area of research. Fine-grained task specification
capabilities afforded by Quill’s expressive DSL make it easier for future advances in related areas, e.g., keyless
join and embedding techniques, to be seamlessly integrated into Quill’s development workflow. We demonstrate
this by developing a Quill app that executes a search task over a benchmark text dataset using learned embedding
functions from Ember, a recent work by Suri, Ilyas, Ré and Rekastinas [8] (see Section 6.2).

2

Problem Formulation & Definitions

The Quill framework produces a ready-to-deploy application that responds to data enrichment requests by
executing an augmented reality-adapted keyless join (ARK-join) specified using a DSL. We provide a formal
definition of the ARK-Join operation in Section 2.1. Quill’s DSL, called QWL, is capable of defining applications
that perform both simple joins, i.e., joining a real-world data element with a remote cloud store, and complex
multi-joins (see Fig. 2), i.e., joins between real-world data-elements, a local cache, as well as a remote data store.
Before formalizing the problem Quill solves, we define some of its key concepts and related technology first.

2.1

Background and Definitions

Real-world data: All data elements captured in the live camera view of an AR-enabled interface are considered
real-world data. Real-world data is inherently multimodal.
Remotely stored data: Remotely stored data represent those data elements that are stored in cloud-based data
stores separately from the real-world data captured in the live camera view of an AR-enabled interface. For
example, in the edge-based architecture shown in Fig. 2, the data stored in the cache on edge as well as the data
stored in the cloud are considered remotely stored data. Quill enriches real-world data with remotely stored data
using an ARK-Join operation.
Keyless Join: Quill builds on existing work on keyless join and fuzzy join. A fuzzy join is a commonly used
join operator [10–14] in structured data settings used to identify matching records. It matches two records r and
s from two different databases R and S if sim(s, r) > θ, where sim represents a similarity function [15] and
θ represents a similarity threshold. Among many options, Jaccard similarity, Hamming distance, and Cosine
similarity are some of the most common similarity functions used by contemporary researchers. While some
recent works [14] have tried to propose scalable fuzzy join operators, they have largely been domain-specific.
Consequently, they do not generalize well for data stores where data elements are heterogeneous. At the same
time, a number of recent works have proposed a keyless join operator [8–10]. It is an extension of the fuzzy join
operator that matches two data-elements r, s if sim(f(s) (s), f(r) (r)) > θ, where f(s) and f(r) are transformations
of the data-elements r, s to a shared vector-space. The transformation function f is typically learned from
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Figure 2: A simplified edge-based architecture with an edge cache and a backing cloud store. Quill can produce
applications that fit into various architectures such as this one with a single script written in our DSL.
previous examples. AutoFuzzyJoin [10] searches a configuration space of all possible similarity functions (sim),
input transformations (f ), and thresholds (θ) to find the optimal configuration. Ember [8] and Termite [9] use
machine learning techniques to learn the transformation function f , they use cosine similarity as the similarity
function. Keyless join operators are more flexible than traditional fuzzy join operators in capturing semantic
information of a data element in a heterogeneous data store.
ARK-Join: To enrich real-world data with remote data stores, Quill employs a keyless join operator, called
the augmented reality adapted keyless join or ARK-Join. Summarily, it is a cross-modal keyless join operation
extended for augmented reality enabled interfaces. In terms of its basic functionality, ARK-Join is similar to
keyless join [8, 9] except it parameterizes the embedding transformation function f as an additional input to the
join operator. This allows a developer using the Quill framework the flexibility to define unique transformation
functions for data elements from different modalities. In other words, ARK-Join extends the notion of keyless
joins beyond data modalities and makes the join operation more generalizable. ARK-Join operator also differs
from other existing works on keyless joins such as Ember [8] and Termite [9] in its implementation. It takes
advantage of AR-specific constraints, such as the small number of objects that users can track simultaneously at
the same time, to optimize the ARK-Join operator for data from camera-enabled AR interfaces. We formalize the
ARK-Join operator and describe it in greater detail in Section 3-B.
Quill Apps: Quill exposes a development framework for applications that enriches real-world data with remote
data stores through QWL, an intuitive DSL based on an easy-to-learn grammar (see Section 3). We refer to an
application produced by Quill’s development framework as a Quill app. A Quill app is a server application that
receives requests to enrich real-world data with semantically similar data elements from remote data stores and
responds to these requests by executing an ARK-Join operation (described above) on the remote data store. To
develop a Quill app, a developer defines the task specifications and application functionalities using a QWL script.
This includes: (a) real-world data provided by the user along with its modality, (b) remote data stores along with
methods (e.g. API) for accessing that data, and (c) parameters of the ARK-Join operation which includes the
input transformation functions, similarity functions, and similarity threshold. Using the information provided in
the QWL script, the Quill framework produces a Quill app. Based on the composition of ARK-Joins that operate
on different data sources, such as local caches and remote cloud stores, Quill can seamlessly produce applications
with varying architectures such as the one shown in Fig. 2.

2.2

Problem Formulation

Using the concepts introduced above, we now define the problem that Quill solves. Quill provides a development
framework for ready-to-deploy applications that execute ARK-Join operations between real-world and remote
data elements in an efficient and effective way. Fig. 4 shows the DSL script used to define an application that
performs an ARK-join to complete the task described in example 1.1. Quill’s development framework is centered
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around an easy-to-learn DSL, called QWL. It is based on a grammar that defines the relation between different
components of the application that executes the underlying ARK-join operation. We describe this grammar in
Section 3.

3

A Grammar for Joining with the Real-World

To ensure that our development framework can express a range of different applications, we base our DSL on a
grammar that captures the inner workings of all the components that are inherent in an application. We recognize
that while general-purpose systems can be designed to perform well for a variety of different applications, tailoring
to specific use cases is challenging [16]. By developing a DSL that is built on an easy-to-learn grammar, we enable
the development of such instance-optimized applications for a range of real-world applications. We describe
the grammar elements used by Quill’s DSL next. They are of three major types: Data Sources, Transformation
Functions, and ARK-Join Operator. We finish the section by describing how QWL relates different elements
of the grammar using a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

3.1

Data Sources

In Quill, data sources are collections of data elements of varying modalities that originate from one of the data
sources defined by our grammar. Data sources can be both real-world data and remotely stored data as defined in
Section 2.1. We define three different data sources: Remote Sources, Embedding Stores, and Real-World Context.
Remote Sources: Remote Sources correspond with remotely stored data (defined in Section 2.1). Quill apps
execute a join operation on data elements from remote sources against real-world data. Formally, a remote source
is comprised of a pair of functions. One function retrieves a collection of data elements (with identifiers) from
the remote store, allowing the data to be embedded and identified. The other function retrieves a subset of the
collection retrieved by the first function that corresponds to a given set of identifiers.
Real-World Context: Real-world context refers to the real-world data (defined in Section 2.1) for which we
want to gather insights using a Quill app. Real-world context could be an image of a receipt, a transcript, or a
restaurant menu. The modality (e.g., image, text, speech) of the real-world context of an ARK-Join operation
is specified in the QWL script. Each definition receives the incoming data elements and triggers corresponding
data processing operations to execute the underlying ARK-Join operation as specified in the QWL script.
Embedding Store: Data elements from both real-world and remote sources are transformed into fixed-length
vectors using a transformation function, called embedding functions (defined below) for an ARK-Join operation.
Embedded data elements from a remote source are persisted in a data store, called the embedding store. A Quill
embedding store comprises a remote data store that contains embedded data elements as fixed-length vectors
and an index over those fixed-length vectors. We construct an index over data elements from remote sources for
efficient implementation of K-nearest-neighbor-search for executing an ARK-Join operation on large-scale remote
sources. We provide a detailed description of the ARK-Join operator in the following section. To construct an
embedding store, a developer specifies the embedding function to be used and the indexing scheme as parameters
in the QWL script. A Quill embedding store can be located in the local cache, a large-scale remote data store, or
any suitable store reachable from the Quill app.
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3.2

Transformation Functions

Quill supports two major transformation functions: embedding functions and inline transforms. Data elements
from both real-world context and remote sources are transformed to a shared vector-space to execute the
underlying ARK-Join operation. Quill utilizes an embedding function for this purpose. Data-elements r and s are
joined together if f(r) and f(s) are semantically similar, where f denotes the embedding function that encodes
data-elements into a fixed-length vector. Generalized inline transforms, on the other hand, are used to format
the results returned by an ARK-Join operation to be presented back in the live camera view of an AR-enabled
interface that the real-world data came from. We describe these transformation functions next.
Embedding Functions: Quill utilizes embedding functions to transform data elements from the real-world
context and remote source to a fixed-length vector in a shared vector space for the purpose of identifying if a
real-world data element is semantically similar to a data element from a remote source. If they are similar, a join
operation is executed between the two data elements, and the results are returned back. Quill takes embedding
functions for each modality of real-world context and remote source used in an app.
Inline Transforms: Inline transform functions are responsible for taking the intermediate results returned by an
ARK-Join operator and transforming them into a representation that is surfaced back to the client interface. For
example, a built-in inline transform function can take the results of an ARK-Join operation as a dataframe and
convert it into a JSON format that is more suitable for representing the results as a table in the live camera-view
of an AR-enabled client interface.

3.3

The ARK-Join Operator

The ARK-Join operator performs a left-outer join between data elements from a real-world context and a remote
source. Data elements from the remote source have already been transformed and stored as fixed-length vectors in
an embedding store. As a result of this operation, data elements from the real-world context (i.e., the left operand)
are joined with semantically similar data elements (i.e., the right operand) in the embedding store. Formally,
we define the join predicates of an ARK-Join operation as the K − n approximate nearest neighbors of the left
operand among the set of right operands, where 0 ≥ n ≥ K is the number of approximate nearest neighbors that
are not within similarity threshold θ. The result-set of this join operation is as follows.
{K-AN Nθ (x, embedr (R)) : x ∈ embedl (L)}

(1)

Where L and R are the left and right operands, the embedding functions embedl , embedr , and θ and K are
specified in a QWL script by the Quill app developer. This join operation retrieves K − n data elements from the
remote source R that are most similar to the real-world data element l. The use of approximate nearest neighbors
in conjunction with the similarity threshold θ ensures that each left operand is matched with similar tuples, or
the null set when no similar tuples (according to θ) are found. Therefore, it can be thought of as a left outer join
on real-world data. Results of this join operation are formatted using inline transform functions before being
returned back to the user. Contemporary researchers have shown that users have trouble tracking more than four
or five objects at a time [17] in a camera-enabled interface. As we expect the number of incoming requests in the
form of data elements from a real-world context to be low during each session, it is computationally reasonable
to embed real-world data elements on the fly prior to the execution of the join operation. The number of data
elements from remote sources, on the other hand, can be huge, which motivates the need of constructing an index
over the precomputed embedding vectors for each data element in the embedding store.
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Figure 3: A high-level view of the grammar used by Quill’s development framework. The red color arrows
indicate the path data takes from remote sources to an ARK-Join, while the blue color indicates the path for data
from real-world context.

3.4

QWL: Specifying an ARK-Join using a DSL

Internally, scripts written in QWL define a directed acyclic graph (DAG) between nodes that represent various
event-driven elements of the grammar described above. The edges represent dependency relations amongst the
nodes. Each node in the graph defines its own execution plan which either: (a) produces data if it is a data
source-type element, or (b) transforms data if it is a transformation function-type element. The execution plan
for a node is evaluated when either input from a client triggers the evaluation, or a node on which its query plan
depends on has been evaluated. We describe how a QWL script defines relations between different grammar
elements next.
QWL relates different grammar elements by using a function application construct, called waited application.
A waited application lazily evaluates a node’s execution plan based on when the nodes it depends on are
available (i.e., not waiting) and all given conditions are met. For example, the evaluation of a node representing a
real-world context can start after an AR-enabled client interface has detected a gesture-based query that sends
data that should be joined to the Quill app in a request. By default, nodes in the DAG that are of real-world
context-type are waiting, and thus all their dependents are waiting as well. A waited application relates data
sources and transformation functions by taking both as inputs and evaluating the results after applying the
transformation functions to the data sources. In QWL we use the given function to achieve the functionality of a
waited application. Fig. 4 shows an example QWL script. Fig. 5 shows it corresponding DAG representation.
menu_db, menu_embedding, and menu_in_the_wild are all source nodes that have no dependencies. Upon
starting up the Quill app, Quill will evaluate all the nodes that are not waiting for an outside trigger or depend on
a waiting DAG node. In this example, menu_db and menu_embedding, of type Remote Source and Embedding
respectively, are source nodes that do not wait on a trigger so they will be evaluated. Quill then will evaluate the
dependents of these nodes if there exists no nodes they depend on that are waiting. In this case, embedded_menus
depends on menu_db and menu_embedding (defined by a Waited Application) and no other nodes that are waiting,
so embedded_menus is evaluated. Since join_menu (an ARK-Join operator node) depends on embedded_menus,
Quill will try to evaluate join_menu next. However, as join_menu also depends on menu_in_the_wild, which
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menu_db = DataSource('menu_database')
menu_embedding = Embedding('menu_embedding')
embedded_menus = StoredEmbedding(
storing=given(
[menu_db['menus']],
apply=menu_embedding.embed
)
)
menu_in_the_wild = Context('menu', {
'image': ContextDataType.image
})
@arkjoin(left=menu_in_the_wild, right=menu_db['menus'])
def join_menu(left):
return closest(
to=given([left['image']], apply=menu_embedding.embed),
in_embedding=embedded_menus
)
menu_data = given([menu_in_the_wild], apply=join_menu)
menu_response = ClientResponse(value=menu_data)

Figure 4: A snippet of the Python QWL interface for specifying Quill applications. This example uses an
ARK-Join to retrieve data on a menu from a remote data source that corresponds to a real-world menu instance.
is a waiting node of type real-world context, join_menu will not be evaluated immediately. Once incoming dataelements are sent to the endpoint of the Quill app, represented by the menu_in_the_wild declaration (“/menu”
in this case), the menu_in_the_wild node and its dependents will be evaluated. This includes the join_menu
node that has no dependencies that are waiting. This leads to the menu_response node being evaluated which
triggers a response to the client interface that contains the results of the ARK-Join operator join_menu defined
in this QWL script. We discuss how an application is produced from a QWL script by describing how Quill’s
development framework is implemented in the following section.

4

System Design

4.1

From QWL to Quill App

A developer defines the specifications of the underlying data enrichment task using QWL. Quill’s development
framework takes a JSON representation of the QWL DAG of grammar elements described in Section 3.4 as
input. This makes it easy to provide different dialects of QWL by developing an interface that produces this
intermediate representation. Figure 4 shows an example Python QWL dialect. We represent the QWL DAG
as a partially ordered collection of top-level declarations, called Environment. Internally, each declaration
contains an identifier, an expression (corresponding to an element from the grammar in Section 3), the value of
the expression’s last evaluation (if it is not waiting), and the list of references to declarations that wait on it.
4.1.1

Execution and Runtime

Quill’s execution engine begins by parsing the QWL script to construct an internal representation of the DAG
described in Section 3.4. We refer to this internal DAG representation using the functional application construct
Environment. For each declaration of a real-world context (defined in Section 3), Quill creates a server endpoint
that the Quill app client can send requests (in the form of real-world data elements) to. Once an Environment
is parsed, it is stored in the application server. We use a Redis store for persisting an Environment. The Quill
app (defined in Section 2.1)), which is a server application, then listens for incoming requests in the form of
real-world data elements from the client interface. A Quill app client acquires input data (Context in Figure 4)
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Figure 5: This figure presents the dependency sub-graph relevant to the QWL code presented in Figure 4. The
graph shows the evaluation that occurs when data from the Menu is posted from the client. Quill evaluates
declarations that depend on data from the Menu once the input data is posted.
and posts it to an endpoint on the server. Quill loads the Environment for the application and evaluates the
declarations defined within it. Evaluation of the Environment is recursive, following the dependency structure
specified in the DAG. In our implementation, we perform a topological sort of the expressions within the DAG to
determine the order of evaluation. Once an ARK-Join operation is executed, the joined results are returned to the
client. This is facilitated by the waiting application construct ClientResponse. A Quill app client receives a
response when ClientResponse evaluates to a result set.

4.2

The Quill App Server

The primary function of a Quill app server is to manage the execution of each client session’s Environment.
Quill reevaluates each Environment when a data element from the real-world context is sent to an endpoint on
the application server. Quill serializes and stores each Environment in external storage, indexed by a session
ID. We use Redis to store Environments in our implementation. Data tied to the session state is stored in the
state of the session’s Environment. Due to the constraints posed by the AR-enabled client interface, we assume
that the join results are of reasonable size, thus they are materialized and stored in the session state. If a developer
wishes to store join results externally, Quill allows them to supply custom storage and retrieval functions as well.
We describe our implementation of storing the fixed-length vectors representing each data element in a remote
source for an ARK-Join operation next.
4.2.1

Implementing the Embedding Store

The ARK-Join operator takes transformed data elements from the real-world context as its left operand and
transformed data elements from the remote source as its right operand. As mentioned in Section 3, a transformation
function embed a data element as a fixed-length vector and stores it in the embedding store. The embedding store
of a Quill app is shared across user sessions.
In order to efficiently perform an approximate nearest neighbor search during the execution of an ARK-Join
operation, we adopt the inverted file system with asymmetric distance computation (IVFADC) [18] framework
for indexing the embedded vectors of the remote source in an Embedding Store. This indexing method uses a
coarse quantizer that assigns vectors to their corresponding elements in the inverted file system. Each element
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in the inverted file system contains a set of similar vectors quantized using a fine quantizer. When querying, the
query vector is assigned an element in the inverted file system, and then compared to the quantized vectors within
the same inverted file system element. In our implementation, we use Redis as the external key-value store for the
elements of the inverted file system. Quill makes three indexing options available to a developer out-of-the-box.
They are as follows: (a) a locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) based method that uses binary sequences produced
from locality-sensitive hashes as the coarse quantizer with no fine quantization, (b) IVF which is a k-means
based method [18] as the coarse quantizer, with no fine quantization, and (c) IVFPQ which is a k-means based
method [18] as the coarse quantizer, with product quantization as the fine quantizer. Quill also allows developers
to define custom indexing methods within the IVFADC framework by defining custom coarse and fine quantizers.

5

Walk-through of an Example Use-Case

To demonstrate the generalizability of the Quill framework we undertake four separate case studies by reimplementing existing open-source applications using Quill. To investigate the usability of the QWL domainspecific language, we had three student developers each develop an application of their choice using Quill. We
describe the applications in Table 6. In this section, we demonstrate the ease of development with Quill by
providing a step-by-step walk-through of developing a Quill app for a real-world use-case scenario.
The Task: The main objective of the restaurant retrieval task is to enrich the live camera view of a dish in an
AR-enabled interface with Yelp reviews for similar dishes from nearby restaurants. As described in Section 3, to
develop this application, we need to define the following grammar elements: real-world context, remote source,
and the transformation functions to be used by the underlying ARK-Join operation.
The Grammar Elements: The real-world context of this application is food images captured by the live camera
view of the Quill app client. The remote source is Yelp entries of nearby restaurants. Lastly, the transformation
functions are learned embedding methods [19] that align food images with text description in Yelp database.
QWL Specification: With the prerequisites in order, we can write our QWL specification. We start by
specifying the function that is responsible for gathering a collection of data elements from the remote source.
For this application, we can use Yelp’s publicly available API for this purpose. Then, we specify the input
transformation function to be used for embedding the data elements from the remote source. We can use a
learned embedding function such as Carvalho et al. [19] that employs a cross-modal neural network to transform
unstructured text into a shared vector space. Next, we specify the indexing method that we are going to use for
the embedding store. Finally, we specify that the real-world data for this application is going to be an image. We
can use the same transformation function for the real-world context. Once completed, the QWL script for this
application should look similar to the script shown in Fig. 4.
From QWL to Quill App: With the QWL application configured and specified, the application server is ready
to be started. We execute the command “quill init” from the Quill project directory, which transforms and
stores data that is global to all sessions. Additionally, the base environment is stored for the given project. To
start the application server, we execute the command “quill run” from the project directory, which produces a
Quill app that accepts images of dishes from an AR-enabled camera-view and enhances it by surfacing recent
customer reviews from nearby restaurants of similar dishes.
The Quill App: As we describe in Section 3.4, a Quill app is represented as a DAG of grammar elements. Here
we describe how each grammar element in this example materializes in the actual app. The real-world context is
represented as an HTTP POST endpoint that real-world data that should be joined is sent. This endpoint exists on
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APPLICATION
Image Search
Facial Similarity
Book Summarization
Movie Recommendation
Restaurant Recommendation
Coin Valuation
Finding Bike Parts

REAL-WORLD CONTEXT
Image
Face Image
Book Title
User’s ratings
Restaurant Name
Coin Image
Bike Image

DATA SOURCES
Tiny Imagenet DB
Casia WebFace
Project Gutenberg
MovieLens 100K
Yelp Reviews
cointrackers.com
Bike Database

EMBEDDINGS
VGG CNN
Openface
doc2vec
Movie Ratings
Transformer (BERT)
CNN/OCR output
Mutlimodal Triplet Network

Table 6: A table of applications implemented in Quill. The datasets pertaining to the Data Sources for Existing
applications are Tiny Imagenet [20], CASIA WebFace [21], Project Gutenberg [22], and MovieLens 100K [23].
a server that the Quill app is hosted on. The remote-source is represented as an external data source and an index
of the data, that can be stored external or internal to the server on which the Quill app is hosted on. All other
transformation functions exist on the server the Quill app is hosted on.

6

Experiments

We evaluate Quill in terms of usability (is development with Quill easy?), performance (are applications developed
with Quill performing acceptably?), and modularity/adaptability (can Quill adapt to advancements surrounding
real-world data enrichment?). To evaluate performance, we compare the latency of the original implementations
of existing applications described in Table 6 with the Quill implementations. We then discuss how to address
retrieval accuracy while using Quill and the accuracy vs. latency trade-off. Our evaluation of usability considers
how succinct and expressive the DSL is, as well as how usable it is as reported by the student developers who
developed applications using it. The usability is also proven in the succinctness of scripts written in our DSL.
We demonstrate the adaptability of Quill by utilizing embedding functions learned from Ember [8], a separate
framework for keyless joins, and showing that Quill performs comparably to the keyless join from Ember, with
added flexibility.
Applications: Quill’s performance is evaluated against four existing applications, while the usability of Quill
is evaluated using three novel applications developed by student developers. The applications are summarized
in Table 6. Each application aims to complete a task that could be adapted to a multi-modal AR context. The
image search application joins images from possibly two different modalities to return relevant images. The
facilial similarity application is similar but restricted to facial images. The Book summarization application joins
a book title (possibly obtained via the digitization of a book cover in the wild) and a topic with the full text of
that book in order to provide of summary. The movie recommendation application joins a set of user ratings of
movies with a dataset of movies and previous ratings in order to recommend movies to the user. The restaurant
recommendation application joins a restaurant name (possibly digitized from the real world) with Yelp reviews
in order to find similar restaurants in the area. The coin valuation application joins a coin image captured from
the real world with a database of coin values to predict the value of the coin. The finding bike parts application
joins a bike image with a bike database to let a user know where to find replacement parts.
Experimental Datasets: To compare the Quill implementations of existing projects to the original implementations, we use the data sets mentioned in the documentation of the projects obtained from GitHub when
possible. The datasets used for measuring latency in each existing project are listed in the Data Sources column
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of Table 6. To measure accuracy using the book summarization application, we use the WikiPassageQA [24]
question answering dataset.

6.1

Performance Evaluation

Quill should produce apps that return data that enriches the real world promptly to enable the development of
apps that can interactively enrich the real world. Consequently, Quill’s performance evaluation is concerned with
the latency of ARK-joins and how latency is affected at scale. Additionally, applications built with Quill should
provide relevant results to the user. As a baseline for performance, we use the open-source projects described above.
We describe the Quill implementations of these projects before presenting their performance evaluation results.
Implementations: The process described in Section 5 was used to implement each of the existing projects in
Quill. For all the implementations, we use the IVF indexing method described in Section 4.2 to store embeddings.
The number of centroids used in the indexing method is set to the square root of the number of stored data
instances. The locality of the embedding stores relative to the machine running the Quill app was made to match
the locality of the embeddings used in the original implementations.
Latency: For each application, we measure latency as a function of the size of the data sets we join against.
Figure 6 shows results. Our goal is to demonstrate that applications built with Quill perform ARK-joins more
efficiently and in a more scalable manner than those built without Quill. For each experiment, we select a random
sample of the desired size from the corresponding data set for use by the baseline and the Quill implementation.
Figure 6 shows the latency of the original (or baseline) implementations of the applications compared to
Quill implementations. For reference, the plot for the facial similarity application contains a line for the Quill
implementation using a “full probe”, meaning that a single centroid was used across the board, which equates to
an exhaustive search on the embedded vectors. Quill beats all the baselines at scales greater than 10,000 data
instances and grows at rates slower than those observed in the baseline implementations. The improvement in
performance at scale comes from our use of indexing for ANN search, which processes only a portion of the
data set instead of all data instances. However, we can see from the full probe results of the facial similarity
example that even when a true nearest neighbor is retrieved instead of an approximate one, Quill outperforms the
baseline. The baseline outperforms Quill on some very small data sizes, which is due to overhead surrounding
embedding stores that would not be necessary for data sizes this small. Quill largely outperforms the book
summarization baseline due to non-optimal programming practices leading to unnecessary computation such
as training the embedding function every time a query is made. Using our DSL, developers can more reliably
produce performant applications by avoiding anti-patterns such as retraining. Additionally, users benefit from the
approximation modules built into Quill that can otherwise be difficult to utilize.
Accuracy: When developing an application that joins on the real world, it is paramount that relevant results
are presented. Real-world decisions made with irrelevant information are fated to have negative or unexpected
real-world consequences. The requirement for accuracy goes hand in hand with the requirement for latency.
Joined results returned after the time they are needed are useless. Quill enables developers to tune the trade-off
between latency and accuracy in their applications. Quill does this by exposing indexing parameters through
the configuration file for the Quill application (project.yaml) or the embedding store expression of a QWL
specification. For example, the IVF indexing method is parameterized by the number of centroids used for
clustering. Along with the indexing configuration, the quality of retrieval depends on the embedding function
and distance metric used. Quill enables developers to integrate customized versions or use off-the-shelf methods
seamlessly in its framework.
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Figure 6: For each of the four existing projects we implement, we record the latency as a function of data size.
We demonstrate the change in accuracy with respect to the number of centroids for the IVF indexing method
in Figure 7. We use mean average precision, mean reciprocal rank, and recall at 5, 10, and 20 when evaluating the
accuracy. The retrieval quality metric that is important is application dependent, and these metrics cover a wide
spectrum that allows us to demonstrate that ARK-Join accuracy is tunable within a Quill app. We measured the
retrieval-based metrics by adding a Context expression to the book summarization application that takes in the
number of desired centroids and utilizing that number in the embedding store expression to configure the number
of centroids. As expected, as the number of centroids increases, the quality of retrieval goes down.

6.2

Modularity

The foundation of Quill is the ARK-join-centered grammar we defined in Section 3. This grammar should be
modular enough to ensure that Quill can adapt to new technologies surrounding real-world joins, such as new
embedding techniques. Thus to demonstrate the modularity of Quill, we evaluate the performance of a passage
retrieval application developed in Quill that utilizes an embedding function from a state-of-the-art framework
for keyless joins, Ember [8]. By showing that Quill can utilize this embedding method while outperforming a
state-of-the-art keyless join, we establish that Quill is modular.
Using an open-source implementation of Ember, we compare the latency of the Ember keyless join with that
of the ARK-joins from two Quill applications: one with a low latency cache and another without a cache. We
measure latency on the MS MARCO passage retrieval dataset which contains a set of passages obtained from web
pages pertaining to a sample of Bing queries [25]. The Ember keyless join and the Quill app without a cache both
assume a 40 ms cloud-store communication latency. The caching Quill app simulates an application deployed in
a local caching architecture similar to Figure 2, and doesn’t incur the communication latency when the cache
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Figure 7: Using the book summarization application on the WikiPassageQA dataset we measure mean average
precision (MAP), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and recall at 5, 10, and 20 as a function of the number of
centroids used in the IVF indexing of the embedded data.
is utilized. We configure the caching Quill app to use a similarity threshold that produces a cache hit ratio of
0.2. Because we are using identical embedding functions (obtained from Ember), we do not include the time to
embed in our profiling of the join functions, which explains the difference in latency measurements observed in
Section 6.1 and the measurements observed here. Figure 8 shows results.
Discussion: We note that Ember’s keyless join uses an exhaustive maximum inner product search, while we use
an approximate search. This results in the linear growth in latency for Ember that is not seen by Quill. The same
accuracy and latency would be seen from Quill when the indexing of the embedding store is configured to be
exhaustive. This emphasizes the flexibility of Quill to accommodate different accuracy and latency requirements.
The low latency achieved by the caching Quill app emphasizes Quill’s ability to adapt to different architectures
for further performance improvements.
By abstracting the embedding function as a user-provided function, Quill can utilize future advances surrounding real-world data enrichment. This is demonstrated in our evaluation here which uses an embedding
function learned from a state-of-the-art framework for keyless joins. Quill seamlessly utilizes this embedding
function while providing flexibility with respect to performance and application architecture.

6.3

Usability

Quill provides a development framework that alleviates the effort currently required to produce an AR application
that enriches real-world data. In order to measure the usability of Quill’s DSL, we perform user studies by asking
student developers to write an application of their choosing using a Pythonic dialect of QWL. We recruited three
college students between the ages of 19 and 28, ranging in Python proficiency from little to significant experience.
Two out of these three student developers had beginner-level experience with various concepts of applied machine
learning. We measure the overall usability of Quill’s DSL via results from the system usability scale (SUS) [26].
The SUS consists of 10 Likert scale questions and is an industry standard for measuring system usability. We
also report findings on the succinctness of the Quill implementation of existing projects.
Test Setup: Each student was provided a one-on-one tutorial on QWL. The content presented to the students
was identical, minus any questions asked. At the end of the tutorial, students were asked to describe their
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Figure 8: Using passages from the MS MARCO dataset [25], we compare the performance of the keyless join from
Ember [8] with the ARK-join from two Quill applications: one with a low-latency cache, and one without a cache.
application using a DAG of elements from our grammar described in Section 3. The number of iterations required
during this process is elaborated in the discussion. When a student was happy with their application description,
and it was confirmed valid by the proctor, they moved on to writing the QWL code. We provided documentation
and sample QWL scripts for reference. We asked students to bring a laptop with their text editor of choice to
write the QWL code. The number of iterations required to produce a valid QWL script was recorded. Concluding
the study, we asked students to complete the SUS survey.
User Study Results: Throughout our discussion of the user studies, we refer to the students as A, B, and C,
who developed the coin valuation app, the restaurant recommendation app, and the bike parts app respectively.
All of the students completed their valid DAG of grammar elements in a single iteration without help from the
proctor. Like the DAGs, QWL scripts for all students’ applications were completed in a single iteration without
help. While questions were asked during the tutorials, there were no questions needed to create the DAGs or
QWL scripts. Each student in this study took the system usability scale based on their experience with QWL.
Results are shown in table 7. QWL scored an average of 68.33. Studies show that scores of 68 and above are
considered good [26, 27], implying QWL scores well in terms of usability. In addition to the SUS results, we
found that the Quill implementations of existing projects used in our performance evaluation were more succinct,
using 30% less lines of code on average.
Maintaining Performance alongside Usability: The Quill framework must produce performant applications
while remaining usable. In this section, we demonstrated that Quill is usable, and in Section 6.1, we showed
that Quill produces performant applications. The balance between usability and performance is made possible
by allowing the underlying framework to handle the complexities of applications that join real-world data.
Quill prevents developers from falling into the traps of anti-patterns such as retraining; developers provide the
embedding models, and Quill decides how to use them. Our implementation of the ARK-join handles many
optimizations that lead to clumsy code when done by hand, such as indexing for approximate nearest neighbor
operations. Moreover, Quill uses efficient approximation modules that can be difficult for the lay user to utilize.
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QUESTION
I would like to use this frequently
The system was easy to use
The various functions in this system were well integrated
Most people would learn to use this system very quickly
I felt very confident using this system
I found the system unnecessarily complex
I would need the support of a technical person to use this
There was too much inconsistency with this system
The system is cumbersome to use
I need to learn a lot of things before using this system

AVERAGE
Agree
Neutral
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree

Table 7: Results of a Systems Usability Survey on student developers. Results suggest that Quill scores well in
terms of usability

6.4

Discussion

Our evaluation of Quill demonstrates its ability to simply define complex ARK-join functionality to produce
robust, scalable applications. As demonstrated by the latency results of the image search application in Figure 6,
it is possible that, for applications with small amounts of data, a non-Quill implementation can provide better
results. Here it should be noted that Quill is more generalized than highly application-specific solutions that do
not extend to other use cases. Optimizing to reduce latency for small data sizes is considered future work. After
taking the SUS, we asked the developers to provide free form feedback about their experience using QWL. One
developer expressed, “My only concern would be making the embedding fit the scope of the expected data so the
ARK-Join can return proper results however that is not the goal of the project and relies on development from
the user.” This reiterates what we stated previously. Quill provides a flexible way to utilize off-the-shelf as well
as custom embedding functions and indexing techniques in a single development framework, as the quality of
retrieval is largely dependent on the embedding and indexing methods used by the developer. Another developer
remarked, “I can not think of why I would use a non-closest neighbor join condition. But I can think of reasons to
multiply the differences by a vector of attribute weights (i.e., non-euclidean distance)”. This student refers to the
way ARK-Joins are defined in QWL: the developer provides a predicate for the join, which is often a nearest
neighbor-based predicate. While the student may be suggesting that we assume the condition will always be the
nearest neighbor operation, we did not make this assumption to allow for classical join predicates.

7
7.1

Related Work
Interactive Data Systems for AR

The main idea of interactive data systems in AR revolves around bringing data to the real world in a way that
allows users to enhance their view of reality. Earlier works in this domain, such as AR web-browsers, attempt to
bring together data from multiple sources to create such an experience. Argon [28] is one such architecture that
brings together multiple separately authored AR applications (built using their KHARMA [32] framework) into
one browser view. While this platform does bring multiple data sources into the real world, it exclusively supports
sensor and marker-based AR. Quill provides marker-less AR in which experiences are determined based on
semantic relationships. The performance requirement of interactive data systems for AR poses a challenge to the
development of such systems. Schneider et at. [29] utilize edge computing technologies to allow AR applications
to offload some of the computationally heavy tasks associated with AR. Their work focuses on offloading tasks
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common across AR applications, while Quill focuses on improving performance in the context of real-world data
understanding and enrichment.

7.2

Keyless Joins

Recent works on keyless joins have proven them useful where similarity-based joins are needed and defining
similarity functions explicitly is unreasonable. Ember [8] uses transformer-based machine learning techniques
to learn similarity functions for joins used in context enrichment in machine learning pipelines. Termite [9]
uses Siamese networks to learn similarity functions to aid in data integration tasks on heterogeneous text-based
structured and unstructured data. These works learn keyless joins in frameworks that operate on modalities of
data present in their respective tasks (ML context enrichment and text-based data integration). In contrast, Quill
abstracts the similarity function of our keyless join (ARK-join) as a parameter to enable Quill apps that operate
on varying modalities of data. Additionally, Quill’s ARK-join can adapt to state-of-the-art learned similarity
functions.

7.3

Semantic representation of relational data stores

The desire to link datasets based on semantic information has given rise to work that utilizes learned embeddings
to represent structured data in a semantic vector space. The work titled Cognitive Databases [30] represents
relational data as unstructured text in order to utilize word embeddings to represent the relational data as a vector.
Similarly, Cappuzzo et al. [31] create embeddings of relational data for data integration by representing the data
using a graph which allows them to use graph embedding techniques. We benefit from these works by utilizing
methods they describe to embed relational data sets. Fernandez et al. [4] utilize word embeddings in order to find
links within datasets semantically. In their recent work [9] called Termite, they used embedding techniques to
perform data integration for various relational data stores. The additional constraint Quill imposes on its operation
is the capability of handling multimodal real-world data as well as heterogeneous relational database schema
within the interactive latency imposed by AR interfaces.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

Increasing advancement of technology in key related areas has made sure that widespread use of augmented
reality (AR) is an inevitability rather than a distant possibility. While the necessary computing resources and
technology needed to make immersive AR applications have become more readily available, developing a
performant AR application that enriches real-world data with digital information is still a challenging task. Quill
makes it easier to develop immersive AR applications that make it easier for the user to gather insights from
real-world data by using an expressive DSL backed by an intuitive grammar. Quill serves as a natural extension
of ARQuery [2] by enabling join queries specified using ARQuery to utilize remote data to enhance data in the
real world. We demonstrate that Quill’s development framework not only makes it easier to develop data-rich AR
applications for developers with limited background knowledge in related technical areas, but it also produces
more performant applications than other existing developer tools. Looking forward, we realize that although Quill
accelerates the development workflow for AR applications, it only addresses a small portion of the problems
surrounding the development of AR applications that enhance a user’s view of real-world data. For example,
sharing a user’s enhanced view of real-world data within an interactive, AR-enabled interface to her friends on
social media in a scalable way is an important piece of future work. To what extent an AR-enabled application
should alter a user’s view of the real world also requires a closer look at the underlying problem, as if done wrong
it can have serious adverse consequences. Additionally, we hope to improve the performance of Quill apps by
intelligently placing caching and indexing on the edge in a declarative manner similar to Shaowang et al. [33]. We
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hope to address these problems in our future works as more advances are made in democratizing the development
of AR applications empowered by a vibrant larger-than-ever developer community.
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Abstract

Decision makers in a broad range of domains, such as finance, transportation, manufacturing, and
healthcare, often need to derive optimal decisions given a set of constraints and objectives. Traditional
solutions to such constrained optimization problems are typically application-specific, complex, and do
not generalize. Further, the usual workflow requires slow, cumbersome, and error-prone data movement
between a database and predictive-modeling and optimization packages. All of these problems are
exacerbated by the unprecedented size of modern data-intensive optimization problems. The emerging
research area of in-database prescriptive analytics aims to provide seamless domain-independent, declarative, and scalable approaches powered by the system where the data typically resides: the database.
Integrating optimization with database technology opens up prescriptive analytics to a much broader
community, amplifying its benefits. In the context of our prior and ongoing work in this area, we discuss
some strategies for addressing key challenges related to usability, scalability, data uncertainty, dynamic
environments with changing data and models, and the need to support decision-making agents. We
indicate how deep integration between the DBMS, predictive models, and optimization software creates
opportunities for rich prescriptive-query functionality with good scalability and performance.

1

Introduction

Prescriptive analytics [15, 19], and constrained optimization in particular, is central to decision making over
a broad range of domains, including finance, transportation, manufacturing, and healthcare. In these settings,
decision makers frequently face constrained optimization problems: they need to derive optimal decisions given a
complex set of interacting constraints and objectives. Constraints arise from competition between activities for
scarce resources such as time, budget, workers, trucks, tools, etc., and objective functions formalize organizational
goals such as minimizing costs or delays, maximizing revenue, or minimizing disease mortality.
Optimization models rely on predictive analytics—using historical data to predict future trends as well as the
future effects of current actions—in order to assess which actions will yield the best results. Predictive models can
take the form of complex mechanistic simulation models that incorporate deep domain knowledge or data-driven
models such as classical regression models or time series models or, more recently, machine learning models.
Moreover, descriptive analytics—analyzing historical data to discover patterns and relationships—also plays
a key role by informing the process of building optimization models so that they capture the most important
relationships. Despite the fundamental interplay between descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics, the
latter has received much less attention from the database community.
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Modeling and solving optimization problems has typically relied on application-specific solutions. Such
solutions are often complex and do not generalize; a decision maker seeking to apply optimization techniques in
a new application setting must either develop a new custom model from scratch, or must learn the intricacies
of generic optimization software, which can be daunting for those with domain, but not optimization, expertise.
Moreover, the usual workflow requires that data be extracted from a database and then reformatted and fed into a
separate optimization package, after which the output must be reformatted and inserted back into the database;
this process is slow, cumbersome, and error-prone. These challenges are further exacerbated by the unprecedented
size of modern data-intensive optimization problems.
In-database prescriptive analytics is an emerging research area that aims to provide domain-independent,
declarative, and scalable approaches, supported and powered by the system where the data relevant to these
problems typically resides: the database. This makes modeling less ad-hoc, and the overall optimization process,
from data preparation through solution and exploration of results, becomes much more efficient. Desirable data
management functionality, such as efficient retrieval, consistency, persistence, fault tolerance, access control, and
data-integration capability, become an integral part of the system “for free”. Interest in native DB support for
prescriptive analytics has therefore started to grow [13]. One line of research is exemplified by the SolveDB and
SolveDB+ systems [24, 25]. These systems provide semi-declarative languages for specifying a broad range of
optimization problems, allow easy sharing of optimization models across sub-problems of an overall predictiveanalytics problem, and facilitate plugging in of various prediction models and optimization-problem solvers.
We have found, however, that existing solvers are often unable
type price · · · gain
to deal gracefully, if at all, with very large amounts of data, with ID stock
1 AAPL
Tech
150 · · ·
?
uncertainty in the data, with dynamic environments where the data or
2 MSFT
Tech
272 · · ·
?
models are constantly changing, or with problems that involve find3
TSLA
Tech
758
·
·
·
?
ing optimal policies for automated decision-making agents. Thus,
4 AMZN Tech 2400 · · ·
?
the naive use of black-box solvers is often not viable for modern
5 INTC
Tech
42 · · ·
?
large-scale optimization problems in complex environments. Our
6 GOOG Tech 2280 · · ·
?
initial work aims to support the evaluation of an important class of
7 ADBE Tech
415 · · ·
?
constrained optimization problems—integer linear programs (ILP)— 8 FB
Tech
194 · · ·
?
within a database [6, 7]. We have built a prototype system, PackageFigure 1: Stock_Investments table.
Builder, to specify and evaluate ILPs as “package queries”. As a
simple example, each row of a database table might represent a food item, with attributes describing purchase price
and nutritional content. A “package query” would return a “package” of rows (i.e., set of food items) having the
minimum possible cost while satisfying constraints on minimum required nutritional content. More specifically,
each food item i can appear xi times in the package, where each “decision variable” xi is a nonnegative integer,
hence the “I” in ILP. Both the package cost, which is to be minimized, and the total amount of a nutrient such as
vitamin D, which is constrained to lie above a threshold, are linear functions of the xi decision variables, hence
the “L” in ILP. Our emphasis has been on developing fully declarative SQL extensions to specify package queries
over both deterministic and uncertain data, and to “open up” black box solvers in order to develop novel scalable
approximate optimization algorithms for massive, possibly uncertain data in dynamic environments. Our work is
complementary to that in [24, 25], in that our techniques can potentially be incorporated into a system such as
SolveDB+.
The challenges that we consider are concretely illustrated by the following example.
Example 1 (Investment portfolio): A broker wants to construct an investment portfolio for one of her clients.
The client has a budget of $50K and a planning horizon of six months. The available data comprises a table where
each row corresponds to a stock. The attributes for a stock include its current purchase price per share, as well
as other features such as industry sector, financial rating of the company, recent volatility, and so on; see Figure 1.
The “?” symbols indicate that the attribute gain, which represents the gain from selling a given stock six months
from now, is uncertain. The broker has available a computer model that uses the stocks’ characteristics, along
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with other market data, to predict the joint probability distribution of stock prices six months from now. The
broker wants to select a package of tuples, i.e., a portfolio of stocks, that will maximize the client’s expected
profit in six months, subject to the constraints that (1) the total purchase price of the portfolio does not exceed
$50K, and (2) the probability of losing $1000 or more at the end of six months is at most 5%.
As stock prices change, new stocks are added, and prediction models get updated, the optimal portfolio
package may also change. Further, as the broker discusses options with her client, they may wish to explore slight
variations, e.g., what if she slightly increases or decreases her budget? what if she increases or decreases the risk
tolerance on her investment? or, what if she wishes to eliminate or include a specific set of stocks in her portfolio?
This example highlights several challenges.
Query specification. In our example, while the current price of a stock may be known (deterministic), its
future price is a random variable whose value can only be described via a probability distribution. The
future value of a portfolio package is therefore also uncertain. Even in the deterministic case, standard
SQL is incapable of expressing package constraints [6, 7]. In the stochastic setting, statistical concepts
such as expected values, probabilistic constraints, and risk measures such as “conditional value at risk”
(CVaR) compound the specification challenge. How does one model the uncertainty of stock prices and
specify probabilistic constraints (such as bounding the risk of loss) or reason about stochastic objectives and
variables? Especially challenging is the problem of specifying data uncertainty: probability distributions
over uncertain data values take on many different forms, including discrete, continuous, and mixed
distributions. Moreover, closed-form descriptions of probability distributions are not always available, e.g.,
for financial models of complex instruments such as “exotic” stock options.
Scalable processing. Because the number of decision variables in a package query equals the number of
rows in a database table, which can run to the millions, the resulting ILP is often much too large for an
off-the-shelf solver to handle, even in a deterministic setting. With uncertain data, Monte Carlo methods
must often be used to create an approximating ILP whose size is larger than the ILP for the deterministic
case by orders of magnitude, exacerbating the problem. Indeed, a variant of the above example allows
stocks to be held for varying amounts of time before sale, so that each distinct stock may be represented
by multiple rows in the table corresponding to different potential sell dates; this can inflate the size of the
optimization problem by more orders of magnitude.
Dynamic environments. Changes to the underlying data may be frequent, incurring expensive recomputations of the query result to keep it up-to-date. Similarly, reevaluating the packages from scratch, even for
small variations of the parameters, to explore different scenarios and options, can make a what-if analysis
prohibitively time-consuming.
Policy-making As we move from one-off decisions to automated decision making by agents in timechanging and dynamic environments, the goal of prescriptive analytics shifts to construction of robust
policies that inform decisions based on (partial) observations of the current world and predictions of the
future world. Consider an auto-trader that makes daily decisions about stocks to buy or sell in order
to optimize for long-term gain. The auto-trader employs an optimal policy learned from stock-price
time-series predictions. As decision-making becomes increasingly autonomous, with sequential decisions
in dynamic and uncertain environments, predictive and prescriptive analytics become tightly enmeshed,
with reinforcement learning methods coming into play and requiring better data management support for
the massive simulated or real data sets used to constantly train predictive models, learn optimal policies
and model possible outcomes.
In the following sections, we consider the various challenges mentioned above for in-database specification
and solution of package queries. The discussion focuses on our prior and ongoing results as well as indicating
directions for future work.
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2

Query Specification

To allow declarative specification of package queries in a DBMS-friendly manner, a natural approach is to
extend the SQL language to support such queries. We first introduce PAQL, our SQL extension for declarative
specification of deterministic package queries, and then discuss further extensions to handle data uncertainty,
leading to the S PAQL language extension.

2.1

Package Query Language (PaQL)

The PAQL language extension allows users to declaratively express combinatorial optimization problems with
linear objectives and constraints natively within a relational database.
Example 2 (Meal Plan): A dietitian needs to design a meal plan for a patient. She wants three distinct glutenfree meals, between 2K and 2.5K calories in total, and with a low total intake of saturated fats. Each row in
the relational table Recipes describes a distinct meal, giving the total number of calories and total amount of
saturated fats and gluten, along with other nutritional information.
Package queries extend traditional database queries by allowing users to not only express standard selection
constraints (e.g., each meal must be gluten-free), but also higher-order package-level constraints (e.g., all meal
plans must have between 2,000 and 2,500 calories in total) and objectives (e.g., minimize the meal plan’s total
saturated fat). The Package Query Language (PAQL) extends SQL to allow for their declarative expression. The
Meal Plan query in Example 2 can be expressed in PAQL as follows:
SELECT
PACKAGE(∗)
FROM
Recipes REPEAT 0 /* each meal can appear at most once in a package */
WHERE
gluten = 0
SUCH THAT
COUNT(∗) = 3 AND
SUM(kcal) BETWEEN 2.0 AND 2.5
MINIMIZE SUM(sat_fat)

The PackageBuilder system transforms a PAQL specification into an ILP and uses an off-the-shelf ILP solver
to compute the desired package. When, as is typical, the number of database rows is large, direct solution by
the solver is infeasible because of the large size of the ILP. We have developed an iterative approximate solution
algorithm called S KETCH R EFINE [7] (discussed in Section 3) to handle large numbers of rows while providing
approximation guarantees.

2.2

sPaQL

In preliminary work [8, 9], we have started to extend PackageBuilder to handle uncertain data. Dealing with
uncertainty is crucial, because uncertain data is pervasive. For example, data values might represent outputs
of predictive stochastic models as in the stock examples, or might derive from noisy processes such as sensor
readings, privacy shielding, data integration, or extraction of structured data from text, images, or video [28].
Thus, decisions must often be made in the face of uncertainty, i.e., the decision maker must solve a stochastic
optimization problem. As a first step, we have extended PAQL to allow specification of stochastic package queries
(SPQs); the extended language is called S PAQL. For example, the portfolio-selection problem of Example 1 can
be expressed in S PAQL as follows:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

PACKAGE(∗) AS Portfolio
Stock_Investments
type = ′ Tech′
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tuples in the initial package
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hatching lines, are aggregated and used to modify later refinement queries
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(f) Refinement
query for group G3
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query for group G4

(h) Final approximate
package

REFINE

Figure 2: An illustration of the S KETCH R EFINE algorithm. The original tuples (a) are partitioned into four groups
and a representative is constructed for each group (b). The initial sketch package (c) contains only representative
tuples, with possible repetitions up the size of each group. The refine query for group G1 (d) involves the original
tuples from G1 and the aggregated solutions to all other groups (G2 , G3 , and G4 ). Group G2 can be skipped (e)
because no representatives could be picked from it. Any solution to previously refined groups are used while
refining the solution for the remaining groups (f and g). The final approximate package (h) contains only original
tuples. (Figure taken from [7].)
SUCH THAT
SUM(price) ≤ 50,000 AND
SUM(gain) ≥ −1000 WITH PROBABILITY ≥ 0.95
MAXIMIZE EXPECTED SUM(gain)

A S PAQL query such as the one above specifies a stochastic ILP (SILP) whose solution is the desired package.
Expected-value constraints such as EXPECTED SUM(attr) ≥ x are also allowed.

3

Scalable Query Evaluation

In this section, we provide an overview of scalable evaluation methods for package queries (PQs). Scalability
challenges arise in the presence of large datasets and are further exacerbated by the use of Monte Carlo methods
for solving stochastic package queries (SPQs); the latter methods require generation of multiple “scenarios”. We
discuss the S KETCH R EFINE algorithm for addressing the first challenge in the context of deterministic PQs and
then discuss an algorithm called S UMMARY S EARCH for scalability with respect to scenarios. We then outline the
challenges of bringing these two research threads together to evaluate SPQs over large sets of uncertain data.

3.1

Scaling Deterministic Package Queries with SketchRefine

The PackageBuilder system transforms a PAQL specification into an ILP and uses an off-the-shelf ILP solver to
compute the desired package. When, as is typical, the number of database rows is large, direct solution by the
solver is infeasible because of the large size of the ILP. In prior work, we developed an iterative approximate
solution algorithm called S KETCH R EFINE [7] to handle large numbers of rows while providing approximation
guarantees. Briefly, the algorithm first partitions the rows into groups, where the rows in each group have similar
attribute values, and then computes a representative for each group. A small ILP using only the representatives
can be then easily solved—the “sketch”. The sketch is then iteratively “refined” by carefully replacing each
representative using the rows that it represents. The process maintains feasibility of the current solution until the
final package is obtained. Limiting the size of each group to be a small number of τ tuples ensures that each
refine phase can be executed efficiently and allows for approximation guarantees. Figure 2 illustrates the three
key operations of S KETCH R EFINE: partition, sketch and refine.
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Scenario 1
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

gain
20
3
-30
10
200
-10
30
20

Scenario 2
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

Scenario 3

gain
10
6
-5
4
120
-20
15
16

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

gain
-2
8
-25
36
70
15
20
7

Summary
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

gain
-2
3
-30
4
70
-20
15
7

Figure 3: Three example scenarios and a summary for the Stock_Investments table.

3.2

Scaling Stochastic Package Queries with Respect to Scenarios

Evaluating SPQs is very challenging, due to the sheer size of the optimization problems: First, as with deterministic PQs, there is a decision variable for every row of a (potentially very large) table. Second, the presence
of uncertainty typically requires multiple versions of the table, called scenarios, that represent Monte Carlo
realizations of the uncertain data values. Often, a large number of scenarios is required for accuracy, inflating the
problem size by orders of magnitude.
Exact evaluation: One approach tackles the scalability challenge of stochastic problems by eliminating
uncertainty. E.g., it is indeed possible to translate a stochastic package query into an integer program when (i) the
expected value of each attribute in an expectation objective is known and (ii) each attribute in a probabilistic
constraint has a Gaussian distribution with known mean and variance. It is possible to derive precise rules that
enable this translation. Consider, for example, an expectation objective on attribute Aj , i.e., the goal is to minimize
the expected
The objective function
to be minimized
P value of the sum of Aj over all tuples in the package. P
P
P takes the
form E ( i Aij · xi ). Because of the linearity of expectation, E ( i Aij · xi ) = i E (Aij )·xi = i ti .µAj ·xi ,
where ti .µAj is the expected value of Aj for tuple ti . Therefore, we can simply replace the expectation objective
with a linear deterministic objective. Similarly, linear Gaussian probabilistic constraints can be transformed into
deterministic quadratic constraints; we require, however, that the resulting constraints be convex.
Monte Carlo evaluation: The foregoing method has the great benefit of being exact, but has limited applicability and may fail even on small problems (few rows) because of the complexity of the quadratic constraints.
In preliminary work, we have developed a more general strategy based on Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. The
idea is to approximate the SILP with a deterministic ILP. Specifically, we replace the expectation objective
with an empirical average over a set of randomly generated scenarios, and similarly replace a probabilistic
constraint—e.g., that an inequality be satisfied with 90% probability—with a requirement that, e.g., the inequality
hold for 90% of the scenarios. This approach forgoes exact optimality in order to (1) allow arbitrary distributions
for random variables appearing in probabilistic constraints, (2) avoid the convexity requirements on probabilistic
constraints mentioned previously, (3) allow correlation between tuples, and (4) obtain less complex (i.e., not
quadratic) constraints. The only requirement is the ability to sample values from each random variable. To this
end, we can store uncertain data in a probabilistic database [28], specifically a “Monte Carlo database system”
such as MCDB or SimSQL [4, 10, 16, 17, 23], which offer support for arbitrarily complex random distributions of
the kind needed to support optimization problems such as portfolio selection. Roughly speaking, the uncertainty
of a given data item is specified via a user-defined value generation (VG) function which, when invoked, generates
a sample realization of the data-item value from its underlying probability distribution. VG functions can generate
values for multiple data items simultaneously, thereby allowing complex statistical correlations between data
items. By evaluating every VG function in a table, we get a sample realization of the table, which we call a
scenario. (Scenarios are also called “possible worlds” in the literature on probabilistic databases.) Figure 3 shows
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three possible scenarios (the leftmost three tables) for the table in Figure 1. After computing an optimal package,
its true feasibility and objective value for the original SILP can be determined to high accuracy using a very large
number of “validation” scenarios; this calculation is much faster than solving the approximate ILP optimization
problem.
The deterministic ILP obtained as described above is called a stochastic average approximation (SAA) and
approximates the SILP. Often, many scenarios are required to obtain a sufficiently accurate approximation. Indeed,
if too few scenarios are used, then the solution to the SAA will be infeasible for the true SILP, but will have an
objective value that is better than the true one, so that we think that we are doing better than we actually are; this
phenomenon is known as the “optimizer’s curse” [27]. The size of the SAA is proportional to the number of
database rows times the number of scenarios, which makes direct use of an off-the-shelf solver infeasible.
Scaling the number of scenarios: To address this scalability problem, we developed an algorithm called
S UMMARY S EARCH [9] that can drastically reduce the number of scenarios required. S UMMARY S EARCH replaces
the large set of scenarios used to form the SAA by a very small synopsis of the scenario set, called a summary,
which results in a reduced ILP, called a conservative summary approximation (CSA), that is much smaller than
the SAA. A summary is carefully crafted to be “conservative” in that the constraints in the CSA are harder to
satisfy than the constraints in the SAA, thereby pushing the solver to find truly feasible solutions. In our portfolio
example, a summary of a set of three scenarios can be obtained by taking the row-wise minimum of the gains as
shown in Figure 3; if the gain of a package with respect to the summary exceeds −$1000, then clearly the gain
of 100% of the original three scenarios exceeds −$1000. By taking the row-wise minimum over more or fewer
random scenarios, the summary can be made more or less conservative.
Because the ILP for the CSA is much smaller than that for the SAA, it can be solved much faster. Moreover,
the resulting solution is much more likely to be truly feasible (as verified using a large set of validation scenarios),
so that the required number of optimization/validation iterations is typically reduced. Of course, if a summary
is overly conservative, the resulting solution will be feasible, but highly suboptimal. Therefore, during each optimization phase, S UMMARY S EARCH implements a sophisticated search procedure aimed at finding a “minimally”
conservative summary; this search requires solution of a sequence of reduced ILPs, but each can be solved quickly.
In experiments reported in [9], S UMMARY S EARCH was able to answer SPQs faster by orders of magnitude than
the prior approach of sequentially adding more and more scenarios to an SAA until either the solution package
is truly feasible (as measured by the validation set) or the solver chokes; indeed, S UMMARY S EARCH was able
to compute good, truly feasible solutions in many cases where the prior approach would fail.

3.3

Fully Scaling Stochastic Package Queries

The S UMMARY S EARCH algorithm addresses the scalability issue with respect to the number of scenarios, but
does not address scalability with respect to the number of database rows. For interactive decision making in
dynamic, uncertain environments involving large amounts of data, both issues must be addressed simultaneously.
In current work, we are extending our SPQ evaluation algorithms to handle large numbers of database rows. A
promising direction is to use a sketch-and-refine approach as an “outer loop” to generate a sequence of SILP
problems with a small number of rows which are solved using techniques that are scalable in the number of
scenarios. To further improve speed and efficiency, a potentially powerful approach opens the lid on the ILP
solver to try and exploit the characteristics specific to ILPs in the package-query setting.
Adapting and improving SketchRefine: As with S KETCH R EFINE for deterministic data, we create the sketch
by replacing the rows with a small set of representatives and then subsequently refine it. A key question is how to
define the partitions and compute the representatives. In the deterministic setting, the distance between rows,
which can be viewed as points in a multidimensional space S of attribute values, is relatively straightforward
to define. In the stochastic setting, each row represents a multidimensional probability distribution over S.
This raises the question of how to appropriately define distances between the stochastic rows. There are many
distance metrics for probability distributions, and for any metric there is an trade-off between space requirements,
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accuracy, and computational cost when estimating the metric from scenarios. Possible approaches include
estimating a metric using raw samples, histograms, quantiles, or kernel-density methods [26]. It is also desirable
to parallelize the partitioning operation, which cannot be easily done in the prior clustering-based approach
used in S KETCH R EFINE; we are therefore currently investigating alternative divide-and-conquer approaches. In
addition, it is often the case that multiple data items use the same choice of VG function, perhaps with slightly
varying parameterizations, to generate samples when creating a scenario; this information can potentially be
exploited to develop effective partitioning schemes. Once a partition is determined, a (stochastic) representative
can potentially be computed in a number of different ways, varying in accuracy and computational effort.
For the inner loop, we are investigating improvements to
S UMMARY S EARCH by exploiting the tractability of CVaR
constraints. The probabilistic constraint on the gain in the
S PAQL query in Section 2.2 is called a chance constraint in
the stochastic-programming literature. In risk-management
terminology [20], the α = 0.95 Value at Risk (VaR) is $1000
in the worst case; that is, the probability of losing $1000 or
more is at most 1 − α = 5%. Although VaR is a widely
used risk measure, it has a number of deficiencies. Intuitively,
knowing that there is at most a 5% chance of losing $1000 or
more is not totally reassuring, since the actual loss in the bad
5%-probability scenario—i.e., the “worst 5% of cases”—is
not controlled at all. Risk analysts are increasingly prefer- Figure 4: Two plots visualizing the probability disring to supplement or replace the VaR measure of risk with tributions of the total gains of two different packan alternative measure, called the Conditional Value-at-Risk ages. The blue curve denotes a package with a
(CVaR)—also called Expected Shortfall—with confidence higher expected sum, but in its lower 5% of cases,
α, defined as the expected loss given that the loss exceeds the average loss is almost three times higher than
the α-VaR. Unlike VaR, the CVaR measure has the desir- that of the red curve. VaR constraints alone do
able “subadditivity” property that bounds the total risk of a not differentiate between the two plots, since the
set of gambles by the sum of the individual risks, thereby right boundary of the lower 5% tail is the same in
encouraging risk reduction through diversification, unlike both distributions. CVaR constraints allow users
VaR.
to limit the expected loss in the tail of the distriAs indicated in our discussion of exact evaluation meth- bution, and avoid high-risk packages such as one
ods in Section 3.2, a constraint defined in terms of an expected shown in blue.
value can be converted to a simple linear constraint that is
relatively easy to handle. In a similar manner, a CVaR constraint, since it comprises an expectation, can also be
handled much more easily than a VaR constraint. Interestingly, it appears as if a problem with a VaR constraint
can be solved by rapidly solving a sequence of problems involving only CVaR constraints, avoiding the need to
search for appropriately conservative summaries.
Re-engineering the ILP solver: The ILP solver plays a key role in solving both deterministic and stochastic
package queries, so speeding up the solver module can significantly improve the performance of all methods
discussed so far. Moreover, in the setting of S KETCH R EFINE, a solver that can scale to large numbers of
rows reduces the number of refinement steps required and improves accuracy. An important characteristic
of the ILP problems that arise in our setting is that the number of rows n is much larger than the number of
constraints m, since constraints are typically manually defined by the user whereas the number of rows equals
the table cardinality. This creates opportunities to replace a general-purpose ILP solver by a specially designed
paralellizable approximate ILP solver (A-ILP), which can speed up processing not only of SPQs, but also of
deterministic package queries and more general ILPs having a high n-to-m ratio. In preliminary work, we have
started to develop such an improved solver. The rough idea is to first relax the ILP to a linear program (LP) by
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dropping the integrality constraints. The LP is then solved using a novel variant of the well known dual-simplex
algorithm [29] that exploits the n-to-m ratio in multiple ways for speed and efficiency. An O(m + log n) “guided
lattice walk” is then used to obtain a reduced ILP with fewer variables that approximates the original ILP. The
reduced problem is then solved exactly by a standard ILP solver. Initial experiments on an 8-core machine show
that the A-ILP solver can have an accuracy comparable to the commercial Gurobi ILP solver while being twice as
fast; the relative speed-up is expected to become even more pronounced as the number of cores increases due to
the parallelizability of the novel dual-simplex algorithm. We also found that A-ILP scales well, approximately
solving an ILP with tens of millions of variables in 5–8 seconds. We intend to theoretically analyze the properties
of A-ILP and leverage it to enhance interactivity in PACKAGE B UILDER.

4

Dynamic Data and Models

Another key challenge for in-database optimization via package queries is that, even for small delta changes
in the underlying data or in the query parameters, the computationally intensive package query needs to be
re-executed from scratch. Yet, in most real-world applications, the overall form of the constrained optimization
problem remains roughly the same, while the data or the query parameters incrementally change often within
short time spans. The requirement to re-execute such queries from scratch makes maintaining results up-to-date
computationally tedious and exploratory analysis impractical. In this section, we sketch some ideas for performing
incremental maintenance of package results when the underlying data or query parameters change slightly in
order to support interactive exploration and analysis. We discuss deterministic data first, and then extend our
discussion to stochastic data.

4.1

Incremental PQ maintenance under data perturbations

Incremental package maintenance under data changes can be handled heuristically: Let P be the set of tuples
appearing in a package result, R the set of tuples that were deleted from the original database D, and A the set of
tuples that were added to D. A heuristic solution to the standing package query can be obtained by running it on
the dataset (P \ R) ∪ A. Assuming that the data change is small, this should be a small set of tuples, over which
one can solve the constrained optimization problem directly. This method can serve as a heuristic baseline; a
more principled approach rests on a modification of the S KETCH R EFINE algorithm.
The S KETCH R EFINE algorithm provides package solutions that are a (1 ± ϵ)-factor close to the optimal
solution. It achieves this tight approximation bound by ensuring that each partition or group has a maximum
diameter ω such that ω depends on ϵ and all tuples in the group are within a radius ω/2 of the group’s centroid or
its representative tuple. Given this theoretical guarantee of S KETCH R EFINE’s behavior, we identify the irrelevant
tuples of an incremental update as inserted tuples (∆R) that can be placed into an existing group without violating
its diameter ω or size τ limits, or deleted tuples (∇R) that do not occur in the solution package.
A scalable incremental S KETCH R EFINE variant can potentially employ an incremental tree index to maintain
tuple-group mappings and can easily split groups that exceed the diameter or size limits. In this way, recomputations are only triggered when an incremental update causes a tree restructuring. Moreover, since partitioning
and representative tuple construction is incrementally maintained, only parts of the S KETCH R EFINE algorithm
need to be re-executed and not the entire algorithm for certain updates. For example, when a tuple appearing
in the solution package is deleted from the base relation, we only need to re-refine the group to which the tuple
previously belonged.
Additionally, one can potentially exploit the fact that the A-ILP solver described in Section 3.3 hinges on the
dual-simplex algorithm. This algorithm is known to be amenable to incremental processing, and could potentially
be leveraged for incremental package updating.
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4.2

Incremental PQ maintenance under query perturbations

A decision-maker may wish to quickly determine the effect of changing some query parameters on the overall
objective value. For example in the meal planning query (Example 2), ‘does relaxing the constraint on calories
lead to a lower-fat plan and to what degree’? Often, a rapid, initial estimate of the objective value and an
approximate, feasible, package solution is sufficient to help the decision-maker decide on whether they wish to
settle on the new query parameters, in which case, the new query can be fully and accurately evaluated.
We identify five practical mechanisms for interactive query refinements: (i) changing the threshold parameters
of base constraints to tighten or relax a query, (ii) tuple exclusions or tuple inclusions, (iii) changing the threshold
parameters of global constraints, (iv) converting base constraints to global ones and vice versa, and (v) in the
case of stochastic package queries changing the chance or CVaR parameters associated with a constraint. An
interesting research challenge is to develop one or more scalable evaluation techniques that provide an upperbound (lower-bound) estimate of the objective value for minimization (maximization) queries and an initial
feasible package interactively. Heuristic methods can avoid making expensive calls to the integrated ILP solver
and rely instead on efficient database top-k querying techniques. This is necessary to ensure sub-second response
times that are crucial for exploratory interactive query refinement such as when a user drags a slider to control the
threshold values of selection constraints: as they drag the slider, they would like to immediately understand the
impact of their refinement on the objective value and overall package solution.
We briefly describe a promising heuristic, T OP KS KETCH, that we hope to expand and analyze. T OP KS KETCH
computes and maintains an ordered list of tuples in each S KETCH R EFINE partition: the ordering is determined by
both the objective function and the selection constraints of the package query. The ordered lists are similar to an
onion index [12]. On query refinement, we select the top-k tuples from each ordered list that satisfy the refined
selection constraints. Along with the original package, we pass these new tuples to the solver to recompute
a solution. This approach avoids the repeated refine operations (as a solution is built on actual tuples and not
representative tuples) and is equivalent in complexity to a single sketch operation. In preliminary experiments, we
found this approach to return results interactively (< 20 ms) for the refinements discussed above with near-optimal
objective values.

4.3

Incremental SPQ maintenance

Perturbations to data and queries occur in the stochastic setting as well. For example, in the portfolio problem, an
investor might originally only have considered NYSE stocks but may now also want to consider Nasdaq stocks.
Should she replace some NYSE stocks with Nasdaq stocks in her previously optimal portfolio? The degree of
risk than she might tolerate may change over time as her financial position or other factors change. Perhaps she
wants to understand the effect on the expected gain from her “optimal” portfolio if interests rates turned out to be
somewhat higher than the stock-prediction model originally assumed; is a modified portfolio needed?
The techniques discussed in Section 4.2, such as T OP KS KETCH, focus on incremental maintenance for
deterministic package queries under small perturbations such as tightening or loosening constraints and adding
or removing rows. Since these techniques essentially focus on updating the solution to an ILP, they are also
potentially applicable, perhaps with modifications, for updating the solution to the types of ILP used in the various
methods for SPQ evaluation. However, there are aspects of incremental maintenance that are unique to SPQs. In
particular, even if the query and the set of stochastic database rows (e.g., stocks) stays the same, a user might want
to experiment with the underlying probability distribution of the uncertain data values. In particular, a predictive
stochastic model used to generate scenarios often involves a vector θ of parameters that a user might want to
vary. For example, a predictive stock-price model might assume certain values for interest and unemployment
rates, and the user might want to see how the optimal portfolio changes when these parameters are varied. If
the parameters are not perturbed too much, are there good ways of leveraging prior optimization results?
Quick updates via stochastic search: When the parameter changes are relatively small, it may be advantageous
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to update the current package using a stochastic search algorithm designed for noisy observations, such as adapted
versions of simulated annealing [1, 2] and genetic algorithms [30], or other algorithms such as stochastic ruler [3],
branch-and bound [21], and so on. The motivation is that such algorithms are designed to minimize the number
of scenarios needed and can search though nearby packages rapidly, with no calls to a solver, while also using
stochasticity to avoid getting trapped in a local optimum.
Fast sensitivity analysis: Another potentially effective enabler of interactivity is to compute gradient information at the same time that we compute scenarios in order to allow a user to quickly evaluate
the effect of small
P
changes in θ. Given a package P, a typical objective function has the form Hθ (P) = j∈P Eθ [g(Aj , θ)] for a
given random attribute A. For example, Aj might be the random gain for the jth stock, θ might be the interest
rate used in the predictive model, and g(x, θ) might be a function that computes the net present value (NPV) of
the gain. The subscript θ on the expectation operator E indicates that the the interest rate affects the predicted
NPV of the gain not only explicitly through the function g, but also implicitly by affecting the probability distribution of the random variable Aj . For simplicity, suppose that the random variable Aj has a known probability
density function fθ . Under mild regularity conditions, it is known [14] that ∇θ Eθ [g(Aj , θ)] = Eθ [Yj ], where
Yj = g ′ (Aj , θ) + g(Aj , θ)L′ (0), g ′ = ∂g/∂θ,
P and L(h) = fθ+h (Aj )/fθ (Aj ). The quantity L is a likelihood
ratio for Aj . We then find that ∇θ Hθ (P) = j∈P Eθ [Yj ]. Thus when generating a scenario value of Aj , we can
simultaneously compute the quantity Yj . Averaging the Yj values over all of the scenarios in a large validation set
for each j ∈ P and then summing over j, we compute∇θ Hθ (P) (with negligible error) and we can then estimate
the change in the objective value under small perturbations of θ. That is, if θ′ is such a perturbation, then we
estimate the modified objective value as Hθ′ (P) ≈ Hθ (P) + ∇θ Hθ (P)(θ′ − θ). Importantly, it is shown in [14]
that the quantity L′ (0) can be computed even when Xj is the output of a complex predictive simulation model so
that the density fθ does not have a known closed form. Moreover, the likelihood can often be computed with
little additional coding or computational effort. We postulate that this technique and related gradient-estimation
techniques (see, e.g., [22]) can be applied broadly to enable this interactive functionality, and can also be applied
to VaR and CVaR constraints in order to quickly assess the degree of constraint violation under small perturbations
of θ.
Precomputation techniques: A standard way to facilitate interactivity in an analytics system is to perform
expensive computations offline, precomputing various quantities that can then be exploited to speed up real-time
interaction. For example, VG functions that are expensive to compute during scenario generation can be barriers
to interactive SPQ evaluation. One possibility for ameliorating this problem is to precompute approximations
to the underlying distribution sampled by the VG function—such as the histogram, quantile, or kernel-density
approximation methods mentioned in Section 3.3 in the context of partitioning for the purpose of sketching—and
then sample from the approximate distribution in real time. As before, there is an interesting trade-off between
accuracy, storage requirements, and real-time computation speed. Another potentially powerful application of
the precomputation principle is metamodeling. The idea is to evaluate a carefully chosen test set of SPQ queries
offline using various values of, e.g., chance-constraint parameters (thresholds and risk probabilities) as well as
parameters of the underlying predictive models, and build an approximate metamodel that maps these features to
the optimal value of the objective function. The user can then interactively change these parameters to explore
their effect on the objective function, e.g., to see how varying interest rates might affect the expected gain from an
optimal portfolio. Such a metamodel can be viewed as a “global” analogue to the “local” derivative estimation
idea discussed earlier. Traditional metamodeling methods for stochastic models include regression modeling and
Gaussian-process modeling [5]; more recently, neural network models have become increasingly popular [11, 18].
When modifying constraint values, the idea (as with sensitivity analysis) is to quickly estimate whether the
benefits of computing a modified package are worth the computational effort. If so, then the SPQ query can be
re-computed (possibly incrementally).
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5

Policy Making

Planning

Prescriptive
Analytics

Autonomous decision-making agents tightly connect the frameworks of prescriptive and predictive analytics, leading to further
Value function
Policy function
research challenges. Such agents are often guided by a policy:
approximates/learns
a function that examines the current state of its environment to
select an action that leads to the highest possible future rewards.
Agent
Figure 5 illustrates how reinforcement learning agents can operate
Reward
Action
in real-world scenarios. Consider an auto-trader, which utilizes
State
a stock time-series predictive model to simulate the effects (rePredictive Model
wards) of different purchase decisions. This allows for a planning
Reward
approximates/learns
phase where the agent can experiment with different decisions to
Action
State
approximate the value of being in different possible states and to
learn a policy that allows the agent to take an action that leads
Environment
to high-valued states. In this setup the predictive model is constantly updated from observations of the real world and the agent Figure 5: The interplay between predictive
constantly updates its internal value and policy models to better and prescriptive analytics in policy-making.
determine which stocks to buy or sell on a daily basis.
Predictive
Analytics

5.1

Scaling the Planning Phase

An auto-trader (the agent) has an as- ID (i) stock day (d) E[price] price dist. E[gain] (g) gain dist.
tronomical combination of decisions
1
AAPL
1
150
f1 (1, ...)
8
g1 (1, ...)
1
AAPL
2
158
f
(2,
...)
12
g1 (2, ...)
to consider over the planning time
1
1
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3
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f
(3,
...)
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g1 (3, ...)
1
horizon. If the auto-trader hopes to
2
TSLA
1
758
f
(1,
...)
-4
g2 (1, ...)
2
maximize profits over a three day
2
TSLA
2
754
f2 (2, ...)
-10
g2 (2, ...)
time horizon, it explores for each day
2
TSLA
3
744
f2 (3, ...)
-20
g2 (3, ...)
in that period the predicted price and
···
gain of a certain stock and how many
units it should buy or sell. This ex- Figure 6: Predicted stock prices over a three-day horizon. VG functions
ploration allows the auto-trader to fi (d, ...), and gi (d, ...) describe the uncertainty of the price and of the gain
construct a policy that maximizes ex- of a stock i on day d.
pected profit given the current state
of stock prices today and expected daily gains. If the stock prediction model updates on a daily basis, planning
may need to occur in a relatively short time frame before the stock exchanges open for trading. For even more
aggressive hourly traders, planning may need to occur within minutes. State-of-the-art reinforcement learning
(RL) techniques such as Soft-Actor Critic (SAC) or Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and their variants are
computationally intensive involving many simulations to construct policies. This planning phase is a bottleneck
to enabling interactive policy making.
Reformulating Planning as a Stochastic Package Query: One approach is to replace RL methods, such as
SAC or PPO, with stochastic package query formulations. In the case of the auto-trader, the predictive model is
used to build a relation similar to the one in Figure 6.
The agent can construct a stochastic package query that decides how many stocks to buy or sell (short) given
constraints on the principal budget and subsequent estimated daily profits. The S PAQL query is similar to the one
introduced in Section 2.2 with a buy/sell decision variable associated with each stock for each day in the planning
time horizon and with the following additional constraints:
SUM(price × (day = 2)) ≤ 50,000 − SUM(price × (day ≤ 1)) + SUM(gain × (day ≤ 1)) AND
SUM(price × (day = 3)) ≤ 50,000 − SUM(price × (day ≤ 2)) + SUM(gain × (day ≤ 2))
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This reformulation allows us to reuse many of the discussed techniques for scaling stochastic packages directly.

5.2

Tracking and Explaining Policy Changes

As the predictive model updates, so does the agent’s value and policy models and subsequently the actions taken
by the agent. In many situations, a human may wish to interrogate the autonomous agent to understand its reasons
for choosing a certain action, especially if the action differs from past actions taken in similar states. To enable
this form of why-so questioning, we need to build a provenance system that tracks and connects changes across
the predictive model and the agent’s value and policy models. The ability to answer simple why questions through
provenance will form the basic building blocks of interpretability and explainability in prescriptive analytical
frameworks.

6

Conclusions

Prescriptive analytics plays a key role in a broad variety of domains, but has received relatively little attention from
the database community. As optimization problems become increasingly data-intensive, database researchers are
poised to make key contributions to the creation of scalable, seamless, data-centric tools for supporting decision
making in complex, uncertain, dynamic environments. Our work on one useful class of optimization problems,
package queries, has demonstrated the challenges and opportunities arising from the deep integration of data
management, predictive analytics, and optimization software and algorithms. Many challenges remain, both in
exploring a broad class of optimization problems arising in applications, and in building systems that enable
improved, data-driven decision making.
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Abstract
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an important step in data processing pipelines, for which many tools
have been developed. In this article we take an initial step in evaluating the relationship between users
and EDA tools, as mediated by their interfaces, across different stages of the EDA process. We compare
11 commercial and open-sourced tools, categorizing their interfaces with respect to three stages of EDA:
1) generating initial questions, 2) creating visualizations, and 3) examining visualizations. Finally, we
discuss trade-offs between different interfaces, and identify future work and research opportunities for the
broader EDA technical community.

1

Introduction

Data processing is the procedure to transform collected raw data into useful information. When processing data
in the course of conducting a broader investigation, analysts develop a pipeline or set of activities with linked
outputs and inputs, for their work. A typical data processing pipeline includes acquiring data from different
sources, wrangling and transforming data into a format ready for exploration, exploring data to examine its
quality, discovering insights, building a model for prediction, and finally reporting results [49].
Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is an important step in the data processing pipeline, providing necessary data
profiling and insight discovery prior to in-depth analysis [49]. A number of tools have been proposed from both
academia and industry to better support end users making sense of data [11,13,23,24,26,31,39,41,42,46,47,50,52].
Prior work in this space has summarized the features of such tools based on their task affordances (e.g., univariate
analysis, bivariate analysis, multivariate analysis). Researchers have also adopted a number of lenses for surveying
tools. For example, Staniak et al. reviewed existing libraries by tasks that they can support [40], and Ghosh
et al. reviewed whether existing pillars can handle the high volume of data through empirically studying 43
academic and 7 commercial tools [16]. Existing work focused on the tasks into which tools can fit, however,
risks overlooking or under-emphasizing the human-in-the-loop nature of EDA. The human interface of the tool is
indeed the essential connection point between the system and an analyst’s data processing pipeline, and merits
additional investigation. In this paper, we aim through synthesizing existing pillars of tools, to understand how
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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users make sense of data through different interfaces. As interfaces are closely tied to different EDA stages [9],
we contextualize the impact of interfaces from tools in different EDA stages of the data processing pipeline.
One key challenge we face in this work is in aligning the use of tools with stages of the EDA process.
Research communities have extensively examined the EDA process, which is highly iterative and interactive, but
there is no one dominant framework for the EDA process [9, 54]. Rather, our understanding is constantly evolving
in concert with tools. Early on, Tukey [27] gives one of the earliest definitions of EDA as the following process:
“1) start with some ideas, 2) iterate between asking a question and creating a design, 3) collect data according
to the designed experiment, 4) perform a statistical analysis of data, and 5) produce an answer"; however, as
EDA tasks and the datasets to be explored are becoming more sophisticated, recent research identifies that there
might not exist schemata for the stages of EDA which are both universal and specific. For example, Shneiderman
uses from the visual information seeking mantra: “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand" [38]
instead of characterizing exact and implicit stages, and Heer et al. summarize the visual analysis process as “an
iterative process of view creation, exploration, and refinement" [18].
In an effort to retain specificity in our survey while also acknowledging the reality that there is no one perfect
categorization scheme for EDA, we focus on specific user exploration activities as they relate to the interfaces.
In this work, we opt to adapt common definitions from Tukey and adapt them for the modern EDA context.
More specifically, we remove the “collect data" step as we consider the scenario of conducting EDA on collected
data. Besides, since the recent advancement of surveyed tools are mainly about visualizations, we focus on
visualizations in this work. We change “create a design" to “create visualizations", and combine the last two
steps as “examine visualizations". Note that there are also other ways to gain insights during EDA, such as
executing queries and observing their results. Finally, the EDA stages are: 1) Generate Initial Questions: get
some initial questions to explore. 2) Create Visualizations: create visualizations to answer questions. 3) Examine
Visualizations: examine the created visualizations to produce answers or get some new questions.
We surveyed 11 commercial and open-sourced EDA tools and categorized the provided interfaces of the
tools into three stages as discussed before. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
briefly introduce the selected EDA tools. Then we give examples to illustrate the meaning of each EDA stage,
and describe how the interfaces in each stage can be used to conduct EDA in Section 3. After that, we categorize
interfaces into stages and provide a detailed introduction of each interface in Section 4. Finally, we discuss the
trade-offs between different types of interfaces we observed and identify areas for future work in Section 5.

2

EDA Tools

This section presents the EDA tools we examine in this work. We first describe the methodology for our tool
selection and then introduce each EDA tool.

2.1

Selection Methodology

The 11 tools we examine fall into two categories based on user interfaces of creating visualization: programming
interface tools (Code) and graphical interface tools (No Code). Programming interface tools require a user to
write code for creating visualizations, while graphical interface tools provide visualizations through traditional
WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointer) interaction techniques. All investigated programming interface tools are
open-sourced, and the graphical interface tools are mixed with open-sourced and commercial tools.
For programming interface tools, we categorize them into task-centric, recommendation-centric, plot-centric,
and profiling-centric based on their intended usage (see Section 4.2 for more details). Then we choose one of
the most popular Python-based libraries under each usage category. The popularity is judged by Github stars
because stars approximate the popularity of an open-sourced library [30]. We focus on Python because it is the
most popular programming language in data science, programming language indices [32, 44], and an area of high
innovation in the EDA space.
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For graphical interface tools, we first identify popular commercial options by following a recent strategic
report from Gartner Inc. [15] including four categories (Leaders, Challengers, Visionaries, and Niche Players) of
BI tools. We choose two tools (Microsoft Power BI [11] and Salesforce Tableau [42]) from the Leaders category,
one tool (Google Looker [17]) from the Challengers category, one tool (SAS Viya [35]) from the Visionaries
category and one tool (Amazon Quicksight [6]) from the Niche Players category. For open-sourced graphical
tools, we include two popular ones, Apache Superset [7] and Voyager2 [50]. Our survey set is listed in Table 8.

2.2

Programming Interface Tools

Pandas. Pandas [29] is one of the most popular data analysis and manipulation libraries for tabular data in Python.
When using Pandas, a user needs to manually load the dataset into Pandas and then generate a visualization by
calling the plotting functions provided by Pandas or using a third-party visualization library. This process usually
requires certain knowledge of the programming language and the tool itself.
PandasProfiling. PandasProfiling [2] is a profiling-centric tool that can generate a profiling report on a given
dataset requiring only one line of code. The profiling report contains visualizations like distributions, correlation
matrices, as well as stats and insights based on the dataset.
DataPrep.EDA. DataPrep.EDA [31] is a task-centric EDA library. It provides functions that are named after a
specific EDA task, e.g. ‘plot_correlation’ for doing correlation analysis, for users to complete EDA tasks using
one line of code. It supports auto-insight for the produced visualizations.
Lux. Lux [24] is a rec-centric EDA library that automates the visualization process. When using Lux, a user uses
the ‘intent language’ to express their interest in a dataset column and optionally specify rows in the dataset. Lux
will then generate a visualization for the interested column and rows, recommending related visualizations.

2.3

Graphical Interface Tools

All the tools in this category do not require a user to write code, but some support using code to access advanced
features. The basic workflow for graphical interface tools is the following: 1) import a dataset by uploading files
or connecting to a database, 2) specify a visualization type and columns set as the x and y-axis to generate a
visualization, and 3) view the results.
Microsoft Power BI. Power BI [11] is a business intelligence tool that allows users to create interactive
visualizations of data. Power BI follows a basic office application workflow but can also automatically generate
several visualizations after importing the data (without requiring a user to specify the visualization type and the
column set). Power BI can also generate insights like trends and anomalies on the whole dataset and on a specific
visualization.
Salesforce Tableau. Tableau [42] is a data analytics software and platform. Like Power BI, Tableau also
automates visualization creation by specifying the type of visualization and the required data transformation after
a user chooses the column set for the x and y-axis. Tableau can also generate visualizations based on natural
language queries.
Google Looker. Google Looker [17] is a cloud BI service based on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP). It
directly connects to data warehouses and creates visualizations from the query result on the data source. After
a visualization is created, Looker can add forecasts into the visualization using machine learning. Looker also
supports generating visualizations from natural language queries.
Amazon QuickSight. Like Google Looker, Amazon QuickSight [6] is a cloud BI service based on AWS. QuickSight can suggest insights based on the data automatically. QuickSight also supports generating visualizations
using natural language by ‘Amazon QuickSight Q’.
SAS Viya. SAS Viya [35] is an AI, analytic and data management platform. Viya follows a standard office tool
workflow to generate visualization and can provide auto-insights through the automated analysis feature.
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Figure 1: Examples of Generating Initial Questions Using Tableau and PowerBI
Apache Superset. Apache Superset [7] is an open-sourced business intelligence web application. Superset
follows the basic workflow to produce visualizations but supports a wide variety of visualizations, including not
only common ones like bar charts but also geography, flow diagrams, and more.
Voyager 2. Voyager 2 [50] is an open-sourced visualization tool for data exploration. Voyager 2 supports
both manual and automated chart specifications for generating visualizations. That is, after importing a dataset,
Voyager 2 will automatically generate several visualizations. After that, the user can specify columns or wildcards
(e.g. all categorical columns) to guide Voyager 2 to generate more related visualizations.

3

Examples of Conducting EDA

To let the reader have a better overview of how different types of interfaces can be used throughout an EDA
process before we dive into the details, we demonstrate an EDA process using the task of predicting the SalePrice
of a home on the publicly available House Prices dataset [10]. The House Prices dataset contains the sale price of
residential homes in Ames, Iowa, with 79 explanatory variables. Amongst the 79 explanatory variables, there are
51 categorical variables and 28 numerical. Some of them are of high quality, and some contain many missing
values. Additionally, only part of the variables is correlated with the SalePrice.
Generate Initial Questions. An EDA process usually starts with skimming through each column to get an
overview of the dataset and to come up with some initial questions. This includes checking dataset-wise statistics,
inspecting missing values and examining univariate and multivariate distributions. We use Tableau Prep Builder as
an example to show how this can be done. As in Figure 1 (a), the profiling report displays the distribution for each
column of the dataset as well as a sample of data at the bottom. The distribution of the column ‘BsmtFinType1’,
which is the ‘Rating of basement finished area’, shows some variance in the distribution while containing a few
missing values (NA). This leads us to come up with the initial question: ‘Do homes with different BsmtFinType1
affect the SalePrice?’
On the other hand, EDA tools with auto-insights can suggest potentially useful information related to the
target column(s). By selecting the ‘SalePrice’ column as the target column, Power BI (Figure 1 (b)) automatically
computed some insights like ‘Average of SalePrice for BsmtFinType1 GLQ is unusually high.‘, guiding us to
explore the relationship between the ‘SalePrice’ column and the ‘BsmtFinType1’ column.
Create Visualizations. After getting some initial questions in mind, the next step is to create visualizations to
answer the question. We create visualizations to examine the relationship between the ‘BsmtFinType1’ column
and the ‘SalePrice’ column using Code and No Code interface.
With the No Code interface, like in most commercial tools, a user can drag and drop column names into the
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visualization area to express the intention of creating a visualization on the specified column. For example, Figure
2 (a) demonstrates how to use the drag and drop feature to create a visualization between ‘BsmtFinType1’ and
‘SalePrice’ using Tableau.
(b) Task-centric Interface in Dataprep.EDA

(a) Drag & Drop feature in Tableau

Figure 2: Examples of Creating Visualizations Using Tableau and Dataprep.EDA
On the other hand, a Code interface requires a user to write several lines of code to accomplish the same
goal. While this may seem more effortful, for an experienced user or effectively designed API the time required
ought to be similar to that of an interactive one. Figure 2 (b) demonstrates how to use the task-centric interface in
DataPrep.EDA to create a visualization that helps complete the ‘understanding two variables’ task.
Examine Visualizations. The Examining Visualizations stage then follows. The first step is directly inspecting
the visualization to make sense of its visual scheme, identifying marks and visual features. From Figure 2 (a) we
can see that homes with ‘GLQ’, which stands for ‘Good Living Quarters’ have a tendency to have a higher price,
which agrees with what we get from the auto-insights in Figure 1 (b). Moreover, we can also observe that there
are a few extremely high sale price homes, which might be outliers. In this case, we can iterate with the question
‘are these high sale price GLQ homes outliers,’ and go back to the ‘Create Visualizations’ step. Such iteration is
common in EDA practice.
Other EDA tools also allow users to do different interactions on the visualization. For example, Tableau
(Figure 3 (a)) allows us to pick the outliers directly in the visualization and exclude it from the dataset if we
do think the extraordinarily high sale price in the ‘GLQ’ category is an outlier. Power BI can suggest other
subgroups that make the distribution different. For example, in Figure 3 (b) Power BI indicates that homes
with the ‘Foundation’ equal to ‘BrkTil’ (Brick Tile) have very few ‘GLQ’. The different ways to examine the
visualization provided by the EDA tools help the user to come up with more questions, thus forming a ‘Generate
Question - Create Visualizations - Examine Visualizations’ cycle.

4

Interfaces of EDA Tools

Human interfaces, whether in the form of a programming API or interactive GUI, are an essential component
of modern EDA tools. In this section, we outline the commonalities and differences among the surveyed tools
and connect them to broader trends in EDA research. We do this with respect to the EDA stages described in
the Introduction and outlined in Table 8. We found from existing work and literature a common general pattern
that users will go through interactively: generating initial questions, creating visualizations, and examining
visualizations for answering initial questions or proposing new questions. We will discuss these stages separately
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(a) Manual Interaction (Removing Outliers) in Tableau

(b) Automatic Discovery in PowerBI

Figure 3: Examples of Examining Visualizations Using Tableau and PowerBI
Table 8: Interface Design of Commercial and Open-sourced EDA Tools

Data Profiling
Generate Initial Questions
Auto-insight

No Code
Create Visualizations
Code

Manual Interaction
Examine Visualizations

Automatic Discovery

Dataset Statistics
Univariate Distributions
Multivariate Distributions
Missing Value Overview
Distribution
Anomalies
Trend
Template
Drag & Drop
Natural Language
Plot-centric
Task-centric
Profiling-centric
Rec-centric
Select
Explore
Reconfigure
Encode
Abstract/Elaborate
Filter
Connect
Auto-explanation
Auto-insight
Recommendation

Tableau
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Power BI
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Viya
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Looker

Quicksight

Superset

Voyage2

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

Pandas
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

PandasPorfiling
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

DataPrep.EDA
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Lux
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

in the following subsections.

4.1

Generate Initial Questions

The first stage we will discuss concerns the generation of initial insights and hypotheses during EDA. As EDA’s
primary aim is to expose data through open-ended exploration [45], the first step of EDA is often to generate
initial questions as starting points. We observed two approaches in our set of tools to generate the initial questions:
data profiling and auto-insight.
Data Profiling. Traditionally, the starting point of exploratory data analysis is “overview first" [38], which can be
achieved by creating a data profiling report using tools like Pandas-Profiling [2] and DataPrep.EDA [31]. There
are several aspects of overview information in data profiling which we observe among our surveyed tools. The
first aspect is providing summary statistics depicting the basic information of the dataset, such as the number of
rows, the number of columns, the number of columns that contain missing values, and so on. The second aspect
is providing distributional information like univariate distributions which depict the distribution of each column
and multi-variate distributions which show the union distribution of multiple columns. And the final aspect is
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providing an overview for the distribution of missing values, such as the missing value percentage of each column
and the missing value location distribution of each column.
Data profiling often involves many potential avenues of exploration (and therefore tool affordances). Some of
them may be useful and some of them may be redundant information. Thus, data profiling requires a degree of
expertise if the interface does not provide obvious suggestions and hooks for the next steps. As many non-experts
also need tools for profiling, there is great potential for future tools in automatically filtering useful information
and providing inspiration. Auto-insight may be suitable for inspiring these non-experts for asking some questions
with possible insights.
Auto Insight. While the profiling report provides a way for users to observe data and come up with some questions,
commercial tools like PowerBI and open-source libraries like Dataprep.EDA provides another approach to start
the exploration, automatically generating insights [14], which may be more convenient for non-technical or
time-sensitive users. The insights are detected by some predefined rules. If a visualization satisfies a rule, then
an insight is reported. We identify three types of insights among our set of tools. The first type is detecting
interesting distributions like highly skewed distributions or low-variance numerical columns. Also, detecting
anomalies like outliers out of 3σ range is also an important type. The last type is detecting interesting trends in
time series like periodic patterns or significant changes.

4.2

Create Visualizations

After users have some questions in mind, the most common next stage in an EDA process is to investigate these
questions more deeply. To accomplish this goal, the tools we examined offer means to create visualizations to
probe the data about user questions and hypotheses. The means of creating visualizations can be divided into two
types based on whether users need to write code: No Code and Code.
No Code. The No Code approaches provide a convenient way for non-technical users that are not familiar
with programming languages to create visualizations. The first way is providing templates for users to fill out.
According to the user-provided information like selected columns and visualization types in templates, the
visualizations are automatically created. The second way is providing users with an interface to select the visible
objects of interest [48] like the columns and visualization types by dragging that used to create the visualization.
If users want to change the selected visible objects, just drop them and switch to new ones. These visible objects
can significantly save users’ time by avoiding writing complex declarative languages or code. The third way is
providing users natural language interface [36] including natural language text and speech [43], which allows
users directly input a question using natural language and then recommend the most related visualizations to
answer this question. The learning curve for these tools is thus much reduced, assuming recommendations are of
high accuracy and users can adequately describe their interests [37].
Code. While No Code approaches may be more convenient for non-technical users, their interfaces may be less
flexible for advanced users. For this reason, EDA tools also often offer Code interfaces which provide analysts
with more complex and adjustable tools (albeit with higher complexity and training requirements). Based on
the granularity of the API, the Code interface has four common types that we have observed: Plotting-Centric,
Recommendation-Centric, Profiling-Centric and Task-Centric. Plot-Centric interfaces provide APIs which are
used to create a specific type of visualization. For example, the plot.hist in Pandas is used to create histograms,
and the plot.bar is used to create bar charts. Recommendation-Centric interfaces provide APIs which can
give users recommendations according to the input datasets. However, the recommendation strategies are often
in one manner. For example, Lux [24] automatically recommends bivariate correlation, univariate distribution
and occurrence. Profiling-Centric interfaces provide APIs which can produce multiple visualizations with one
manner for all datasets. Task-Centric interfaces provide declarative APIs which are create all the visualizations
required by a specific EDA task. For example, DataPrep.EDA [31] provides APIs for statistical modeling tasks.
If users want to create visualizations about missing values, just call plot_missing in Dataprep.EDA. Compared
to plotting-centric interfaces which are under a grain granularity and profiling-centric interfaces which are under
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Figure 4: An example of the asking question feature (the Q&A in Power BI)
a coarse granularity, task-centric interfaces leverage a trade-off of visualization granularity. Also, task-centric
interfaces are easy to customize, e.g. adjusting bin sizes when plotting bar charts for a specific EDA task.

4.3

Examine Visualizations

After visualizations are created, the last step is to examine the visualizations. The goal is to answer initial
questions and find something interesting for proposing new questions. To examine the visualizations, one can
manually interact with the created visualizations to develop an understanding. The system itself can also examine
visualizations by automatically discovering possible insights and explanations, and providing recommendations.
Hence, we classify the interface of examining visualizations into two categories: manual interaction and automatic
discovery.
Examination with Manual Interaction. There exist many works that summarize the interactions for examining
visualizations from different perspectives. We leverage the classification in a survey [55]. As shown in Table 8
(more specifically, Examine Visualizations — Manual Interaction), it classifies the interactions into seven types.
Users often choose the select interaction to highlight their most interesting items in created visualizations. The
way of highlighting can be a color change, or an increase of the shape size. In the other way, users can employ the
explore interaction to explore a different collection of items. One example is panning the map. The reconfigure
interaction allows users to change the “spatial arrangement of representations" [55] in a visualization, e.g. when
users want to sort bar charts according to the heights of bars, the sorting operation rearranges the bars. The
encode interaction can change the representation of the visualizations, such as changing the bar chart to pie chart,
and changing the color and shape of each item. The Abstract/Elaborate interaction allows the user to see more
or fewer details, such as zooming-in for more details and zooming-out for less details (more overviews). The
filter interaction can change the data used for visualization by only keeping items satisfying some conditions.
For example, if the users are interested in the subset of data with condition age < 20, they can add a filter age
< 20 to visualize this subset. The connect interaction is used to highlight corresponding parts among multiple
visualizations for selected items. When different visualizations are created for the same dataset, the user can
select one item from one visualization, and the connect interaction can highlight the corresponding parts related
to the selected item in other visualizations.
Examination with Automatic Discovery. Apart from manual interaction to examine the visualizations, the
system can automatically discover interesting insights and possible explanations to some questions, which helps
users to examine whether the created visualizations can answer their initial questions. Three ways of automatic
discovery are summarized from our set of tools. The first way is also called auto-insight. Compared to the
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auto-insight mentioned in Section 4.1 which detects the insights over the full data, the auto-insight here just
focuses on the data leveraged by created visualizations, i.e. subsets of data. These insights may help users to
answer initial questions and propose new questions. The second way is called auto-explanation, which can
automatically generate possible explanations for interesting aspects in created visualizations. These explanations
may answer initial questions and inspire further questions. The third way is called recommendation. Apart from
the created visualizations, some systems can also recommend related visualizations by changing elements in
current visualizations, which may be helpful to find the answer for initial questions or generate further questions.
For example, Lux [24] can automatically recommend related visualizations by making some changes to existing
visualizations (e.g., add an additional attribute, add a filter or remove an attribute), which provides users answers
and inspirations with external information.

5

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the current status of interfaces for commercial and open-source EDA tools on different
stages, and identify possible research opportunities.

5.1

Generate Initial Questions

Profiling for dependency relationships. We observed most tools only provide profiling for basic statistics of a
single column and at most two columns. However, it lacks the support of more complex profiling such as inclusion
dependency and functional dependency, which are widely studied in the database community. This limits the
insights that users can observe from the profiling result. The challenge here is how to support more complex
profiling and make the process efficient. For example, some approximate approaches can be used. For more types
of profiling and more discussions on this topic, we refer interested readers to a data profiling survey [4].
From descriptive insights to prescriptive insights. We observed the insights provided by most tools are
descriptive (e.g., a group-by query has a very large group), while the research community has many studies on
prescriptive insights [8, 25, 51] (e.g., explaining why the group size is too large). We have seen the trend of
supporting these prescriptive insights in EDA tools. For example, Tableau’s “Explain Data” feature gives possible
explanations for unexpected aggregate values, such as "why is the average housing price too high?".
Seamlessly integrate profiling and auto-insight. Profiling and auto-insight have their own advantages and
limitations. For profiling, it creates many visualizations that cover the basic data characteristics of all columns.
However, users may need to check a lot of visualizations until they find something interesting. For auto-insight, it
directly reports the visualizations that users may be interested in, thus they can spend less time finding something
interesting. However, it may not align with users’ real interests or cover all the columns (e.g., users are interested
in column A, but none of the returned insights contains column A).
Given the pros and cons of profiling and auto-insight interfaces, one natural question is whether we can
combine them to better serve users. For example, if the profiling report contains too many visualizations, then the
auto-insight feature can help highlight possible interesting visualizations and prioritize them to users. Furthermore,
one can also add an auto-insight section in the report, helping users automatically discover questions that are not
covered by observing the report. For this approach, the auto-insight and report should be treated as a whole and
the search space of insight should be reconsidered, e.g., by excluding the insight that can be found using other
visualizations in the report.

5.2

Create Visualizations

Combining Code and No Code interfaces. The No Code interface is easy to use and has fewer requirements
(no programming skill is needed). However, it lacks transparency and users have limited control of the creation
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process. On the other hand, the Code interface provides a more flexible way to create visualizations, but it is not
accessible to non-programmers.
To make the Code interface easier to use, we observed that there is a trend of adding GUI and interaction in
the coding environment like Jupyter Notebook [5, 22]. For example, DataPrep.EDA [31] and Lux [24] generate
interactive visualizations, and Bamboolib [1], PandasGUI [3] and Mage [21] provide GUIs for data exploration.
By integrating Code with Notebook GUI, the Code interface is not only flexible but also easy to use. To increase
the transparency of the No Code interface, one idea is to automatically generate the code for each visualization
such that users can copy and paste the code to a programming environment and reproduce the visualization. In
this way, users have more flexibility to customize visualizations using a programming language.
Natural language as a unified interface. The No Code interface such as drag & drop is convenient to create
visualizations, especially for non-technical users. The advanced feature such as supporting natural language
interfaces takes one step further. It allows users who are not even familiar with BI tools to create visualizations.
The current support of natural language interfaces is still limited. As shown in Figure 4, the supported questions
are relatively simple and follow certain patterns. If a question is not supported, it may recommend the closest
question to the user’s input. For example, the gray keywords are not understood by the system, thus it suggests a
close question and shows its result.
Although natural language support is at an early stage, it has the potential to become a unified interface for
EDA. For example, users may first ask “what’s interesting about data" to discover insights and get some initial
questions. Then the system returns an insight that the average salary in Beijing is much lower than in other cities.
After that, the user asks “why the average salary is low?" through the natural language interface. Finally the
system receives the question and gives an explanation. There are many challenges that exist to build such a system.
For example, handling the ambiguity of natural language queries, mapping the query to visual representation and
managing the dialogue system [37]. We refer interested readers to a recent survey for more discussion [37].

5.3

Examine Visualizations

Augmented Analytics. One big trend of data analysis is the engagement of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques.
Gartner uses the term “augmented analytics" to represent the approach “that automates insights using machine
learning and natural-language generation", and shows that it “marks the next wave of disruption in the data and
analytics market" [34]. As discussed in Section 4, the AI techniques can help at each stage, such as automatically
recommending insights to start exploration, providing a natural language interface for creating visualizations,
and automatically discovering interesting insights and giving possible explanations to understand visualizations.
Although AI techniques are powerful, there still exist some challenges when applying them in EDA scenarios.
For example, EDA is a time-sensitive process, thus the efficiency of applying AI techniques could be a concern,
especially for a large dataset. Then the question is how to make AI techniques efficient for this situation. There
exist some opportunities when we consider the property of EDA scenarios. For example, EDA is a human-inthe-loop process, and AI techniques should be applied to better serve humans. Hence, some decisions can be
proposed to humans (e.g., selecting the analyzed variables), rather than computing all possibilities. This can help
reduce computing time and improve user experience. Besides, when users make a decision, the thinking time can
also be leveraged for computation [12].
Apart from the efficiency issues, there are some other practical issues of AI models [20, 33]. For example, the
model is trained on training data, but the data itself may be biased. In this case, the model may guide users in a
wrong way, and finally lead to a wrong conclusion. For example, Amazon previously used the recruitment system
to decide whether to recruit a candidate or not, which proves to have considered some sensitive factors [53].
For more discussion about how AI can help automate the EDA system, we refer interested readers to a recent
survey [28].
Leverage context information. While the discussed systems can automatically discover insights and explanations,
the context information is not well leveraged. In the following, we discuss how two types of context, data context
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and session context, may help improve the automatic discovery process.
Data Context. The data itself has semantic meanings and is helpful for multiple tasks, such as data integration,
data discovery, and automatic data preparation [19]. However, we found this is not well used in the studied tools.
For example, one type of auto-insight is to aggregate numerical columns in each group and see whether one group
has a much larger size than the others. In practice, some aggregations may be meaningless, such as computing the
sum of age. If data context is considered, this kind of insight will not be shown to confuse users.
Session Context. As EDA is an iterative process, some discoveries from users might be reused, which can
reduce redundant steps in EDA. For example, if an insight is already reported in the last few steps, then it can
be regarded as a known fact to users and its weight for ranking can be reduced. Besides, the computation from
previous steps may be reused, such that the efficiency can be improved [12].
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Abstract
Data scientists use a wide variety of systems with a wide variety of user interfaces such as spreadsheets
and notebooks for their data exploration, discovery, preprocessing, and analysis tasks. While this wide
selection of tools offers data scientists the freedom to pick the right tool for each task, each of these
tools has limitations (e.g., the lack of reproducibility of notebooks), data needs to be translated between
tool-specific formats, and common functionality such as versioning, provenance, and dealing with data
errors often has to be implemented for each system. We argue that rather than alternating between
task-specific tools, a superior approach is to build multiple user-interfaces on top of a single incremental
workflow / dataflow platform with built-in support for versioning, provenance, error & tracking, and data
cleaning. We discuss Vizier, a notebook system that implements this approach, introduce the challenges
that arose in building such a system, and highlight how our work on Vizier lead to novel research in
uncertain data management and incremental execution of workflows.

1

Introduction

Interactions with data, whether by experts or less technical users, are frequently iterative. As the user explores
and transforms her data, she regularly backtracks to correct mistakes, extend her work, or to update source
data as it evolves. Throughout this process, users employ a variety of tools, each providing a unique data
interaction modality. For example, it is common for a data-centric workflow to involve some combination of
a web browser (data discovery), a spreadsheet (quick statistics, minor data corrections, data entry), a database
(batch manipulation and aggregation over large tabular data), a computational notebook (data visualization and
model-building), a scripting IDE (modular component development), command-line tools (quick curation or
summary tasks on simple data), and/or a business intelligence dashboard (data visualization).
Each tool provides a unique interaction modality designed for specific tasks and skill levels, but less effective
at others. Thus, users working with data frequently string together workflows out of multiple tools, taking the
most convenient for each task at hand. Such manual orchestration incentivizes bad habits that create challenges
for reproducibility. It is also labor-intensive and error-prone because users have to translate data between the
different formats expected by the tools they use, and must manually track provenance and manage documentation.
Manual orchestration of data-centric workflows creates collections of workflow artifacts (e.g., datasets, code,
and images) based on which it can be hard to (i) debug how a particular unexpected result was reached, or (ii)
Copyright 2022 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
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reapply the workflow when source data changes or if an error has been discovered in the workflow and was fixed
by modifying the workflow. Automating such features for workflows that span multiple modalities and systems is
a challenging problem that typically entails building an overarching system for the orchestration of workflows
and requires changes to the individual systems used in a workflow.
In this article, we outline the design of Vizier1 , an extensible, multi-modal platform for data-centric workflows.
At the core of Vizier is a computational notebook, analogous to Jupyter or Zeppelin, that serves to orchestrate
workflows. Vizier distinguishes itself from these tools in two ways. First, Vizier’s modular architecture allows
different interaction modalities to be built as views over the workflow encoded in the notebook. This includes
simple views over individual cells or data artifacts that expose data interaction modalities like spreadsheets, as
well as more complex modalities for data debugging, data documentation, and more. Second, Vizier’s feature-rich
workflow engine supports automatic refresh of stale outputs, fine-grained provenance features like propagation of
information about uncertainty in data and data documentation through workflow steps, and supports workflows
encoding notebooks where the dataflow between cells is only learned at runtime.
Vizier provides a simple workflow abstraction over which its extensible views are built: a workflow is a linear
sequence of steps (called cells by analog to computational notebooks) and each step manipulates named, typed
artifacts. Crucially, in Vizier, cells are isolated from each other and communicate only through a shared API.
All inter-cell interaction takes place through cells reading and writing artifacts. This is in contrast to notebooks
like Jupyter, where inter-cell interactions occur through the global state of an interpreter for a scripting language
like Python. Vizier provides a streamlined mechanism for ensuring that workflow state (the versions of artifacts
produced by the workflow) is re-computed when necessary. Each cell sees exactly those artifact versions that
would be produced by executing all preceding cells in the order they appear in the notebook. The Vizier workflow
engine also has built-in support for versioning workflows and artifacts. Every edit to a cell results in a new
workflow version being created and associated with the corresponding versions of the artifacts it reads and creates.
Both cells and artifacts are (conceptually) immutable and, as in functional data structures, an artifact or cell
version can be shared by multiple versions of a workflow.
In what follows, we describe the Vizier workflow engine, as well as several views built on-top of this engine,
including Vizier’s notebook interface, a spreadsheet mode for interacting with datasets, a history viewer, and a
summary view for data errors. We start with a motivating story of a user interacting with data.

1.1

User Story

Alice is organizing several hundred student volunteers for a multi-day online event. She asks volunteers to
complete an online form with details including name, institutional email address, and time zone. At some point,
many, although not all volunteers have completed the form and she is able to access the results as a downloadable
CSV file. The event organizer has asked for a plot summarizing volunteer availability at different times of day,
based on each participant’s time zone. The availability window for students in adjacent time zones overlaps,
making this a challenging problem for spreadsheets, but trivially solvable in SQL (given a table of time zone
to availability mappings). Alice downloads the CSV file, ingests it into a relational database, runs the query,
exports the result, and imports it into a spreadsheet to create a plot. It is convenient for Alice to use a mix of tools,
because each tool is specialized for a particular subtask. However, she now has to manually manage multiple
versions of her dataset across the tools.
Takeaway: Data science benefits from chaining together multiple data interaction modalities, including
but not limited to Exploration/Discovery, Direct Manipulation, and Querying/Scripting.



She then discovers that some volunteers have submitted multiple responses via the form. Automated curation
libraries or stand-alone curation tools [22, 24] are usually sufficient to find and repair duplicate keys. However,
1
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the tool Alice selects is not able to handle several responses where both the original and revised form submissions
contain distinct typos, a fact she does not realize until later.
Takeaway: Many data curation tasks like key repair can be automated, but uncertainty arising from
heuristics needs to be tracked and communicated to users [25, 37].



With each error corrected, Alice must return to the workflow and repeat all of the steps she previously
performed so that she can generate a new plot that reflects these changes.
Takeaway: Data workflows are developed iteratively; revisions to a prior step may require re-execution of
subsequent steps to ensure that the results produced by these steps is up-to-date.



Alice’s next task is to generate a credits page for the event’s website, but she realizes that she has not asked
the students to provide a home institution. Fortunately, using a Python script she can heuristically fetch institution
names based on the domain name of the students’ email address, by scraping the institution’s website and
retrieving the organization name from the web page metadata. Unfortunately, the script fails on a small number
of unusual email addresses — for example some institutions have a separate root domain name for student emails.
Writing a script that fixes each outlier individually would be more effort than it is worth, so Alice opens the script
output in a spreadsheet and manually enters institutions for the missing students.

Takeaway: The 80/20 rule applies to data science: uncommon error are often easier to fix manually.





She then feeds the resulting spreadsheet into a new script that generates a credits page. As the credits page is
posted, a new batch of form entries roll in and several students issue corrections. Now, not only does Alice have
to manually re-evaluate her workflow, she also needs to manually merge her edits (made in the spreadsheet) with
the updated outputs — a tedious and error-prone process.
Takeaway: Data science is continuous; workflows, whether containing manual steps or not, will inevitably
need to be re-applied in new settings, e.g., when some of the input data is updated.

1.2



Desired Interaction Modalities

Users interacting with data employ a mix of tools at each stage of a data-centric workflow’s life cycle: (i)
Discovery, where users identify relevant datasets; (ii) Exploration, where users become familiar with the data’s
structure and semantics, and identify potential problems; (iii) Curation, where users address data problems,
integrate data, and transform data into a desired form; (iv) Analysis, where users answer questions and/or build
models; and (v) Deployment, where users refactor the workflow into a form suitable for automation and/or
production use. We emphasize that progress through these stages is not monotone: users frequently identify
errors or shortcomings, and go through a (vi) Debugging process that usually results in a return to an earlier stage
of development.
Artifact Manipulation. The first four stages primarily concern themselves with data artifacts like datasets,
machine learning models, and data visualizations. Depending on the specific task, users might interact with these
artifacts through: (i) Scripts in languages like Python, R, Scala, or SQL which are general-purpose tools that
excel at bulk transformations that follow specific patterns; (ii) Direct Manipulation Interfaces like spreadsheets
that enable the user to directly inspect and manipulate the data, making them well suited for small datasets,
quick one-off repairs, and data entry tasks; or (iii) Automated Tools or libraries like command-line utilities, data
curation and cleaning algorithms, and data visualizers that each perform one specific task (e.g., the creation or
transformation of an artifact) sufficiently well to cover most usage. All of these modalities act on one or more
source artifacts, and produce one or more output artifacts as a result.
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Workflow Inspection. All stages, but specifically the Debugging and Deployment stages, require a holistic view
of the workflow: (i) Workflow Management provides users with a way to trace back through their exploration
process whether through a full workflow management system like Vistrails [4], a notebook system like Jupyter,
or a provenance capture system like CamFlow [33] or ReproZip [11]; (ii) Versioning through revision control
systems like GIT, or through ‘Track Changes’ features allows users to trace back through time to earlier revisions
of the data and workflows; (iii) Automatic Data Documentation tools like profilers, inference of semantic types,
and uncertainty trackers help users to understand and develop specific artifacts in the context of the broader
workflow [10, 15, 16, 26, 37]. (iv) Debuggers and IDEs like PyCharm, or separate tools like PigPen [31] give users
a view of internal system state, helping them to trace forward through their code, and streamline the process of
refactoring. A common theme to all of these modalities is that they provide a way for users to trace (whether
forward or backward) through the execution of their workflow and its state.

1.3

Requirements

We now outline how the modalities exemplified in the prior section translate into concrete requirements for Vizier.
To make our modularity goals concrete, we focus on extensibility in terms of support for new modalities for
Artifact Manipulation, as well as Workflow Inspection.
Workflow Inspection. The first requirement is forced by the objective itself. At a minimum we need a way to
record the steps the user took to achieve her goal.
Requirement W1: Vizier must be able to capture the steps (workflow) the user follows to produce an output artifact.

State, i.e., artifacts created / used by a workflow, plays an important part as well, and we need to track the
evolution of state as it flows through the workflow (step versioning) and over the evolution of the workflow itself
(workflow versioning).
Requirement W2: Vizier must support versioned workflows and both step and workflow versioning of artifacts.

For each version of a workflow, there exist corresponding versions of artifacts produced by Vizier’s workflow
semantics (that we will introduce in Section 1.4). Vizier needs to ensure that artifacts are automatically refreshed
to reflect the latest version of the workflow to avoid bugs and non-reproducible workflows [34].
Requirement W3: Vizier needs to identify (and update) artifacts invalidated by a revision to the workflow.

Artifact Manipulation. To provide a viable alternative to using a mix of tools in a data-oriented workflow that
each implement one particular modality, Vizier has to be a platform that can host a multitude of modalities.
Requirement A1: Vizier must support multiple modalities for interacting with data artifacts

The remaining requirements arise from the diviersity of modalities. Crucially, we wish to decouple modalities
from the semantics of the artifacts they create or manipulate.
Requirement A2: Vizier needs standard data formats and APIs for exchanging artifacts between modalities.

We want to allow users and automated workflow steps to attach annotations to artifacts or their component
parts as a way to document uncertainty or ambiguity arising from the data or its preparation. However, general
purpose annotation management systems like Mondrian [18] or DBNotes [12] do not take any annotation-specific
semantics into account. For example, we should not propagate an annotation marking a value A as uncertainty
that is used in a computation A ∨ B if B is guaranteed to be true.
Requirement A3: Vizier should support the efficient propagation of annotations on the component parts of an artifact
through annotation-specific semantics including semantics for uncertainty management.

Some modalities such as spreadsheets allow (manual) updates to data artifacts. If the original data changes,
then it should be possible to automatically re-apply these edits to the modified data.
Requirement A4: Manual updates to an artifact must be re-applicable when the artifact is updated upstream.
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1.4

Solution Overview

An overview of Vizier’s architecture is shown in Figure 1.
Workﬂow API
Addressing requirement W1,
Core System
Modular
the central abstraction in Vizier
Scheduler
is a workflow: a linear sequence
Artifact
Artifact Manipulation UI
Store
Command
of steps. Unlike classical workImplementation
flow systems, Vizier does not
Workﬂow Interaction UI
require users to explicitly deData Processing Backends
Workﬂow Mirror
clare information flow between
User-Facing Frontend
Workﬂow Manager
steps. Rather Vizier borrows
Figure
1:
Vizier’s
architecture,
comprised
of
a
user-facing
frontend component
the model employed in popular
and
a
backend
component.
computational notebooks like
Jupyter, where inter-cell communication occurs through a global state (artifacts) passed sequentially through steps.
Following notebook conventions, we refer to these steps as cells, and the global state as a scope, a map from
artifact name to the version of the artifact valid at this point in the workflow. Vizier stores artifacts in common
formats through a versioned Artifact Store (Section 2), addressing requirement A2. In Section 3, we formalize
Vizier’s workflow model, and show how we satisfy requirement W3 by instrumenting how each cell interacts
with the scope, allowing us to determine what artifact versions are valid.
Vizier’s workflow semantics, paired with the versioned artifact store and workflow versioning (Section 3.2)
addresses requirement W2. In contrast, classical notebooks like Jupyter or Zeppelin rely on the global state of an
interpreter for inter-cell communication. Reverting this state to an earlier revision is challenging [39], limiting
their ability to satisfy requirement W3. Vizier instead relies on its versioning system, allowing its Scheduler
to automatically detect and re-evaluate stale cells (Section 3.3). To address requirement A3, we designed a
light-weight uncertain data model that is implemented in Vizier in the form of caveats, annotations on data that
indicate uncertain values and rows (Section 6).
Addressing requirement A1 requires modularity in both Vizier’s front- and back-end components. First, the
user’s interactions with a workflow and artifacts, whether through a scripting language, graphical interaction, or
any other modality, need to be captured for replay (simultaneously addressing requirement A4). In Vizier this is
achieved by requiring that every update to an artifact made through a particular modality has to be reflected as an
operation in the workflow, i.e., a data update is translated into a workflow update. Vizier manages a collection
of Command Implementations that implement the logic behind these artifact transformations (Section 4). To
streamline the implementation of commands, Vizier’s data formats and transformations are built over standard
Data Processing Backends like Apache Spark.
The frontend is implemented over a Workflow Mirror that uses websockets to reflect a live view of the
workflow the user is editing. Vizier automatically derives a default Artifact Manipulation User Interface for
its notebook interface from each command’s parameter schemas. This interface suffices for many templated
commands, but the frontend can be further extended to provide a more customized experience, for example for
Spreadsheet-style direct manipulation of data (Section 5). As illustrated in Figure 2, the frontend displays three
Workflow Interaction User Interfaces by default: (i) A direct display of the workflow as a notebook, (ii) a
table of contents summary of the notebook, including highlighting from documentation, and (iii) a list of artifacts
derived by the notebook. Several of these components, including the notebook and the artifact list provide access
to direct manipulation interfaces. Additional views currently implemented in Vizier include: (iv) A caveat view
(Section 6) that shows and tracks potential errors in the workflow and data, (v) a history view that shows the
evolution of the workflow over time, and (vi) a data provenance subway diagram view.
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Figure 2: The Vizier User Interface

2

Versioned Data Artifact Store

Steps in Vizier workflows create, read, and update “data artifacts” or artifacts for short. To maximize interoperability between cells, Vizier establishes standards for how these artifacts are serialized, which we now discuss.
Versions of artifacts are immutable. An update to an artifact creates a new object representing the updated artifact.
Immutability greatly simplifies handling of state in Vizier and enables us to share artifact versions across multiple
revisions of a workflow.
Dataset Artifacts. Tabular data is represented by Vizier as a Spark dataframe [3], a logical encoding of how a
dataset is derived from source data. The choice to store datasets through a logical representation (specifying the
computation instead of its result) is driven largely by the need for managing annotations (requirement A3 which
is implemented by rewriting the computation to handle annotations), but also results in lower space consumption.
Parameter Artifacts. A parameter artifact can be any primitive value of any data type supported by Apache
Spark; We note that this includes simple nested collections like Arrays and Maps. This type of artifact provides a
way to parameterize scripts and other system components, particularly for non-technical users. and parameter
artifacts are used to pass simple data (e.g., simple constants in Python) between cells.
In addition to these two artifact types, Vizier also supports plots (stored in the vegalite [36] format), blobs
and uninterpreted files, and language-specific constructs, e.g., Python function definitions. For lack of space, we
do not further discuss these other artifact types.

3

Workflow Provenance Model and Runtime

In this section, we outline Vizier’s workflow and versioning model, how we determine which cells of a workflow
need to be re-executed if a cell is changed, and introduce the parallel scheduler of the system.

3.1

Workflow Model

A workflow in Vizier is a sequence of workflow steps (cells) that can read and write artifacts. Artifacts are
versioned at the granularity of cells. A cell writing an artifact a causes a new version of a to be created. We
will discuss the APIs Vizier exposes to the data interaction modalities for accessing artifacts in Section 4. The
semantics of a Vizier workflow is the serial execution of the cells of the workflow, where the latest version
of each artifact is passed as input to the cell that will be executed next. Thus, as long as the cells themselves
are deterministic, the artifact versions created by the execution of a workflow are uniquely determined by the
workflow itself.
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data = read_csv ( " social_data . csv " )
2 show ( data )


1 data [ " latlon " ] = geocode ( data [ " address " ])
2 show ( data )


1 censusblocks = read_geojson ( " blocks . json " )
2 show ( censusblocks )


1 data = spatial_join ( data , censusblocks , [ " latlon " , " geometry " ])
2 count_per_block = data . groupby ( " block_id " ). count ()
3 show ( count_per_block )




1










Figure 3: A simplified example notebook
Example 3.1: Figure 3 shows a notebook with a simplified data ingestion, cleaning, and analysis task. The
notebook loads the dataset (cell 1), geocodes listed street addresses (cell 2), loads a collection of census blocks
(cell 3), and computes summary statistics for each census block (cell 4). We use this notebook to illustrate a
key challenge of traditional notebook architectures. The user modifies cell 2 to switch to a different geocoder,
potentially requiring re-evaluation of the notebook. In this specific notebook, the user had the foresight to write in
an idempotent style, making it unnecessary to re-run cell 1 to recover the state needed to run cell 2 correctly. It is
also unnecessary to re-run cell 3, as it does not depend on the output of cell 2. However, in traditional notebooks
like Jupyter the burden of deciding which cells to re-evaluate rests on the user, creating added overhead and
increasing the chance of errors.
Formally, a Vizier workflow is a sequence N = {c1 , . . . , cN } of cells. The versions of artifacts valid
after execution of cell ci are modeled as a global scope G that maps artifact names to artifact versions or the
distinguished symbol ⊥, which indicates that no version of the artifact has been produced yet. A cell c is a
function that takes a scope G as input and produces an updated scope G ′ : c(G) = G ′ . We use ⃗rG,i to denote
the names of artifacts accessed by cell ci applied to Gi . The scope parameter is necessary, because a cell may
dynamically decide which artifacts to read based on the content of other artifacts. The result JN K of evaluating
workflow N = {c1 , . . . , cN } is defined as the scope Gn produced by starting with an empty scope G0 (where all
artifact names are mapped to ⊥), and by computing Gi = ci (Gi−1 ).
If workflow N is modified by rec1
c2
c3
c4
placing a cell ci with a cell c′i (denoted
′
+
as N [ci \ci ]), we need to obtain the
c1
c 2'
c 3'
c 4'
updated scope JN [ci \c′i ]K. Of course
this can be achieved by evaluating Figure 4: Evaluation logic for the example notebook in Figure 3. Edges
N [ci \c′i ]. However, to improve perfor- are labeled with global scope versions. Cells that are (re-)evaluated are
mance, Vizier attempts to update the highlighted, dotted lines represent simulated state flow.
output of JN K by only re-evaluating a
subset of the cells. First, observe that G1 , . . . , Gi−1 are independent of ci ; and remain unchanged if ci is modified.
It is still necessary to have Gi−1 to evaluate c′i ; so Vizier caches all intermediate global scopes after evaluating
each workflow revision.
Naively, we have to still re-evaluate ci+1 , . . . , cN using the new scope produced by c′i . Let us denote the
′ , . . . , G . Vizier uses the readsets ⃗
scopes produced by this evaluation as Gi+1
rG,i+1 , . . . , ⃗rG,N , to identify cells
n
cj for which the same output (artifact versions written by the cell) in JN [ci \c′i ]K is guaranteed. Denote by
∆(G, G ′ ) = {k|G(k) ̸= G ′ (k)} the names of artifacts that differ between G and G ′ . We have to re-execute cell
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ci+1 if an artifact read by ci+1 has changed, which is the case if ∆(Gi , Gi′ ) ∩ ⃗rG,i+1 ̸= ∅. If ci+1 needs to be
′
re-executed, then we set Gi+1
= ci+1 (Gi′ ). Otherwise, we generate Gi+1 by merging the changes made by ci+1 in
′
′ (k) = G
′
′
N to Gi into Gi . That is, for all artifacts k we set Gi+1
i+1 (k) if k ∈ ∆(Gi , Gi+1 ) and Gi+1 (k) = Gi (k)
otherwise. The same approach is applied to decide whether to evaluate or skip the remaining cells in N [ci \ci ′ ].
Example 3.2: Figure 4 continues the running example from ?? 3.1. The user has replaced the initial version of
cell c2 with an updated version c2 ′ . The global scope produced by preceding cells (G1 ) may be re-used unchanged
to evaluate c2 ′ , producing scope G2′ . ∆(G2 , G2′ ) is the data artifact, but the readset of c3 is empty, and so this cell
does not need to be re-evaluated. Instead G3′ is derived by merging variables the cell previously changed (i.e.,
∆(G2 , G3 )) into the current global scope. Finally, Vizier identifies that an element of ⃗rG,4 (the data variable) has
changed between G3 and G3′ , necessitating a re-evaluation of cell 4.

3.2

Versioning Workflows

ref…

references

references

Vizier maintains a branching history of the evolution of
the notebook. A cell is further subdivided into (i) cell
derivedFrom
metadata (ci ) that is unique to the workflow (e.g., times- Branch
contains
tamps and execution status), (ii) results (ri ) of executing
c 1 c 1'
c 2 c 2'
c 3 c 3'
c 4 c 4'
the cell, and (iii) a module (mi ) describing the command
executed in the cell. The latter two components (results
r1
r2 r2'
r3
r4 r4'
and modules) may be shared across workflows. A module
m1
m2 m2' m3
m4
object describes the command to be evaluated in a cell.
This includes its type (e.g., Python or Scala script; SQL Figure 5: History for the running example, assuming
query; or one of the graphical widgets), as well as any cell 2 was changed as in Figure 4.
parameters to the command (e.g., the script itself, or the artifact name to materialize query results as). A results
object stores references to versions of artifacts in the artifact store created by the execution of the cell. We do not
materialize the full global scope after each cell, but rather only the changes made to the global scope by the cell
(i.e., the cell’s write set). Any global scope Gi can be reconstructed from the preceding write sets.
Example 3.3: Figure 5 continues our running example, which in our new terminology is a single branch
comprised of two workflows W1 and W2 . Both notebooks are comprised of four cell objects each. Cells 1, 3, and
4 were unchanged between workflows, and so the corresponding cell objects for W2 reference the same module
description object as the corresponding cell for W1 , while the module descriptions referenced by c2 and c2 ′ differ.
Cells 1 and 3 do not need to be re-evaluated, and so can share their result objects, while Cells 2 and 4 both require
re-evaluation and create new result objects.
Workflow and Branch History. Similar to version control systems like git, each workflow version in Vizier
stores a reference to the workflow version it was derived from. A branch is an append-only sequence of workflow
versions. The branch contains a reference to the most recent workflow version in the branch. A new branch may
be created from any existing workflow version, including a historical one.

3.3

Parallel Scheduler

The evaluation model presented in Section 3.1 relies exclusively on dynamic provenance, where Vizier is informed
about the readset and writeset of a cell at runtime when the cell accesses artifacts through Vizier’s API. However,
dynamic provenance is not always sufficient. For example, Vizier evaluates cells in parallel where possible, but
dynamic provenance is not available until the cell has already been evaluated. Static provenance, which can
derive a cell’s read and write sets through static dataflow analysis of its source code, can be computed upfront.
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However, static dataflow analysis is of necessity an approximation for some cell types; language features like
control flow and dynamic code evaluation can lead to over- (or under-) estimates of the cell’s read and write sets.
Vizier uses a novel approach which refines static provenance at runtime using dynamic provenance [14].
Fundamentally, Vizier’s scheduler needs to assign each cell in a running workflow to one of four lifecycle
stages: (i) DONE when the cell has a valid result object, (ii) PENDING when the cell depends (directly or
transitively) on a cell that does not have a result object, and (iii) RUNNING when the cell’s dependencies have a
valid result object but the cell itself does not. We further distinguish as (iv) STALE those cells in the PENDING
stage for which we can conclusively determine that re-evaluation is required.
To manage lifecycle transitions, Vizier’s scheduler relies on a combination of static and dynamic provenance [14]. It uses static provenance to generate an over-approximation on the read and write dependencies
of a cell2 . Accordingly, the scheduler tracks an over-approximation of the read and writesets at each step of
the workflow, and refines them when the execution of cell finishes and we know its precise read and write set.
This approximation is used by Vizier’s scheduler to omit cells from re-execution or schedule them for parallel
execution if we can determine that it is safe to do so based on these over-approximations.

4

Multimodality

As noted in Section 3.2, cells in Vizier implement a variety of different modalities, including scripting languages
(e.g., Python, Scala), query languages (e.g., SQL), as well as graphical widgets for data ingestion, transformation,
and curation (e.g., Load Dataset, Pivot Table, Repair Key). We refer to the evaluation logic for each modality as
cell command. Each cell in a Vizier workflow identifies the command that should run to evaluate the cell, along
with a set of arguments to that command. For example, the SQL cell (sql.query) takes two arguments: the text
of a SQL query, and an optional name to materialize the result table as. In this section, we discuss how these
modalities are implemented as cell types in Vizier.
A command is defined by the following methods: (i) schema: Returns a schema for the arguments the
command accepts; (ii) summary(arguments): Returns a textual description of the behavior of the command
when parameterized by the provided arguments; (iii) dependencies(arguments): Returns the over-approximation
of the set of names of artifacts read (resp., written) by the cell as parameterized by the provided arguments, or
indicates that either or both bounds can not be computed; and (iv) evaluate(arguments, context): Evaluates the
cell on the command, parameterized by the provided arguments and a context object.
The context object on which commands are evaluated provides a read/write interface to the global scope and
a way to emit messages to be displayed alongside the cell in the notebook view. As we discuss in Section 3, the
global scope maps artifact names to artifact versions. Artifacts are not persisted directly as part of the global
scope, but rather are references to our write-only artifact store.3 When a cell implementation writes an artifact
through the context, the artifact version is serialized and written into the artifact store. The artifact store assigns
the artifact (version) a unique identifier, which is then saved into the scope. Similarly, to read an artifact, a cell
implementation first reads the artifact identifier out of the scope, and then accesses the corresponding artifact
version from the store.
Cells implementing runtimes for general-purpose languages need to provide users of those languages with a
way to interact with the global notebook state. This entails (i) providing a mechanism to reference the scope and
import artifacts within a language-specific format, and (ii) predicting how the user-provided code will interact
with the state to bound provenance.
2

As we argue in [14], to deal with languages that support dynamic code evaluation such as Python, it would be necessary to allow
under-approximations of read and write sets (missed data dependencies) and compensate for them at runtime. However, this not
implemented in Vizier yet; attempts to dynamically read variables not in the maximal readset are flagged as errors.
3
As mentioned before, artifact versions are immutable in Vizier which simplifies version management. We leave optimizations that
selectively violate this policy and update artifacts or store deltas instead of creating full updated versions of artifacts to future work.
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Python. Python cells are evaluated in an independent interpreter to avoid concurrency bottlenecks from the global
interpreter lock (GIL). Thus, a key challenge is minimizing the volume of state transferred into and out of each
interpreter. Global scope is lazily loaded by populating the global state with a set of proxy objects, one for each
artifact in the scope. Access to the Vizier context for messaging and artifact access occurs through a control bus
that, by default, operates over the python process’ standard input and output streams. Vizier defines a special
‘show’ command within the module to produce structured messages (analogous to placing an item on the last line
of a Jupyter cell). The show command includes support for most Vizier-defined types, matplotlib and bokeh plots,
and provides fallbacks using the Jupyter-standard _repr_html_ method, or direct stringification as a final resort.
For predictive dependency tracking, and to identify variables that are modified, Vizier relies on Python’s ast
module, which provides an introspective compilation and code analysis framework. Vizier performs lightweight
dependency analysis [14] to bound the cell’s read and write dependencies.
SQL. SQL cells are parsed and evaluated by Apache Spark. Vizier intercepts the parsed SQL query AST and
manually injects references to the corresponding artifacts — either datasets or python functions — where needed.
Spark-provided view name decorators make it possible for the injected views to retain their names from the query,
avoiding incomprehensible error messages. The same injection logic is also used to statically identify exact read
and write dependencies.

5

Interactive Spreadsheets

A key feature of Vizier is support for direct interaction with artifacts [10], most notably a spreadsheet-like
interface for interacting with Spark Data Frames. Spreadsheets provide a data exploration experience that is
distinct from notebooks. Users are limited to a single dataset, but have significantly more flexibility when
exploring the data. For example, it is common on small datasets (e.g., under 1000 rows) for users to complete
preliminary data cleaning tasks like outlier detection, data integration, repair of typos and outliers, and even
some limited computation (e.g., deriving new fields) in a spreadsheet prior to working with the data further (e.g.,
in a notebook). Another common use case is manual data entry; The user may enter the entire dataset, or may
generate a data entry template (e.g., with a script) and import the resulting file into another tool.
Vizier’s spreadsheet interface is intended to provide a view over a subset of the notebook, allowing users
to interact with the dataset in the appropriate modality, while simultaneously preserving workflow provenance
through interactions. As the user interacts with the spreadsheet, their edits are reflected in the notebook as new
cells. As the user edits the notebook, their edits are likewise reflected in the spreadsheet — If the source data
frame is updated in the notebook, Vizier attempts to re-apply the user’s edits to the updated data.
Track Changes as a View. To support bi-directional interaction between spreadsheet and notebook views, Vizier
implements a series of specialized cell types that mimic SQL DDL and DML operations, allowing for inserting,
deleting, or reordering columns and rows, or for updating individual cell values. We refer to the operations
described by these cell types collectively as the Vizual language [10, 17].
Vizual is based on the principle that the user’s interactions with a database can be modeled as views over an
original version of the data. As prior work has shown, a view defined over a table can mimic the effects of any
DDL [13] or DML [30] operation applied to the table. Analogously, each Vizual cell in the notebook uses Spark’s
standard data frame manipulation language to apply a successive transformation to the dataset that mimics the
user’s interaction. To ensure that the spreadsheet remains responsive, a shim layer tentatively injects predicted
updates to the user’s interactions until the effects of the user’s edit are fully applied (e.g., as [20]).
In SQL DML, update operations specify target rows by a predicate. By contrast, operations in a spreadsheet
explicitly target specific rows of data, requiring Vizier to assign unique identifiers to each record to encode their
order in the spreadsheet4 . To allow Vizual operations to be replayed as source data changes, these identifiers
4

We assume that the number of columns will remain manageable and reference them purely by name
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should remain stable through data transformations. For derived data, Vizier uses a row identity model similar
to GProM’s [2] encoding of provenance. Derived rows, such as those produced by declaratively specified table
updates, are identified by an appropriate combination of input tuple identifiers. For example, rows in the output
of a join are identified by combining identifiers from the source rows that produced them into a single identifier,
and rows in the output of a projection or selection use the identifier of the source row that produced them.
The remaining challenge is assigning row identifiers to source data, which we want to remain stable through
changes to the source data so that spreadsheet operations can be replayed. Ideally, the data would include a
unique identifier that we can leverage; but this is not always the case. Storing the data in a revision control
system [9, 21], is not always a viable option [1]. A more heavyweight approach is to link records across revisions
of a dataset [38], but this adds non-negligible overhead to common-case data revisions. Vizier presently supports
persistent identifiers through append- or edit-only revisions by assigning each record a unique identifier based on
its position, and a hash of its contents. This approach has the benefit of being lightweight (it can be applied in a
single pass), and resilient. In contrast to simply using a hash-based identifier, the approach supports duplicate
records. Conversely, solely using a position-based identifier could lead to spreadsheet operations being applied to
the wrong row in case of insertions. While techniques for creating identifiers that are stable under updates has
been studied extensively for XML databases (e.g., ORDPATH [32]) and recently also for spreadsheet views of
relational databases [5], the main challenge we face in Vizier is how to retain row identity when a new version of
a dataset is loaded into Vizier, as opposed to keeping identity consistent once the data is already in the system.

6

Data Documentation, Error, and Uncertainty Management with Caveats

Like notebook systems, Vizier enables users to document their workflow through markdown cells which do not
manipulate artifacts, but simply serve as documentation. However, some documentation is specific to individual
artifacts, or their component parts (e.g., rows, or columns); We would like such documentation to accompany
the data as it is transformed [26]. Like other annotation management systems including Mondrian [18] and
DBNotes [8], Vizier empowers users to annotate data with textual comments. However, in contrast to these
systems, in Vizier these annotations also have a precise semantics: they encode uncertainty about an attribute
value of a row or the existence of a row. This is important, because uncertainty arises naturally in most data
science pipelines (e.g., because of errors in the data or because of heuristic choices during data cleaning) and if
data analysis ignores the uncertainty in the data, it can lead to analysis results that cannot be trusted. To address
this issue, caveats are propagated through operations on dataset artifacts in Vizier using an efficient uncertain
query semantics we have developed [15, 16]. Thus, caveats on values and rows in the result of an analysis
conducted using Vizier encode information about how data cleaning and curation operations on the data used in
the analysis affect the analysis result. Furthermore, Vizier’s implementation of data cleaning operations introduce
caveats to encode information about other possible repairs.

6.1

Incomplete Databases

Formally, caveats in Vizier are based on an approximation of incomplete databases. An incomplete database
D = {D1 , . . . , Dn } is a set of deterministic databases called possible worlds that encode alternative possibilities
for the state of the real world: one possible world corresponds to the actual state of the real world, but we do
not know which. As an example, consider an analyst that has to find the names of important customers (e.g.,
who ordered products totaling more than $500). An example instance is shown in Figure 6. A common method
for primary key repair is to group rows by their PK values and select one row from each group to be retained.
However, typically we have insufficient information to know which row is the correct choice and will have to rely
on heuristics (e.g., selecting the most recently updated row if this information is available). Incomplete databases
can be used to model this uncertainty: we create an incomplete database whose worlds are all the repairs of the
database violating the constraint [7]. Figure 6 shows two (out of 4) possible repairs for this dataset.
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Customer Relation
cid

name

total

1
1
2
3
3

Peter Petersen
Peter Petersen
Bob Smith
Alice Smith
Alice Smith

1000
950
300
400
600

Possible World (Repair) D1

Possible World (Repqir) D2

cid

name

total

cid

name

total

1
2
3

Peter Petersen
Bob Smith
Alice Smith

1000
300
400

1
2
3

Peter Petersen
Bob Smith
Alice Smith

1000
300
600

Certain Answers

Answers in D1

name

name

Peter Petersen

Peter Petersen

Answers in D2
name

Peter Petersen
Alice Smith

Figure 6: Example customer database violating the primary key constraint that cid is unique and two possible
worlds corresponding to some of the possible repairs of the database achieved by selecting one row among each
group of rows with the same primary key value.
Typical constraint-repair algorithms will select one repair (one possible world) based on a heuristic like
selecting the row whose values are most common in the dataset [35]. For instance, the cleaning algorithm may
choose D1 and the user would then evaluate their query (shown below) over D1 .
SELECT name FROM Customer WHERE total > 500;

While such heuristics may be quite effective on average and are certainly superior to just randomly selecting
a world, it is unavoidable that they fail for some cleaning
scenarios. An alternative approach called consistent query
answering [6] takes a conservative stance, instead of selecting one repair, we reason about all possible repairs and
only return query answers (the so-called certain answers)
that are in the query’s results for every repair (i.e., are
guaranteed to be in the result independent of which repair
is correct). This approach has the advantage that only
correct query answers are returned, but is computationally
expensive, may exclude many very likely answers (if they
are not 100% certain), and is not closed (it is not possible Figure 7: A UB-DB in Vizier encoding D with
1
to evaluate queries with certain answer semantics over the possibly uncertain cells marked with caveats.
certain answers of a query).

6.2

Attribute- and Row-level Caveats and
Uncertainty-Annotated Databases

For Vizier, we developed an uncertain data model called
uncertainty-annotated databases [15] that annotates one
possible world (the so-called selected-guess world) with
an under-approximation of certain answers (if we claim
Figure 8: Caveats annotating the relation D1
that a row is certain, then it is certain) that can be computed
efficiently. This is encoded by annotating a subset of a
dataset’s rows with row-level caveats to mark them as not being certain. The reason that we use an under140

approximation is to be able to evaluate complex queries (full relational algebra including aggregation) efficiently
(with PTIME data complexity and small overhead over deterministic query processing). Furthermore, attributelevel caveats are used to mark attribute values as uncertain (they may not be the same in every possible world)
which is similar in nature to certain answers with nulls [27].

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have made the case for a multi-modal data science platform built on top of an incremental,
data-centric workflow engine and have introduced the reader to Vizier, our system implementing this vision.
Because each modality (notebooks, spreadsheets, the caveat view, etc. . . ) is a “view” interacting with the same
underlying workflow and datasets, it is easy to extend the system to support new interaction paradigms in the
future. Building our system so that cells execute in isolation and only interact through dataflow makes it easy to
add new cell types to the system, because we only have to worry about the interaction of the new cell type with
data artifacts. Thus, adding support for other interaction modalities (e.g., new programming languages) into the
system is straight-forward: we implement a new cell type and an API to access Vizier artifacts from within the
modality.
As demonstrated in recent preliminary work, having a scheduler that revises its schedule based on dependencies discovered at runtime and using static dataflow analysis, we can execute notebook cells in parallel and avoid
re-executing cells that are guaranteed not to change during automatic refresh. Significantly more opportunities
for avoiding work exist, in particular by leveraging Vizier’s standardized representation of artifacts. For example,
by representing updates to dataset artifacts as change sets, existing approaches for incremental view maintenance
can reduce the runtime overhead of recomputing workflow steps, as well as the space costs of preserving multiple
artifact versions. Another interesting direction for future work is to study incremental maintenance of workflow
results when the definition of a workflow step changes. This is an novel variation of the traditional incremental
view maintenance problem where we have to update the result based on a change to the query rather than based
on a change to the data.
Similarly, standard representations of artifacts can be used to help users better understand the outputs of
their workflows. For example, numerous efforts have explored causal explanations in database query results
( [19, 23, 28, 29], and explainability in machine learning has recently become an area of active research. For
such techniques to be truly valuable, they need to operate across artifact types. For example, what would it take
to link a sudden change in predictions made by a model to the addition of a new category in source data five
transformations removed from the model training step. With Vizier’s uncertainty model and provenance tracking
we lay the ground work to develop methods for generating explanations that span multiple steps in a workflow.
Finally, we note that Vizier provides a “ground-up” approach to stitching different interaction modalities
into a single workflow. Tools implemented as views over Vizier’s workflow model seamlessly interact with each
other, with coarse-grained provenance, reactive cell execution, and repeatability/reproducibility. However, these
capabilities are limited to a single Vizier instance, and are of limited value to already existing tools. An important
open challenge is the design of a federated infrastructure for data analytics workflows, allowing multiple Vizier
instances or unrelated tools to interoperate.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by NSF Awards ACI-1640864, IIS-1750460, IIS-1956149, and
IIS-2125516.
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Letter from the Rising Star Award Winner
I am honored to receive the 2022 IEEE TCDE Early Career Award “for contributions to the design of query
processing engines for non-volatile memory and video database systems.” I am thankful to my nominator, letter
writers, and the award committee members, as well as my students, colleagues, collaborators, and sponsors who
have helped shape our research agenda. I want to use this opportunity to present an overview of our ongoing work
on video database systems and highlight the importance for our community to rethink video database systems.
There is a lot of excitement in industry and academia around building Data Lakes for Big Data. It is important
to note that video data will be a significant source of Big Data. For example, it would take a lifetime to watch
all the YouTube videos uploaded in a single hour. To extract insights hidden in these videos, it is essential to
automatically analyse them at scale. There are several real-world applications of video analytics ranging from
climate prediction to urban planning.
Video Database Systems 1.0 Database researchers have long recognized the potential of organizing and
querying video databases. QBIC from IBM Research and Chabot from Berkeley were pioneering projects in the
video database systems space in the 1990s. These systems were designed around the observation that traditional
database systems are tailored for alphanumeric, structured data. To address the limitations of traditional database
systems, these systems sought to transform each frame into a numeric feature representation, and then retrieve
frames similar to the queried frame based on the distance between the feature vectors. While this technique could
return images with similar color or texture, it could often return semantically irrelevant results (e.g., searching
for a bluish-white image of a beach might result in a bluish-white image of a living room). This is because the
computer vision techniques in the early 2000s could not robustly extract richer semantics from the image – like
the fact that the image is that of a beach and not just a generic bluish-white image.
What is New Now? This is no longer a problem, thanks to advances in computer vision over the last decade
with the availability of large labeled datasets like ImageNet that are used to train complex neural networks like
ResNet. This has led to a resurgence of interest in video database systems 2.0 at several institutions like Georgia
Tech, Google, Microsoft, MIT, Stanford, and Washington. Unlike video database systems 1.0, these systems
leverage deep learning models to extract richer semantics from each frame, ranging from the locations of different
objects inside an image to detecting emotions.
Challenges in Video Database Systems 2.0 However, there are several challenges that these systems must
tackle. These include (1) usability, (2) computational cost, (3) accuracy guarantees, and (4) type of queries. First,
it is still challenging for a domain expert to set up a query pipeline for video analytics as that requires low-level
imperative programming across multiple libraries and frameworks (e.g., OpenCV, PyTorch, Pandas, etc.). So, to
find red-colored SUVs in a collection of images, the user needs to write around a hundred lines of Python code
requiring expertise in computer vision and systems. Second, deep learning models are expensive to run. Naïvely
running a model on every video frame is cost-prohibitive at scale. For example, the estimated cost for processing
one month’s video from a camera using Google’s Cloud Vision API amounts to 225Kand350 K for the image
classification and the object localization tasks, respectively. The cost increases with the complexity of the vision
task.
Third, unlike traditional database systems, accuracy is neither guaranteed nor expected in video database
systems. This is because the model may return wrong inference results due to incorrect training data. Errors
accumulate in complex queries that rely on multiple deep learning models. Furthermore, users themselves may
require different accuracy targets. For example, an officer doing a license plate search requires higher accuracy
than an urban planner analyzing traffic flow patterns. Fourth, users are interested in issuing semantically richer
queries. Most work in our community has focused on only detecting “objects” of interest. However, users might
be interested in querying for “actions” of interest. It is not sufficient to look at each frame independently to
answer such action queries. For example, the model requires context across a sequence of frames to distinguish
between a left and a right turn of a car.
EVA Database System I will next discuss how we tackle some of these challenges in the EVA database system
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we are developing at Georgia Tech. EVA is an end-to-end database system tailored for videos [https://georgia-techdb.github.io/eva/index.html]. We are redesigning all the layers of the system, starting from the storage manager up
to the query optimizer. EVA supports a declarative SQL-like language with video-specific functionality to address
the usability challenge. This allows domain experts to easily issue video analytics queries without requiring
low-level imperative programming. Furthermore, they can reuse the query language across different applications.
The user only needs to write a short SQL query to find red-colored SUVs in a collection of images. To lower the
computational cost, EVA optimizes declarative queries using a Cascades-style optimizer. The optimizer is tailored
for user-defined functions that wrap around deep learning models. It automatically materializes and reuses the
results of expensive user-defined functions (i.e., models). EVA uses symbolic analysis of predicates to identify
opportunities for reusing results. Its optimizer uses a reuse-aware cost function to guide decisions like predicate
reordering and model selection.
Third, EVA leverages the flexibility in accuracy targets to reduce query processing time. In particular, it
selects the appropriate “physical” deep learning model for a given “logical” vision task (e.g., object detection) to
meet the accuracy requirement (e.g., YOLOv4 vs. Faster-RCNN). It processes different chunks of a given video
using different models in the ensemble to lower query processing time while meeting the accuracy requirement.
Lastly, EVA supports complex action-based queries. Action localization task requires a more expensive neural
network than object detection. So, the query optimizer trains a reinforcement learning agent to adaptively pick
video chunks that are then fed to the action classifier. This is an exciting combination of Data Management
for ML and ML for Data Management. The agent learns to tune three knobs: sampling rate, chunk length, and
resolution, for adaptively constructing the next video chunk.
In conclusion, I hope this letter got you interested in exploring the space of video database systems. Our
work, recognized by this award, is but one part of this tidal wave. It will take our entire community to unlock the
full potential of video database systems for practitioners. We can make a significant difference in several open
problems – data cleaning, multi-modal query processing, fairness, holistic query optimization, multi-tier storage
management, provenance, etc. I hope we will rise to the occasion and help develop the next generation of video
database systems.
Joy Arulraj
Georgia Tech, USA
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Letter from the Rising Star Award Winner
It is an honor to receive the TCDE Rising Star Award “for contributions to interactive data-intensive systems for
exploratory data analysis.” Thank you to the awards committee as well as my nominator, letter writers, mentors,
collaborators, graduate and undergraduate advisees, and of course my family for supporting my career. I could
not have done this without you!
Designing systems for exploratory data analysis requires knowledge of how to efficiently clean, process,
and model data at scale, as well as a deep understanding of how people interpret and manipulate this data to
extract insights and make decisions. In this letter, I highlight four major challenges at the intersection of data
management, visualization, human-computer interaction, and machine learning that I believe will shape the future
of exploratory data analysis research.
How Can We Model Users More Efficiently? With the constant stream of advancements in artificial intelligence and machine learning, a natural question is: how can we leverage existing modeling techniques to anticipate
and provision for users’ interactions within data exploration systems? A few projects explore the use of decision
trees, Markov chains, and Markov decision processes (including my own work), but alternative techniques such
as neural network architectures are difficult to apply to abstract sequences of user interaction logs. A major hurdle
in this space is that we struggle to collect enough data to sufficiently train large interaction models. How can
we collect enough data to support current modeling techniques, or how can we design models to use minimal
interaction data in behavior-driven optimization contexts?
How Can We Increase the Transfer of Innovations Across Areas? My research often involves translating
innovations in visualization and HCI, such as theories of human analysis behavior and principles of interface
design, into practical data processing optimizations of interest to the data management community. However,
much of this work has to be done manually, because we lack effective processes for translating ideas across
these areas. I see opportunities to cross pollinate not just research ideas, but entire methodologies between
communities. For example, tight integration between theory and systems work has led to significant breakthroughs
in database research. In a similar fashion, developing systematic processes for translating theory in visualization
and HCI into hints to database management systems is an exciting research direction. One approach could be
developing programmable theories of visualization and interaction behavior, which could then be compiled to
query languages such as SQL.
How Can We Design More Modular and Integrative Tools? Data scientists are constantly changing their
workflows in response to shifts in data analysis environments, modalities, and best practices. As a result, there is no
one size fits all solution to data science, and the “winners” tend to be the tools that offer the greatest flexibility, one
example being Jupyter Lab. I am happy to see our community shift towards supporting computational notebook
environments such as Jupyter Lab, but to maximize our impact, we need to shift our design methodology away
from monolithic systems towards modular libraries and integrative toolkits. With this approach, data scientists
can pick and choose which components to use and easily connect them together as needed. Unfortunately, this is
the opposite of how many visualization systems and database management systems are designed, requiring a
paradigm shift across areas.
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How Can We Design More Socially Responsible Tools? Our community works hard to make data science
tools faster, more efficient, more robust, and more fair. We should be proud of our achievements, but we still have
a long way to go. For example, our innovations lead to tangible improvements in the daily work of data scientists
and data engineers, but what about the tools they build using our technology, and the people impacted by them?
How do we design data science tools that maximize societal benefits while minimizing potential societal harms?
And how can we develop pathways within the data science pipeline for those affected to promote data equity and
seek data justice?
I hope this letter provides a new perspective on human-centered data science work, and encourages you to
take action towards building a better world. My work has widened the path towards this goal, as recognized by
this award, but it takes a community to execute paradigm shifts and make lasting change. And we can’t do this
alone. By partnering with other critical areas such as human-computer interaction, visualization, and machine
learning, we can build a positive legacy in data science.
Leilani Battle
University of Washington, USA
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